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The MOTion trap: a hybrid atom-ion trap
system for experiments in cold-chemistry and
the production of cold polar molecular ions
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This dissertation details of the construction of and experiments performed in a

hybrid system consisting of a cold neutral atomic magneto-optical trap (MOT)

contained within a linear radio-frequency quadrupole ion trap (LQT). The combi-

nation of these two workhorses of atomic physics facilitates a variety of developing

science such as the controlled investigation of ion-neutral quantum chemistry and

the production of ground-state molecular ions. While the primary focus of this

work is the production of ultracold molecular ions via sympathetic cooling, there

has been investigation of cold (T ⇠ mK) ion-neutral charge exchange processes in

two di↵erent ion-neutral pair systems. In addition, a possible method of produc-

ing ultracold homonuclear molecular ions via a photo-associative ionization (PAI)

pathway is studied in the MOT. The LQT traps ions in spatial overlap with a

40Ca MOT constituting an ultracold bu↵er gas purposed to sympathetically cool

molecular ions.

An e↵ective, general method of producing ground-state molecular ions would

open a field of physics allowing, for example, precise measurements of molec-
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ular transitions which are uniquely sensitive to parity violation, or the possible

variation of fundamental constants. Another promising application of cold molec-

ular ions is an implementation of a quantum computing architecture by coupling

micro-fabricated strip-line resonators to the microwave rotational transition found

in many diatomic molecular ions. The molecular ion BaCl+ is chosen to be used

in proof-of-principle sympathetic cooling experiments. Ultimately, a vibrational

internal state thermometry experiment shows that the Ca MOT performs very

e�ciently at quenching the vibrational motion of the BaCl+ molecular ion.

As a product of overcoming experimental challenges, this thesis discusses sev-

eral experiments to characterize trapping and reaction dynamics in the hybrid

system. For example, charge transfer measurements are performed with two

di↵erent laser-cooled atomic ion species, Yb+ and Ba+, which are allowed and

disallowed ground-state reaction, respectively. Controlled measurements of these

inelastic processes test the cutting edge of quantum theory of ion-neutral inter-

action in both the ground-state and under optical excitation.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This dissertation details a experimental system consisting of magneto-optically

trapped 40Ca atoms, with a typical temperature of a few milliKelvin, co-trapped

with ions of various species within a linear radio-frequency quadrupole trap. The

primary design purpose of the hybrid trapping system, dubbed the MOTion trap,

is to prepare diatomic molecular ions in the quantum ground state via collisions

with the cold, trapped atoms. This work details the first complete experimental

e↵ort to sympathetically cool molecular ions using a MOT. Consistent with any

first scientific endeavor, there were many challenges and discoveries along the way,

detailed in the first six chapters. The climax of this dissertation (chapter 7) is a

measurement demonstrating that the atoms are extremely e�cient at freezing out

the vibrational quantum state, using a novel vibrational thermometry technique.

This first chapter begins by outlining of the structure of the rest of the the-

sis with a very brief description of each chapter’s purpose and contents. Next,

this chapter motivates the construction of and experiments within the atom-ion

apparatus. This requires an overview of physics and applications relevant to a

hybrid atom-ion trap system as well as cold, diatomic molecular ions.

1.1 Thesis Layout

• Chapter 2 is an overview of the experimental hardware and the ion trap,
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including a summary of the principles of ion trapping that covers important

techniques and theoretical concepts in the context of a hybrid trap.

• Chapter 3 reviews the 40Ca magneto-optical trap (MOT). This consists

of an explanation of general MOT physics, experimental techniques, and

details particular to the hybrid system and the Ca MOT.

• Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 are based on experiments performed in the MOTion

trap, each of which culminated in publication in a peer-reviewed research

journal. These publications have been recast in the form of a chapter and a

sort of director’s cut. Figures or sections that were removed to meet length

requirements, for example, have been re-introduced.

• Chapter 4 is about an experiment conducted early in the lifecycle of the

MOTion trap when it was discovered that the presence of the trapped

neutrals was leading to the production of Ca+2 dimer molecular ions via

photo-associative ionization.

• Chapter 5 details an experiment that came about while using 174Yb+ as a

laser-addressable proxy ion for BaCl+ to look for indications of translational

cooling via collisions with the MOT atoms. Yb+ is energetically allowed

to chemically react via charge exchange with Ca, and is found to be highly

reactive.

• Chapter 6 is about a similar experiment to that in chapter 5, except the

ion is Ba+. The Ba+ ground electronic state is energetically forbidden from

charge exchange reactions with Ca. In this experiment the chemical reaction

rate is measured as a function of the quantum state of the reactants.

• Chapter 7 demonstrates experimentally that the vibrational motion of trapped
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BaCl+ molecules is quenched by collisions with ultracold calcium atoms at

a rate comparable to the classical scattering, or Langevin, rate.

• Chapter 8 is an extra chapter for wrapping up loose-ends and discussing an

unrelated project: a direct search for the low-energy 229Th nuclear isomeric

transition in a thorium-doped solid using synchrotron radiation. Finally,

the outlook of the next generation of the MOTion trap system is detailed.

1.2 What is the MOTion trap?

The MOTion trap is a hybrid trap system consisting of a linear quadrupole radio-

frequency Paul trap and a magneto-optical trap (MOT) in the same volume. In

this dissertation, the principles of operation and implementation of the ion trap

and the MOT are found in chapters 2 and 3 respectively. The original magneto-

optical trap used the alkali metal sodium (Na) in 1987 [RPC87]. The conception

of the quadrupole trap is credited to Wolfgang Paul in 1953 [PS53]. The hy-

brid system is the combination of these two Nobel prize winning technologies,

with ion trapping technology winning in 1989 and the MOT winning in 1997.

Two subsequent prizes, the award for Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in 2001

and the most recent 2012 prize for controlled quantum systems, are inarguably

descendant products of the two techniques.

1.3 Why build the MOTion trap?

As a tool, the system is ideal for probing fundamental collision processes between

ions and neutral atoms in a controlled, cold (⇠mK) environment. In recent years,

the potential for using the strong atom-ion interaction has been noted to be a
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promising avenue for studies of molecular ions [SML05]. The MOTion trap is

the experimental implementation of a proposal to sympathetically cool trapped

molecular ions into their quantum ground state [Hud09].

While there have been a few successful demonstrations involving other specie-

specific cooling techniques, producing molecular ions in the lowest few rotational

states [SRD10,SjS10,TWW10], Hudson proposed to sympathetically cool BaCl+

using a generally applicable method of sympathetic collisions with trapped atoms

in a MOT. The sympathetic cooling method is proposed to overcome the molec-

ular quantum state preparation problem (section 1.3.2) in a species independent,

laser-free manner. There are other species independent methods, like those in-

volving cryogenic Helium bu↵er gas which have been found capable of quenching

molecular internal states with a collisional e�ciency of about 1 cooling event in

104 to 106 collisions [FDH85, TJT88]. Compared to cryogenic He, laser-cooled

atoms o↵er a colder bu↵er gas temperature (µK - mK), since the cryogenic He is

limited to temperatures of ⇠ 4K (⇠ 300 mK for 3He). In addition, laser-cooled

atoms are generally much more (↵Ca ⇠ 102 ⇥ ↵He) polarizable. A higher polar-

izability yields stronger interaction (/ ↵2 via Fermi’s golden rule). The result,

experimentally seen in chapter 7, is expected near unit collision internal state

relaxation e�ciency in a MOTion trap.

1.3.1 The prospects and progress using molecular structure

The proposed cooling method is among many e↵orts towards preparing samples

of cold molecules or molecular ions as the next evolution beyond cold atoms in

atomic, molecular, and optical (AMO) physics. Cold atom technology is ubiqui-

tous in the field of atomic physics. Laser cooled atomic samples are the foundation

of countless important measurements, discoveries and technologies, such as the
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current [JSP02], and perhaps future [RHS08], definition of the second. The next

most simple quantum system, compared to an atom, is a diatomic molecule. With

the reduction in simplicity comes an increase in the richness physics. Molecules

have additional internal degrees of freedom. They can rotate about their cen-

ter of mass and they can vibrate. These extra degrees of freedom o↵er a huge

space for future work such as exploring long range collective quantum e↵ects

(e.g. a dipolar BEC [GSL02, SSL03]), and tests of fundamental symmetries and

variation of fundamental constants [HST02,HLS06,CFK09]. Many groups have

made great progress producing cold samples of trapped molecules. Two particu-

larly noteworthy projects have successfully begun applying the technique of laser

cooling to diatomic molecules [SBD10,HYS13]. These feats using two uniquely

appropriate molecules, strontium fluoride (SrF) and Yttrium Oxide (YO) respec-

tively, are impressive as it was once thought that laser cooling molecules poses a

nearly insurmountable technical challenge. The di�culties, discussed in section

1.3.2, lie in quantum preparation and control of the molecular state, chiefly due

to the long-lived vibrational states. Two recent articles provide an overview of

the prospects of extending laser cooling techniques to diatomic molecules [Ros04]

and molecular ions [NVH11].

Spatially confining neutral molecules is very di�cult. Fortunately, most types

of molecule applications can be pursued with molecular ions as well, with the

additional benefit of robust trapping techniques. The convenience of ion trapping

technology comes at a price. Using ions likely costs the ability to investigate

quantum degenerate dipolar gases, since ion-ion repulsion sets a limit to the

density as ion crystallization occurs. However, there exist other applications

that are bolstered by the net charge of the molecular ion. A possible future

experiment particular to ground-state molecular ions is an extensible quantum

computation scheme using strip-line microwave resonators coupled to surface-
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trapped molecular ion qubits [ADD06]. For example of an experiment in progress,

a project at JILA is leveraging a molecular state in trapped HfF+ to search for

an electron electric dipole moment (eEDM) [LBL11].

1.3.2 The trouble with molecular structure

Atoms have an internal degree of freedom corresponding to di↵erent amounts of

electronic excitation. The energy di↵erential between states of di↵erent principal

quantum number are typically some fraction of the kinetic energy of a Bohr orbit

Ee ⇠ h̄2

2ma2
0

, where m is the electron mass and a0 is the Bohr radius (= 52.9 pm).

This energy scale is about a few eV. An electron volt, in temperature units, is

1eV
k
B

' 11610 K. It is safe to say that at room temperature, it is not likely to

naturally find an atom in an excited quantum state. For atoms and atomic ions,

the principal internal degree of freedom is already “frozen” at room temperature.

This is not true for molecules.

Molecules have additional rovibrational (rotational and vibrational) internal

degrees of freedom, with smaller characteristic energy scales. The typical rotation

splitting for a diatomic molecule is that of a rigid rotor with moment of inertia

I ⇠ µhR2
0i, where µ is the reduced nuclear mass m

1

m
2

m
1

+m
2

(typically ⇠10 amu) of

the two bound atoms and R0 is the bond length (typically a few Bohr radii).

The rotational energy levels are spaced as Erot = BJ(J + 1), a function of the

rotational quantum number J . Typical spacing for this energy, B ⇡ h̄2

2I , is a

few GHz. This energy scale is smaller than the electronic energy by about a

factor of the electron to nuclear mass ratio i.e. Erot ⇠ m
µ
Ee. (The electron to

nuclear mass typically ranges between ⇠ 103 and 105.) A GHz corresponds to

roughly 48 mK of thermal energy, so many rotational levels are occupied at room

temperature. A similar argument identifies the vibrational energy scale. The

6



nuclei of the molecule are bound to one another electronically, so the dissociation

energy is of the order of a few eV. Vibration can be thought of a harmonic

oscillation of this bond where 1
2µ!

2a20 ⇠ Ee ⇠ h̄2

2ma2
0

. The vibrational quanta of

energy is then h̄! ⇡ (m/µ)1/2Ee. Thus, the typical vibration energy spacing

corresponds to a thermal energy of a few hundred Kelvin, or more, depending on

the molecule. A well-bound rovibrational manifold for a given electronic state

looks roughly like a rigid rotor energy spectrum (GHz spacing) nested inside a

simple harmonic oscillator spectrum (THz spacing) and will have a significant

population spread at room temperature. Section 1.3.3.2 details the statistics of

the internal state distribution. This thermal spread of internal quantum states is

just the first part of the problem for quantum control of diatomic molecules. The

Born-Oppenheimer approximation, a quantitative model of a diatomic system

summarized in section 1.3.3, helps to understand the further complication of

rovibrational structure: the lack of vibrational selection rules.

1.3.3 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

The disparate energy, and thus time, scales Erot ⇠ (m/µ)1/2Ev ⇠ (m/µ)Ee moti-

vate the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA). The BOA assumes that the

problem is separable into three component wavefunctions: the center-of-mass, the

electronic, and the nuclear. The center-of-mass component of the wavefunction

is just the external, field-free, translation of the entire molecule. The approxima-

tion assumes that the latter two components of the wavefunction, the electronic

and the nuclear, are decoupled since the fast, light electrons move much more

quickly than the nuclei. That is,

 =  (~rCOM)�(~R)�e(R; r1, r2, ..., rN) (1.1)
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R (internuclear separation)
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v = 1, J=1
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram illustrating typical molecular structure for a

bound electronic potential. The molecular potential Eel(R), indicated by a solid

line, varies in energy with the internuclear separation. De indicates the elec-

tronic dissociation energy of the molecule on this potential. R0 indicates the

bond length i.e. the average internuclear separation for a well-bound vibrational

level. Schematic vibrational spacing is marked by horizontal lines indicating the

di↵erent oscillator levels. Each vibrational level supports a rotational spectrum,

shown zoomed in.
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where �e is the electronic component of the wavefunction which takes the internu-

clear spacing ~R as a parameter and is a function of all of the electron coordinates

ri. � is the nuclear part which only depends on ~R. The full Schrödinger equation

separates into two parts. First, for the electronic wavefunction the Schrödinger

equation
"
X

i

~pi
2m
� 1

2Mtotal

X

i,j

~pi · ~pj +
X

i<j

e2

4⇡✏0|~ri � ~rj|
+
X

i,↵

Z↵e
2

4⇡✏0|~r↵ � ~rj|

#
�e = Eel(R)�e

(1.2)

is solved in the center-of-mass (COM) frame for fixed nuclear positions ~r↵ where

the indices i, j are summed over all the electrons in the molecule. Solving this

equation requires state-of-the-art many-body computational techniques. The so-

lution is a so-called internuclear molecular potential curve Eel(R), which can be

physically interpreted as the e↵ective interaction potential between the two nuclei

after the electron configuration has been taken into account. The molecular po-

tential appears in the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation leftover, after sepa-

rating the angular component, for the vibrational wavefunction �(~R) = v(R)Y N
z

N ,
"
� h̄2

2µ
(
1

R2

@

@R
(R2 @

@R
)) +

h̄2

2µ

h ~N2i
R2

+ Eel(R)

#
v(R) = Ev(R), (1.3)

where ~N is the nuclear rotation angular momentum, perpendicular to the inter-

nuclear axis. This equation, unlike equation 1.2, is tractable without advanced

computational techniques and is useful to solve for di↵erent vibrational solutions

to a given molecular potential. A typical molecular potential with bound solu-

tions, and thus rovibrational structure, looks like figure 1.1. The rovibrational

contribution to the molecular energy for low-lying bound states is given by

Ev,J = BJ(J + 1) + h̄!v(v + 1/2)� h̄(!vxv)(v + 1/2)2 (1.4)

where J (v) is the rotational (vibrational) quantum number. !vxv is an anhar-

monic correction factor sometimes given in tables of spectroscopic data.
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1.3.3.1 Molecular quantum numbers and selection rules

The Russell-Saunders term symbol 2S+1LJ describes the angular momentum quan-

tum numbers of an atomic state. Diatomic molecules have di↵erent “good” an-

gular momentum quantum numbers, due to cylindrical symmetry replacing the

spherical symmetry of an atom. The term symbol for a molecular state is 2⌃+1⇤⌦.

⌃ is the projection of the electronic spin ~S unto the internuclear axis. ⇤ is the

projection of the electronic orbital angular momentum ~L unto the internuclear

axis. In analogy to L in the Russell-Saunders term symbol, ⇤ takes Greek letter

variants of S (⌃),P (⇧),D (�) to denote ⇤ = 0, 1, 2 respectively. ⌦ is the pro-

jection of the total electronic angular momentum |⌃ + ⇤| unto the internuclear

axis.

The dipole (E1) electronic transition selection rules fall out by evaluating the

expectation of the dipole operator, ~d = e~r with the Born Oppenheimer wavefunc-

tion of equation 1.1, h |~d| i. Ultimately, this expression takes the form

h~di =
p
SJ 00,J 0hvA(R)|d(R)|vX(R)i (1.5)

for a transition with initial electronic state X(v00, J 00) into another potential la-

beled A(v0, J 0). SJ 00,J 0 is the Hönl-London factor, a molecular analog to the

Clebsch-Gordon coe�cient in atomic transitions. d(R) is the radial dipole mo-

ment function and it is the result of a calculation involving the electronic portion

of  . Often, the variation of d(R) with internuclear separation is small and

neglected, allowing it to be factored out of the average over the vibration wave-

function as just an average electronic dipole moment d̄. This leaves,

h~di = d̄
p
SJ 00,J 0hvA(R)|vX(R)i (1.6)

where the latter term, the inner product between the initial and final vibrational

wavefunctions, is the square root of the so-called Franck-Condon factor (FCF)
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p
Fv. Thus, the strength of an E1 transitions is proportional to h~di2 ⇠ d̄SJ 00,J 0Fv.

The selection rules are determined by the rotational part only. The rotational

selection rules for an E1 type transition are �J = 0 (J 0 6= 0),±1 , �⌦ = 0,±1,

�⇤ = 0,±1, and �⌃ = 0. The Franck-Condon factor can range from 0 to 1 for

any variation of vibrational quantum number v. This is root cause of di�cult in

molecular laser cooling schemes. An excited electronic state can often decay into

many di↵erent vibrational levels on the ground-state potential, ruining the laser

cooling cycle.

1.3.3.2 Boltzmann (thermal) distribution of molecular degrees of free-

dom

Thermal population distribution in a particular state s is determined by the ratio

of the Boltzmann factor gse�E
s

/(k
B

T ) to the partition function Z. This factor

includes the degeneracy gs of the state s. The partition function is the sum of

the Boltzmann factor over all states Z =
P

i gie
�E

i

/(k
B

T ).

The population for a rigid quantum rotor state with quantum number J is

given by

PJ =
(2J + 1)e�BJ(J+1)/(k

B

T )

P
J(2J + 1)e�BJ(J+1)/(k

B

T )
(1.7)

where B is the rotational energy constant. The partition function does not have

a simple analytic form. In certain temperature limits, however, it is possible to

write down useful simple expression for partition function. In the high tempera-

ture limit (B ⌧ kBT ) the sum approaches the classical limit and can be integrated

to yield Zhot ⇠ k
B

T
B

. In the frozen limit (B � kBT ), only the first term of the sum

contributes significantly to the partition function yielding Zcold ⇠ 1+3e�2B/(k
B

T ).

The exact partition is plotted in figure 1.2, along with the two limiting cases for

comparison.
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Figure 1.2: Partition function for a rigid quantum rotor as a function of the ratio

of the rotational splitting constant B to the thermal energy kBT .

The thermal distribution amongst the lowest lying vibrational levels is even

simpler, since the partition function for a quantum oscillator can be evaluated as

a geometric sum with a simple closed form result

Pv =
eh̄!v

v/(k
B

T )

1 + eh̄!v/(kBT )
(1.8)

where v is the vibrational quantum number.

1.3.4 Cold molecular ion candidate - BaCl+

For the work detailed in this dissertation, BaCl+ is chosen to be cooled in demon-

stration of the general method of sympathetic cooling in the MOT. Compared to

diatomic neutral molecules, there is very little spectroscopic information avail-

able for molecular ions. BaCl+ is chosen from a list of candidate molecules, listed

in [Hud09], which have a higher electron a�nity than the neutral atoms in the

12



State R0 De !v !vxv Brot

[a0] [cm�1] [cm�1] [cm�1] [cm�1]

X1⌃+ 4.85 -39 055 328.3 -1.56 0.0918

A1⇧ 6.42 -2 075 90.53 -1.26 0.0524

Table 1.1: BaCl+ molecular spectroscopic constants

MOT (IPCa= 6.1 eV > IPBaCl= 5.0 eV). This relation between ionization po-

tentials energetically precludes the undesirable direct charge exchange reaction.

Most other possible reaction pathways are also energetically forbidden, except

the addition reaction Ca + BaCl+ ! CaBaCl+. However, the addition reaction

requires a third body in the collision for momentum conservations, and is a rare

event at experimental densities.

Everything currently known about the molecular structure of BaCl+ is a result

of measurements done in the Hudson laboratory [CSK11], with theoretical sup-

port from Svetlana Kotochigova at Temple University. Spectroscopic constants

for the ground molecular state and an excited repulsive potential are tabulated

in table 1.1. The spectroscopic information is derived from ab initio calculations

found to be consistent with a photo-dissociation measurement result. The scheme

of the measurement, along with ab initio low-lying molecular potentials, is shown

in figure 1.3.

The photo-dissociation cross-section measurement, shown in figure 1.4, is im-

proved over the original measurement in [CSK11], by use of a time-of-flight ap-

paratus to accurately measure the fragment ion production [SCR12]. The exper-

iment is performed by measuring Ba+ ion fragment production as a function of

dissociation laser wavelength using the time-of-flight. The resulting cross-section

agrees quite well with a theoretical calculation of the ground state vibrational
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Figure 1.3: Photodissociation measurement scheme and molecular potentials.

Dissociation occurs by single photon excitation from the ground X1⌃+ (solid

black) to the repulsive wall of the A1⇧ (solid red) potential.
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Figure 1.4: BaCl+ photodissociation cross-section. The data points fit well to

the room temperature thermal average of the v = 0...3 vibrational contributions,

calculated using the ab initio potentials shown in figure 1.3.

cross-sections thermalized to 300 K. There is no rotational state specific informa-

tion in the bound-to-free dissociation process. However, there is a relatively weak

dependence on the vibrational state occupancy which can be used to investigate

the thermal distribution of the vibrational levels. This measurement is the basis

of the vibrational thermometry technique employed to demonstrate internal state

relaxation in chapter 7.

1.3.4.1 Laser cooling BaCl+

Like most molecules, BaCl+ is an example of a molecule with an internal structure

not amenable to laser cooling. Laser cooling cannot be performed using the X

and A molecular potentials in BaCl+ due to a very poor Franck-Condon overlap
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between the vibrational wavefunctions. The approximate Franck-Condon factor

can easily be estimated from the parameters in table 1.1 by calculating the overlap

between simple harmonic oscillator wavefunctions

 v =
⇣µ!v

⇡h̄

⌘1/4

e�
µ!

i

2⇡h̄

(r�R
0

)2 , (1.9)

where the parameters R0 and !v are read o↵ the table for each molecular configu-

ration. These wavefunctions approximate the X(v = 0) and A(v = 0) vibrational

wavefunctions, and have very small overlap (hX(v = 0)|A(v = 0)i ⇠ 10�8), so

spontaneous decay from the bound excited state is very unlikely to arrive back in

the required ground state configuration. A thorough discussion of conveniently

calculating the Franck-Condon factor from spectroscopic parameters is available

in [Nic81].

1.4 The atom-ion interaction in the low collision energy

regime

At long range, an atom is polarized by the electric field of an ion, ~p = ↵~E, where

↵ is the static polarizability of the atom. The induced dipole has its own electric

field which exerts a force on the ion. The resulting interaction potential is often

called the C4 potential and is written in the form:

V (r) = �1

2
↵| ~E|2 = �1

2

↵e2

(4⇡✏0)2r4
= �C4

r4
. (1.10)

When two particles collide with a center-of-mass collision energy E on a C4

potential, there exists a critical impact parameter b0 =
�
4C

4

E

�1/4
at which the

classical distance of closet approach goes imaginary. Classical trajectories at or

below this critical impact parameter spiral into very close range where inelastic

events are much more likely to occur. The critical impact parameter b0 defines
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the so-called Langevin cross-section

�Langevin = ⇡b20 = 2⇡

r
C4

E
(1.11)

and represents a good upper bound for any inelastic scattering cross-section in low

energy atom-ion interaction. Since the Langevin cross-section goes like E�1/2, the

thermally averaged Langevin rate constant h�Langevinvi is temperature indepen-

dent. In the low collision energy limit the full quantum mechanical partial wave

treatment yields the same result for the collision rate constant [Gri04]. There-

fore throughout the experiments detailed in this dissertation, the Langevin rate

constant sets the scale at which an inelastic process can be considered e�cient.

For neutral 40Ca collisions with heavier ions m ⇠ 150amu, the Langevin rate

constant is ' 5⇥ 10�9 cm3 s�1.

1.4.1 Short-range inelastic collision events

When a su�ciently slow 40Ca atom collides with a trapped BaCl+ molecular

ion at short range, the only energetically allowed two-body inelastic outcome is

the atom removing some energy from the diatomic molecule’s internal degrees of

freedom. This is the case because the collision entrance channel’s energy is lower

than any other outcome due to the di↵erence in ionization potentials as mentioned

in section 1.3.4. This is not always the case when an atom interacts with an ion.

Oftentimes, the entrance channel A + B+ is at a higher energy than states on

a potential that dissociates to A+ + B. When energetically allowed, there is a

probability of charge transfer occurring during close range interaction. Charge

transfer occurs via three mechanisms: non-radiative charge transfer (nRCT),

A++B ! A+B+, radiative charge transfer (RCT), A++B ! A+B++ �, and

radiative association (RA), A+ + B ! (AB)+ + �. These three charge transfer

mechanisms are shown schematically in figure 1.5. Chapters 5 and 6 detail the
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of charge transfer pathways. Charge transfer can occur

directly with or without emission of a photon via radiative and nonradiative

charge transfer, respectively (RCT, nRCT). Alternately, by emitting a photon,

the atom-ion pair can form a molecular ion by radiative association (RA).

study of two such situations in which charge transfer can and does occur.

1.4.2 Atomic excited state inelastic shielding

Close-range inelastic collisions involving the excited state of the atom are sup-

pressed. The suppression is due to the di↵erence in polarizability of the atomic

ground electronic state and excited electronic state. In the case of 40Ca, the po-

larizabilities are di↵erent by roughly a factor of three. As the atom approaches

the ion along a collision trajectory, the ion’s Coulomb field induces di↵erent Stark

energy shifts on each level. This pushes the atom o↵ resonance with the MOT

cooling laser (discussed in detail in section 3.1), early enough that close range

interaction in the neutral atom’s excited atomic state is rare, due to sponta-

neous decay. The magnitude of this suppression is shown in figure 1.6. This
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Figure 1.6: The left panel shows the relative shift, compared to the far separation

limit, between the ground and excited electronic states of 40Ca as a function of

atom-ion separation. The horizontal line marks the natural linewidth of the tran-

sition, for scale. The double-headed arrow marks the typical distance a cold 40Ca

atom travels in the excited state lifetime. The right panel shows the fractional

suppression of a laser’s e�ciency in driving the cooling transition as a function

of atom-ion separation. The laser is detuned from the r ! 1 transition wave-

length by half a natural linewidth. The horizontal dashed line marks the laser’s

e�ciency if the polarizabilities were equal.

atom-ion excited state shielding e↵ect is an important issue in ultracold collision

theory [BJ92]. The e↵ect is particularly beneficial for applying the MOT as a cold

bu↵er gas for molecular ions, since the extra energy from electronic excitation of

the atom is often enough to energetically allow charge transfer.
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CHAPTER 2

Experimental Hardware and the Ion Trap

2.1 Introduction

This chapter details the hardware involved in the construction and implemen-

tation of the hybrid atom-ion, or MOTion, trap system and the experiments

performed therein. This includes specifics of the vacuum chamber 2.2.1, the

di↵erent physical signal detectors 2.2.2, the data acquisition systems 2.2.3, the

home-built external cavity laser systems 2.2.4, and the ion trap itself 2.3.5.2. In

addition to the physical hardware of the ion trap, the principles of operating a lin-

ear quadrupole ion trap are discussed. In particular, ion trapping techniques and

phenomena relevant to experiments probing atom-ion interaction are discussed,

such as: determination of ion kinetic energy 2.3.3.2, limits to bu↵er gas sympa-

thetic cooling 2.3.4, and methods of identifying products of potential chemical

reactions 2.3.2.

2.2 Hardware

2.2.1 Vacuum system

This dissertation’s experiments are performed in a ultra-high vacuum (UHV)

system. A low background pressure, in these experiments <⇠ 10�8mbar, keeps
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of the experimental vacuum chamber. The experimen-

tal chamber is built around an 8” Kimball Physics extended spherical octagon

(MCF800-ExtOct-G2C8A16). The system is supported by three v-block sup-

ports: one pair of supports, on each of the 2.75” CF tees to either side of the

octagon and a third support at the reducer-tee near the ion pump.
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unwanted interactions and trap loss due to collisions with background gas to a

minimum.

The hybrid trap in this work uses a relatively straightforward vacuum system

design. There is only one science chamber, which has self-contained sources and

means of loading both the ion trap and the cold atom magneto-optical trap. A

schematic of the experimental chamber is shown in figure 2.1. The system is built

around the main science chamber with an ion trap in the geometric center of an 8”

Kimball Physics extended spherical octagon (MCF800-ExtOct-G2C8A16). The

octagon has sixteen 1.33” (a.k.a mini-), eight 2.75”, and two 8” CF ports. All of

the 2.75” CF ports not explicitly shown occupied in figure 2.1 are fit with standard

optical viewports. Five of the mini-CF flanges were fit with BNC feedthroughs,

one connection for each rod the the quadrupole ion trap and one more for the

signal out of the ion detecting channel electron multiplier (CEM). One mini-CF

flange has a 4-pin power feedthrough for running current through either of the

two calcium dispensers. The remainder of the 1.33 inch ports were covered with

optical viewports, for access by two cameras, a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) and

an absorption imaging beam. The two large flanges were set up with zero-length

reducers to 4.5” CF, which were fit with optical viewports. The vertical facing

viewports allow access for the vertical MOT trapping beams and the ablation

laser used to load the ion trap. Four more electrical connections come into the

chamber via a 4-pin BNC feedthrough on the 2.75” CF tee connecting the main

chamber to the reducer tee (6 inch to 2.75” CF) connected to both the ion pump

(Varian, VA-911-5034) and to the bake-able all-metal valve which is connected to

a Varian turbo-molecular pump during the initial evacuation phase and during

the activation of the Ca getter source.

The system is mounted above the optics table by three v-block supports: one
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pair of supports holding the chamber on either side of the octagon at the 2.75”

CF tees, and a third supporting the 6” CF reducer tee near the ion pump. The

supports were designed to hold the geometric center of the chamber at a height

of 9.5 inches from the surface of the optics table. The optics are arranged around

the chamber on standard 3” long, 1” diameter steel optical posts, mounted to

four 0.5” Thorlabs breadboards which in turn are mounted to the optics table by

5” steel posts. With this arrangement and standard kinematic mounts, all of the

optics are vertically centered on the geometric center of the chamber. The anti-

Helmholtz coils, described in more detail in chapter 3 are mounted independently

from the experimental chamber by a steel cage structure, shown in figure 2.2. A

final 0.5” Thorlabs breadboard is mounted upside-down from the coil support

structure to allow the positioning of optics for the vertical trapping and ablation

laser beams.

During typical operation, a 60 l/s ion pump maintains the vacuum level in

the system. The background pressure, measured by the amount of current drawn

through the ion pump and the manufacturer’s specification (figure 2.3), varies

between a few ⇥10�9 and 10�8 Torr, depending on the current running through

the Ca dispenser.

2.2.2 Signal detection

For experimental science to proceed, there must be a signal. For the MOTion

trap, the two sources of signal are photon detectors and direct (destructive) ion

detectors.

For fluorescence detection, a Hamamatsu R3896 PMT is positioned pointing

into one of the mini-CF viewports, as shown in figure 2.1. For fluorescence

imaging and spatial location of both laser-cooled atomic ions and the 40Ca MOT
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Figure 2.2: A rendering of the support structure for the anti-Helmholtz coils.

The coils are wound in phenolic spools, press fit between steel plates supported

by a combination of 1” diameter and 0.5” steel rods.
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Figure 9:  Sputter-Ion Pump Current vs. Pressure
V20, V30 and V60 Ion Pumps

Figure 10:  Sputter - Ion Pump Current vs. Pressure
V110/140, V220/270 and V400/500 Ion Pumps
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Figure 2.3: Ion pump manufacturer specification for reading the chamber pressure

as a function of current drawn. The vacuum system uses the 60 l/s model.

cloud, two Andor Luca-R EMCCD cameras are mounted at mini-CF viewports,

one on either side of the chamber approximately 116� apart. All three light

collection systems use 75 mm Thorlabs broadband anti-reflection A-coated (R <

2% for 350-700nm) plano-convex lenses in the 2f-2f configuration. The MOT is

bright enough to image without any optical filtering – typically with no gain and

an exposure time of about 10 ms. To image either of the atomic ion species used

in the system, a narrow bandpass (Chroma Technology) filter is used to filter out

all but the fluorescence from the ion cooling transition, and typically requires the

use of gain (⇠100) and a longer exposures of about 100 ms. Both the 369 nm and

493 nm narrow bandpass filters have transmission of ⇠ 47±1% at their respective

laser wavelength. The PMT is powered by a Stanford Research Systems (SRS)

PS325 high voltage (HV) power supply.

For direct ion detection, a channel electron multiplier (CEM) is mounted

above the ion trap. As described in section 2.3.5.3, the CEM has an ion collection

e�ciency of 2±1%. The CEM model is the Burle (now Photonis) 5901, and, like
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the PMT, is biased by a SRS PS325 HV power supply.

2.2.3 Data acquisition and control

National Instruments (NI) LabVIEW is used as the means of computer control

in the experiment. The experiment computer has three data acquisition (DAQ)

cards. First, there is a PCIe 6537 50 MHz digital I/O card which, in conjunction

with a digital pulse generator (Quantum Composer 9518+), handles all the timing

requirements of the experiment. Analog input and output capabilities are covered

by a PCI 6236 and a PCI 6230, which handle current and voltage readings,

respectively.

2.2.4 The lasers

With the exception of the 423 nm Toptica laser system, all of the continu-

ous wave (CW) lasers in the laboratory are a homemade external cavity diode

laser (ECDL). All five have the same general design, in the Littrow configu-

ration [HWS01] using a holographic di↵raction grating and a steering mirror,

epoxied to a high stability LINOS Lee’s optical mount. The design, shown in

figure 2.4 with the geometry particular to 935 nm, is simple and robust. The

primary variation in the geometry for di↵erent wavelengths is the position and

angle at which to tap the holes for the laser diode collimation tube mounting

piece. The piece must be positioned such that it nominally satisfies the Littrow

feedback condition (i.e. that the first order di↵raction o↵ the grating is angled

back into the laser diode). Furthermore, the laser diode is positioned at the

first-order solution for geometric mode-hop suppression [Ye04], [LP93].

The laser mounting plate is a monolithic steel plate, with four holes in the

body. The first two are clearance holes to a�x the LINOS optical mount onto
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Wavelength Purpose Diode Controller(s) Power*

672 nm Ca repump Alltronics 04L007 Mixed** 6 mW

650 nm Ba+ repump Toptica LD-0650-040-AR-1 MOGbox 10 mW

493 nm Ba+ cooling Nichia NDS4113 MOGbox 12 mW

935 nm Yb+ repump Axcel 940-0100 MOGbox 14 mW

369 nm Yb+ cooling Nichia NDU1113E MOGbox 2 mW

Table 2.1: Basic information about the di↵erent components in the home-built

ECDL systems. *The power is measured after the optical isolator. **For the

672 nm laser, the current is supplied by a Vescent Photonics current controller,

the piezo-electric transducer (PZT) stack is driven by home-built electronics,

and the temperature is controlled by both a Vescent Photonics (diode-stage)

and a Wavelength Electronics (PTC-10-K-CH) controller for the baseplate. The

MOGLabs MOGbox laser controller has single-stage temperature control, a PZT

driver, and current control all-in-one.
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which the grating and the steering mirror bracket are epoxied. The second two

holes are tapped to fix the laser collimation tube holder on top of a thermo-

electric Peltier cooler. A thermistor is fixed into a shallow hole bore into the

collimation mount, to monitor the temperature of the laser diode holder for tem-

perature stabilization. For all but one of the lasers, the baseplate is then set

via “sticky blue stu↵” vibrational isolation material (3M material 6309-0026)

inside a contemporary-style corrosion-resistant washdown aluminum enclosure

(McMaster-Carr). These aluminum enclosures have a neoprene seal, which helps

isolate the laser from pressure and temperature variation in the environment. The

exception to this is the 672 nm ECDL, which is set on another thermo-electric

cooler for second-stage temperature control. Table 2.1 lists the laser diode part

numbers with typical usable power output and laser controller type. Each laser

employs a ⇠ 30dB optical isolator from Optics For Research (OFR IO-5-�-LP).

2.2.4.1 ECDL frequency control

Most of the experiments described in this dissertation require four of the CW

laser systems to be frequency locked near a transition, in order to have both

the cold neutral 40Ca cloud and a sample of cold atomic ions. The MOT lasers

(423 nm and 672 nm) are locked to vapor cell references as described in chapter 3.

The atomic ion cooling (and repumping) laser systems are stabilized via transfer

cavity (and wavelength meter) locking.

The 369 nm or 493 nm atomic ion cooling laser, for Yb+ or Ba+ respectively,

is stabilized by a digital transfer cavity technique to the 423 nm MOT laser

which, as described in 3.3.1.1, is stabilized directly to an atomic vapor cell. A

transfer cavity technique uses the signal from a resonant cavity to transfer the

stability of one laser to another. In principle, both atomic ion cooling lasers could
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Figure 2.4: General schematic diagram and mechanically drawing of the ECDL

design used for all the non-commercial lasers in this work. The particular me-

chanical drawing shown is for the 935 nm laser geometry.
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be simultaneously stabilized by the transfer cavity technique but no experiment

has yet required both species simultaneously. A small amount of light from

the 423 nm and either the 493 nm or 369 nm lasers is coupled into a scanning

cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer (Thorlabs SA-200-3B, 350-535 nm, 1.5 GHz

free spectral range). As the cavity is scanned at 10 Hz, the photodiode signal

from the interferometer is amplified by a SRS560 low-noise pre-amplifier and read

into the DAQ computer. A LabVIEW virtual instrument (vi) determines relative

positions of the two laser resonances, and feeds back on the atomic ion cooling

laser via the piezo-stack modulation (PZT Mod) input on the MOGbox laser

controller in order to keep the relative position stabilized. This stabilization is

good to approximately 100 µs for a 10 Hz scan over the 1.5 GHz FSR cavity. This

corresponds to relative stabilization at the order of ⇠1 MHz, which is consistent

with concurrent wavemeter readings.

While the transfer cavity method transfers the stability of the absolute-referenced

423 nm MOT laser to the ion cooling laser by fixing the relative position of the

two lasers in the scanning cavity, the absolute frequency, which manifests itself

in this scheme as the actual time separation between the two resonant peaks as

the cavity is scanned over a FSR, must be set in software. In practice, this is

implemented by scanning the atomic ion cooling laser, while measuring the fluo-

rescence o↵ a sample of trapped ions to locate the position of the resonance and

then using a known calibration between voltage applied to the piezo modulation

input on the MOGbox to determine the initial desired tuning before engaging the

lock. The PZT Mod voltage input to frequency calibration is known by scanning

the laser over many FSR of the fixed length Fabry-Perot interferometer, with

additional verification via a Bristol 621A-VIS wavelength meter.

The 935 nm or 650 nm atomic ion repump laser, for Yb+ or Ba+ respectively,
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the ECDL transfer cavity feedback scheme. The 423 nm

laser is first stabilized to an atomic absorption reference (described in 3.3.1), then

co-coupled with light from the ECDL into a scanning cavity interferometer. A

LabVIEW vi analyzes the cavity photodiode signal and performs stabilization

feedback.
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is stabilized to the Bristol 621A-VIS wavelength meter. The LabVIEW vi feeds

back to the MOGbox PZT Mod, and stabilizes the wavemeter reading to roughly

±3 MHz i.e. to the last decimal place available from the meter. In principle,

by using a fiber multiplexer, future experiments could use the wavemeter to

simultaneously lock several lasers if needed.

2.3 The Ion Trap

2.3.1 The equations of motion for RF trapping

Due to one of the fundamental laws of electromagnetism, the Laplace Equation

r2� = 0, there cannot exist an electric potential minimum in all three spa-

tial dimensions. However, in the quest to confine a charged particle, there are

workarounds. For example, an electrostatic field set up by, in the ideal case, a

quadrupole arrangement of hyperbolic electrodes, a.k.a a quadrupole potential

� / r2 � 2z2, has radial but not axial confinement. Adding a static magnetic

field results in the so-called Penning trap, with axial confinement achieved via the

Lorentz force. Due to the cyclotron nature of the confinement, the Penning trap

is useful for confining charged particles with high charge-to-mass ratios, such as

highly-charged ions or electrons. Another way to achieve full confinement is to

use endcap DC electrodes combined with a two-dimensional quadrupole electrode

configuration � / x2�y2 while varying the polarity of the quadrupole electrodes

in time. For harmonic time variation, this results in the linear radio-frequency

(RF) quadrupole Paul trap potential, formally:

� = (UDC + VRF cos(⌦RFt))

✓
x2 � y2

r20

◆
, (2.1)

where r0, the so-called field radius, is the distance from the center of the poten-

tial and the electrode surface. The equations of motion derived by evaluating
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Newton’s second law, F = ma = �Ze~r�, on an ion with charge Ze and mass

m are identical in x and y and of the form:

d2x

d⌧ 2
+ (ax � 2qx cos(2⌧)x) = 0, (2.2)

where the equation has been recast into units of ⌧ = ⌦
RF

t
2 and in two other

dimensionless parameters a and q. The unitless numbers a and q are related to

the physical parameters as:

ax = �ay =
8ZeUDC

mr20⌦
2
RF

qx = �qy =
4ZeVRF

mr20⌦
2
RF

.

(2.3)

These equations of motion are known as the Mathieu equations and they are

well-studied, especially due to the relevance to ion trapping and mass spectrom-

etry [DFM05]. Most importantly for ion trapping, there exist stable solutions to

the Mathieu equations. For example there is the first stability region, shown in

the inset of figure 2.6, within which all the experimental work discussed in this

dissertation is performed. It should be noted, that the edges of the stability re-

gion are hazy, and the theoretical plot shown here assumes trap-centered resting

initial conditions. In practice the initial conditions are messy (e.g. loading by

ablation). As shown in figure 2.6, the experimental realization of trap stability

cuts out early on the low VRF side and high UDC , likely due to trap depth and

loading e�ciency issues.

It is important to note that the above equations are for a perfect, symmetric

quadrupole potential (i.e. one that would be realized with four properly placed

hyperbolic electrodes with alternating potentials). For practical reasons such

as optical access, simplicity of machining, and convenient electronic design the
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Figure 2.6: Inset (a) shows the first linear quadrupole stability region in terms of

the dimensionless Mathieu parameters a and q. Part (b) shows the stability region

scaled into units of voltage on the endcaps and two RF rods in the actual ion trap

(r0 = 11.2mm,m = 173amu). The stability region is within the dashed green line.

The blue triangles are the experimental boundaries found when ablating a Yb

target. The black dots are the experimental boundaries measured when ablating

a pressed BaCl2 target.

actual RF trap used in this work consists of four circular rods in a square con-

figuration. Only two of the rods are driven with RF power as shown in figure

2.13. In the two RF rod experimental configuration only half the amplitude, for

a given VRF on the rods, is actually going into making oscillatory trapping fields,

so the Mathieu parameters 2.3 must be reduced by a factor of two before any

calculation.
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2.3.2 The low q limit - secular motion and micromotion

The equations of motion 2.2 in the linear quadrupole trap have stable solutions

with frequencies !n = (2n+ �) ⌦
RF

2 where n can be any integer, and � is a fairly

complicated function of the Mathieu parameters a and q [Daw95]. More precisely,

the trajectory of the trapped ion will be described by a Mathieu trajectory of the

form:

x(t) = A
1X

�1
cn cos(!nt) + B

1X

�1
cn sin(!nt), (2.4)

i.e. a linear combination of special functions of a and q sometimes referred to as

the Mathieu cosine and Mathieu sine. A plot of the Mathieu cosine for a = 0

and q = 0.25 is shown in figure 2.7. To build intuition for what the di↵erent

frequency components of the motion !n physically mean, it is illustrative to take

the limit of low q. In this limit, and with a = 0, � ' qp
2
, and the first few terms

n = 0,±1 in expansion sum are dominant. Taking initial conditions such that

B = 0 and c0=1, the trajectory becomes [MD68]:

x(t) = A
⇣
1 +

q

2
cos(⌦RF t)

⌘
cos(

q

2
p
2
⌦RF t). (2.5)

In this limit, the physical interpretation of the !n=0,±1 contributions to the mo-

tion are apparent. The motion consists of a primary oscillation at the so-called

secular frequency !0 = � ⌦
RF

2 and the micromotion which is a higher frequency

modulation at a fixed fraction of the secular amplitude. The secular frequency is

unique to the particular charge to mass ratio of the trapped ion, and deliberate

excitation of the secular mode to induce trap heating or loss is a useful tool for

mass identification in trapped ion samples. The secular motion is what is usually

identified as thermal, random motion, whereas the micromotion has a definite

phase relation to the RF drive and is a coherent motion. A useful approximate
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Figure 2.7: Mathieu cosine, from the expansion in equation 2.4, for A = 1,

B = 0, a = 0 and q = 0.25. Note the bulk, lower frequency (secular) motion with

a fractional modulation (micromotion).

formula for calculating �, and thus the secular frequency is given by [BTR06]:

� =

s

a� q2(a� 1)

2(a� 1)2 � q2
� q4(5a� 7)

32(a� 1)3(a� 4)
. (2.6)

This approximation to � is su�cient, after some corrections due to trap imper-

fections as explained in section 2.3.5.2, for prediction of the secular frequency to

better than the typical precision ⇠ 1kHz of measurement by secular excitation

induced trap loss. Trapped ion mass identification is made by applying an ad-

ditional sinusoidal voltage to one of the trap electrodes, and measuring induced

trap loss as a function of frequency. At a secular resonance, the excitation induces

extra trap loss due to heating and reduces the number of ions detected by the

channeltron when the trap is turned o↵.

The other term, the modulation at the trap frequency, is known as the RF

micromotion, and it is important for several reasons. First, for systems with many

trapped ions, the kinetic energy of the micromotion is often the limiting factor in
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achieving low energy collisions [CGV12]. The ions may be cooled until the secular

motion is frozen out, forming an ion crystal, but the micromotion can never be

completely removed, except for at the exact trap potential minimum. Second,

collisional interruption of micromotion by background gas or ion-ion interaction

leads to phase disruption and work done by the ion trapping fields to bring the

ion back into phase increases secular energy, leading to a natural trap heating rate

further discussed in section 2.3.3.2. The contribution of the micromotion to the

average kinetic energy for an ion in a finite cloud can be estimated by inspection

of equation 2.5 and calculating the kinetic energy, 1
2m(aµm⌦RF )2, due to the

extra micromotion amplitude (squared) averaged over an RF cycle, a2µm ⇡ Aq
4 .

The resulting expression for the micromotion’s energy contribution with A recast

as r, the distance from the RF null [BMB98], is

Eµm =
m(rq⌦RF )2

32
. (2.7)

This expression is useful for estimating the typical energy of the atom-ion inter-

action in the hybrid trap, by averaging over the ion cloud distribution. By using

a single trapped ion and deliberating shimming the ion o↵ the RF null towards

r > 0, the interaction energy can be tuned using micromotion [ZPR10].

2.3.3 Cooling atomic ions

2.3.3.1 Laser cooling atomic ions

For ions with an appropriate electronic transition a red-detuned laser beam can

be used to remove kinetic energy via Doppler cooling. This process is quite

e�cient and can easily outpace RF heating, cooling many ions down to very low

secular temperatures. Some experiments, using more advanced techniques such

as sideband cooling, even reach the the quantum limit by cooling a trapped ion
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into a trap mode with n < 1 average phonon number [LMB03].

The standard technique of Doppler cooling relies on the scattering of red-

detuned photons by trapped ions. The ions moving towards the red-detuned

beam preferentially absorb the light due the Doppler e↵ect. The scattering rate

of the photons,

S =
�

2

s

1 + s+ 4 �2

�2

, (2.8)

depends on the laser intensity saturation parameter s = I
I
0

, detuning � and the

cooling transition’s spontaneous decay rate �. I0 is the saturation intensity which

can be be calculated by I0 = ⇡hcA
total

3�3

, where Atotal is the Einstein A coe�cient

for the excited state. The so-called Doppler cooling limit is reached when the

cooling power of the scattering force is in equilibrium with the random heating

induced by the absorption and emission of the photons from the cooling laser.

These cooling rate can be written as:

✓
@E

@t

◆

cool

= F̄ v = �↵v2 = h̄k
@S

@v
v2. (2.9)

The heating rate is determined by twice (once for emission, once for absorp-

tion) the total scattering rate times the kinetic energy imparted by the momentum

carried in one photon:

✓
@E

@t

◆

heat

= 2S
(h̄k)2

2m
(2.10)

Taking the equilibrium of these two rates equation
�
@E
@t

�
heat

+
�
@E
@t

�
cool

= 0 and

thermally averaging hv2i gives the expression 2.11 for the minimum temperature

that can be reached as a function of the saturation parameter s and the detuning

�.
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TD(s, �) =
h̄�

4kb

✓
1 + s+ 4(�/�)2

2�/�

◆
(2.11)

The ultimate, so-called Doppler limit (TD ! h̄�
2k

b

) is the low intensity s ! 0

limit evaluated at the optimal detuning � ! �/2. For both Yb+ and Ba+ laser

cooled in the MOTion trap, temperatures near the Doppler limit have been ob-

served. Techniques used in determining the atomic ion temperature are discussed

in section 2.3.3.2.

2.3.3.2 Determining laser-cooled ion temperature

Two methods are commonly used to determine the temperature of trapped ions:

comparison of images of ion clouds to molecular dynamics simulation results,

and laser-induced fluorescence Doppler lineshape spectroscopy. In this work, all

the explicitly measured ion temperatures are done with the latter method. To

calculate the fluorescence rate when probing a thermal sample of trapped ions,

equation 2.8 must be averaged over a thermal ensemble with � ! � + kv.

�Voigt(�, T ) =

r
m

2⇡kBT

Z
dv
�

2

se
� mv

2

2k

B

T

1 + s+ 4
�
�+kv
�

�2 (2.12)

The resulting function of laser detuning,ensemble temperature and transition

saturation parameter, equation 2.12, is known as the Voigt profile. This lineshape

frequently appears in nature, since it is the convolution of a Gaussian (thermal)

distribution with the Lorentzian lineshape. By scanning the ion cooling laser

frequency from below the resonance frequency towards the resonance, the Voigt

fluorescence profile is observed. For example, in figure 2.8, a sample of Yb+ ions

is cooled to their Doppler temperature limit by the 369 nm ECDL scanning slowly

over the cooling transition in 174Yb+. The profile is cut o↵ for frequencies above

the transition resonance due to Doppler heating quickly heating up the ions.
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Figure 2.8: A laser induced fluorescence profile on a trapped sample of atomic

Yb+. The horizontal axis (laser frequency) has been re-scaled into units of the

transition natural linewidth. The solid red line is not a fit, it is the Voigt fluores-

cence profile, equation 2.12, evaluated at the appropriate Doppler temperature

limit, equation 2.11, for each laser detuning. The profile is truncated for fre-

quencies above the resonance, because the ions are heated up quickly when the

cooling laser passes the resonance due to Doppler heating.
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Nevertheless the temperature of the ions can be inferred [KCC06]. The below

resonance half of the profile is fit to equation 2.12 to determine a temperature. A

useful empirical formula relating the Voigt full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)

to the Gaussian and Lorentzian contributions widths, �G and �L respectively, is

�G =
q

(�V � 0.5346�L)
2 � 0.2166�2

L (2.13)

where�V is the Voigt lineshape’s FWHM [OL77]. The power-broadened Lorentzian

contribution is calculated by �L =
p
1 + s �

2⇡ .

In practice this measurement approach loses sensitivity as the temperature

approaches ⇠100 mK, the temperature at which the FWHM Gaussian contri-

bution �G =
q

8 ln(2)k
B

T
m�2

to the lineshape width is comparable/less than the

power-broadened natural linewidth.

2.3.4 Sympathetic cooling and heating of RF trapped ions

It has been known since the early years of ion trapping [MD68] that, due to

the non-equilibrium nature of the trap itself, sympathetic cooling by bu↵er gas

in an ion trap is not as e�cient as in static systems because the time-varying

potential can do work on the ions. Over the years, many groups have studied the

e↵ect of trap dynamics on the statistical distribution [DeV09] and equilibration

dynamics [BW02,MTM92], both for the ion-ion self interaction and for the ion-

atom bu↵er gas interaction. Two particular aspects of many-body RF trapping

dynamics are particularly important to understand and account for in the atom-

ion experiments.

First, there is a bu↵er gas mass-dependent e↵ect [MD68, DeV09] where, at

a critical ratio of bu↵er gas to ion mass (mB

m
i

⇠ 1.55), collisions with the bu↵er

gas tend to increase the average ion temperature, regardless of the bu↵er gas
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Figure 2.9: Experimental measurement of the reduction in trap lifetime of

trapped titanium-oxide (TiO+, m ⇠ 64amu) and titanium (Ti+, m ⇠ 48amu)

ions due to introducing room temperature He (m ⇠ 4amu), Ar (m ⇠ 40 amu),

and Xe (m ⇠ 131.3 amu) bu↵er gas. SIMION simulation results are shown as

solid lines.

temperature. This e↵ect inspired an experiment, using the MOTion trap, on the

e↵ect of bu↵er gas mass on the lifetime of samples of trapped titanium-oxide

and titanium ions (TiO+ and Ti+). The summary result of this investigation is

shown in figure 2.9. The measurement is consistent with an expected increase in

trap loss due to heavier bu↵er gas and qualitatively agrees with results a simple

hard sphere collision simulation conducted using SIMION 8.0, an ion trajectory

simulation software [SIM07]. The simulation results are shown in figure 2.9 as

solid lines. No simulation is plotted for helium bu↵er gas because the helium

induced no additional trap loss for all the bu↵er gas densities simulated.

The second important dynamic is the heating rate, inherent to the driven

nature of the trap, due to micromotion interruption by ion-ion collisions. Ulti-

mately, motivated by the need to truly understand the characteristic energy scale

of the atom-ion interaction in the hybrid system, the self heating rate is measured
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As seen in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), the fluorescence level,
and thus the temperature, is relatively unchanged until
10–100 ms after the laser cooing is extinguished, when a
sharp increase in temperature occurs, followed by a region
of slower heating. As detailed below, the relatively small
heating rate observed at early times is a consequence of the
suppression of ion-ion collisions, i.e., a small ln!, for a
strongly correlated plasma, while the sudden jump in
temperature coincides with the phase transition from the
liquid to gas phase. At the liquid-gas boundary, the ion
density is still relatively high, but the ion motion becomes
less correlated, i.e., increased ln!, leading to a larger
heating rate. As the ions move into the gas phase, the
motion becomes even more uncorrelated, leading to a
further increase in ln!; however, the density, and thus
the collision rate drops, leading to a reduced heating rate.
Also shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) are the results of a
molecular dynamics simulation, which initializes the ions
at the experimentally realized temperature and then inte-
grates Eq. (1) numerically using a leapfrog algorithm [25]
implemented in PROTOMOL software [26]. As the ions heat
through micromotion interruption, their fluorescence level
is calculated from the known laser intensity profiles and a
rate-equation model, which includes the variation of laser
intensity and Doppler shift for each ion position and
velocity, respectively. Given experimental imperfections,
such as stray fields, machining errors, laser amplitude, and
frequency noise, etc., that are not included in the simula-
tion, the agreement between the simulated and measured
fluorescence ratios [Fig. 1(b)] is satisfactory. In what
follows, we use these results to extract the ion-ion heating
rate and ultimately ln!.

Using experimental data like that shown in Fig. 1 for ion
clouds with N between 300 and 3000, and modeling the
density under the assumption of harmonic potential and
thermal equilibrium as

!i!Tsec" #
8
<
:

!max : Tsec $ Tp

!max

!
Tp

Tsec

"
3=2

: Tsec % Tp

(5)

where !max # "0V
2
rf=mr40"

2, Tp # m #!2

4kB
&3N4#

mr40"
2

"0V
2
rf
'2=3, and

#! is the geometric mean of the three secular frequencies,
Eq. (4) is inverted to find ln! and the results are plotted
in Fig. 2. As the heating rate is the time derivative of Tsec,
the coarse granularity of the experimental data in time
makes it difficult to calculate reliable values of ln! at
short time scales. Therefore, we also determine the heating
rate and ln! frommolecular dynamics simulations. For the
simulated data, the heating rate is found by taking the
numerical time derivative of the ion temperature,

defined by 3
2NkBTtot # m

2

PN
i#1 ~vi!t"2 and 3

2NkBTsec #
m
2

PN
i#1 ~vsec;i!t"2 where ~vi and ~vsec;i are the total and secular

velocity of ith ion and the overline denotes averaging over
several secular motion periods. The resulting values for
ln! are consistent with those extracted from experimental
data, as shown in Fig. 2, but are expected to be of higher
accuracy. Using this technique, molecular dynamics simu-
lations were performed, like those shown in Fig. 1, for a
range of ion numbers N # f50; 100; 500; 900g and ion-
cloud radial-to-axial ratios [27] of R=z # f0:25; 1; 4g) to
determine if the parameterization of Eq. (4) leads to a
universal form for ln! in Paul traps.
The values of ln! extracted from the simulation are

plotted versus g in Fig. 2 alongside the Landau-Spitzer result
[6] and the result of Ref. [8]. Also shown, as the top hori-
zontal axis in this figure, is the corresponding plasma cou-
pling parameter$ # e2=!4#"0aWSkBTsec", which, given the
Wigner-Seitz radius aWS #

####################
3=!4#!i"3

p
and Tsec, character-

izes the structural phase of the ion cloud as denoted by
the three regions of the graph [28]. Clearly, despite the
large changes in ion number and ion-cloud geometry,
the dependence of ln! on g appears universal and can be
parametrized by the piecewise fit

ln! #
8
<
:
fI!g" # ln!1(0:7=g"

1(125
##
g

p : g < 1

fII!g" # fI!g#1"
g2

: g % 1
(6)

where the form of fI!g" has been inspired by Ref. [8].
Interestingly, the observed change in dependence of ln! on
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Laser fluorescence profile for a sample of ions at TD (solid line) and at )90 K (dashed line). The inset
shows a typical fluorescence image of an ion cloud. (b) The observed (dots) and simulated (line) fluorescence ratios for $ # *30 MHz
vs heating time. (c) The extracted (dots) and simulated (solid line) Tsec, as well as (dashed line) Ttot, vs heating time.
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Figure 2.10: (a) The solid line shows the experimental measured laser induced

fluorescence profile for a sample of ions near the Doppler temperature limit. The

dashed line shows the profile if the ions were at T = 90K. The inset shows a typical

ion cloud fluorescence image. (b) The result of a measurement of the ratio cold

ion sample fluorescence at fixed laser detuning (� = 30MHz) to the fluorescence of

the same sample after extinguishing the cooling beam for a variable heating time.

A molecular dynamics simulation is shown as a solid line. (c) The dots in this

panel represent the secular temperature inferred from the measured fluorescence

ratio in panel b by the method schematically shown in panel a. The solid (dashed)

line shows simulation results for the secular (total) temperature.

directly by laser induced fluorescence [CSR13]. This measurement, illustrated in

figure 2.10, along with promising ongoing analytical and computational work by

my labmate Kuang Chen, will be covered extensively in his dissertation. A brief

summary of the important results is detailed here.

The heating rate measurement requires the ion Doppler cooling laser to be

passed through an AOM for quick switching. Fluorescence from a sample of

174Yb+ is used to measure the secular heating rate in the MOTion trap. First the

ions are cooled to near the Doppler limit. After performing a series of frequency

scans to measure the lineshape, and thus initial temperature Ti, the cooling laser
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locks to a fixed detuning � and is then switched o↵ for a variable delay time

�t. The ratio of the fluorescence immediately after switching the laser back

on (f(�t)) to that measured immediately following the switching o↵ (f(0)) is

directly related to ion distribution secular temperature via equation 2.12 (f(�t)
f(0) =

�
Voigt

(�,T
f

)
�
Voigt

(�,T
i

) ). The cumulative e↵ect of the ion-ion heating rate is then determined

by measuring the ratio as a function of light-free heating time. Figure 2.10

demonstrates the result of a heating rate measurement for one sample of trapped

Yb+ ions. The analysis of several measurements like the one shown in figure 2.10

results in a refined analytic model [CSR13].

An analytical expression for the heating rate of the secular temperature is

Ṫsec =
e4⇢(Tsec) ln⇤

2⇡✏20
p
m(3kBTsec)3/2

✏(Tsec + ⌘Tµm), (2.14)

where Tµm is the “temperature” of the excess energy due to micromotion ( E
µm

3

2

Nk
B

,

see equation 2.7). ⌘ is the ratio of the secular energy to the total energy (⇠ 3
5

for low q due to equipartition). ln⇤ is the so-called Coulomb logarithm, and ✏ is

the average fractional increase of ion energy per collision. Both of these last two

terms require further discussion.

The latter term, ✏, is a function of the Mathieu parameters a and q that arises

when modeling elastic collisions in an RF trap [MTM92]. It characterizes the

energy transfer from the trapping potential to the ions due to phase interruption

during the collision process, and is found by averaging the change in kinetic

energy due to a collision event over all the equally probable RF phases at the

collision time then taking an ensemble average over all possible trajectories. The

somewhat unwieldy exact expression for the fractional change in total kinetic

energy for a 1D colliding pair is:

✏ =
(c(⌧)ċ(⌧) + s(⌧)ṡ(⌧))2

(c(⌧)ṡ(⌧)� s(⌧)ċ(⌧))2
(2.15)
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where the function of c and s, the Mathieu sine and cosine special functions

shown in the trajectory expansion 2.4, is averaged over all phases ⌧ . A more

convenient analytical expression for ✏ in 3D collisions, accurate for low q and

a = 0, is ✏ = 2
3(1 + 2q2.24).

The Coulomb logarithm is a factor which naturally shows up when modeling

scattering collisions between charged particles, due to the long range nature of the

1
r
Coulomb interaction. The long range nature of this interaction brings about

a divergence which is traditionally [Lan36] taken care of by introducing both

a short and long-ranged cuto↵ to the interaction. In the simplest calculation,

the long range cuto↵ is usually a screening length, such as the Debye screening

(�D =
p
✏0kBT/⇢e2). The short range cuto↵ is taken to be thermal distance of

closest approach, a.k.a the Landau length (RC = e2

4⇡✏
0

k
B

T
). Integrating over these

length scales yields the term ln⇤ = ln(C�D/RC), often written in terms of a

constant multiplied by the inverse of the strong coupling parameter g = RC/�D.

In agreement with a series of measurements and simulations like that shown in

2.10, the Coulomb logarithm for strongly coupled ions in an RF trap is best fit

by the following analytic form [CSR13]:

ln⇤ =

8
<

:
fI(g) =

ln(1+0.7/g)
1+125

p
g

: g < 1

fII(g) =
f
I

(g=1)
g2

: g � 1
(2.16)

2.3.4.1 Ion cloud density and the Coulomb coupling parameter

When su�ciently confined, trapped ions exhibit phase transitions into spatially

correlated structures, known as Wigner, or Coulomb, crystallization. The dynam-

ics are parametrized by the Coulomb coupling parameter, a unitless parameter

closely related to to the strong coupling parameter g. The Coulomb coupling

parameter, traditionally denoted �, is given the ratio of the average interparticle
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Coulomb potential energy to the thermal kinetic energy,

� =
e2

4⇡✏0a
/(kBT ) (2.17)

where a is the average ion nearest neighbor separation related to the density by

4⇡a3

3
⇢ = 1. (2.18)

Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that a liquid-solid phase transition oc-

curs near � ⇠ 170, but observations in large ion crystals show the formation of

correlated structure occurs at lower � ⇠ 40 [Dub90], [HDL08]. Ion structures are

not observed in the first iteration of the MOTion trap system. Despite achieving

Doppler-limited temperatures, � stays below the liquid-solid transition critical

value due to the relatively large trap field radius and low trapping voltages. In

addition, the 1:1 imaging system is not capable of resolving crystalline structure

formation. The second generation MOTion trap, discussed in chapter 8, improves

on these technical shortcomings.

In order to relate a heating measurement like that shown in figure 2.10 to

the value of ln⇤ in equation 2.14, the dependence of the ion cloud density on

secular temperature needs to be understood. For higher secular temperature,

where the strong coupling parameter is small, the ions are in a gaseous phase and

the density scaling approaches that of an ideal non-interacting gas ⇢ ⇠ T�3/2.

Equation 2.14 appears to indicate never ending heating. In reality, an evapora-

tive equilibrium occurs when the ions reach a high enough temperature that the

fraction of the distribution escaping above the trap depth evaporatively “cools”

the sample. A common rule of thumb says that this equilibrium temperature is

approximately Teq = D
10k

B

, where D ⇠ qeV
RF

4 is the e↵ective trap depth in the

low q limit [DFM05]. Note that all these equations assume the electrode voltage

configuration in which all four rods are driven with RF. If using an electrode
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Figure 2.11: Measurement of the ion cloud density as a function of secular tem-

perature, performed with a trapped of Yb+, shown in dots. The dashed line is

equation 2.19.

configuration with only two RF rods, a factor of 1
2 must be included wherever

VRF occurs. The density can be modeled with a piecewise expression that fits

well to both regimes:

⇢(Tsec) =

8
<

:
⇢max =

✏
0

V 2

RF

mr4
0

⌦2

: Tsec  T0

⇢max

⇣
T
0

T
sec

⌘3/2

: Tsec > T0

(2.19)

where T0 = m!̄2

4k
B

⇣
3Nmr4

0

⌦2

4⇡✏
0

V 2

RF

⌘2/3

is the transition secular temperature between a

constant density, strongly coupled regime and the a gaseous, thermal density

regime.
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2.3.5 Experimental trap realization

2.3.5.1 Experimental limitations due to RF heating

There are two important experimental design reactions to the ion-ion heating and

bu↵er gas mass dependent heating e↵ects for the hybrid system of this disserta-

tion. First is the choice of 40Ca for the MOT atom. Calcium is the compromise

between low mass, high ionization potential, and convenient laser cooling wave-

length. Second is the need to co-trap and laser cool an atomic ion with the

molecular ion for translational cooling strong enough to overcome the ion-ion

secular heating rate in large ion number samples because for achievable MOT

densities the translational cooling rate alone is not su�cient. The MOT alone is

found to cool a sample of trapped Yb+ from T = 775(25) K to the very modest

temperature of T = 515(20) K, as shown in figure 2.12. These temperatures are

determined by a fast scanning of the laser from far red-detuned (� < �50�/2⇡).

The quick scan rate minimizes the number of photons scattered, and thus min-

imizes any cooling that would lead to a systematic underestimate of the actual

equilibrium temperature.

2.3.5.2 Constructing the ion trap

The physical implementation of the linear quadrupole trap in this system is shown

in figure 2.13. It consists of four circular, re = 9.02 mm (0.355”) stainless steel

rods in a square configuration, with the field radius r0 = 11.2 mm (0.441”).

Two of the rods have four equally spaced notches to allow for attachment of

the horseshoe-like axial endcap electrodes, with room for Kapton film isolation,

creating three trapping regions. At least one of the two notched rods was typically

grounded, with the other used as a field shim electrode to remove any stray DC
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Figure 2.12: The e↵ect of the 40Ca MOT on trapped Yb+ fluorescence.
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Figure 2.13: A rendering of actual ion trap used in this work. On the left,

shown in perspective. Four sets of axial endcaps provide axial confinement for

three possible trapping regions. A channel-electron multiplier (CEM) is mounted

above for direct ion detection. Below are two mounts for pressed ablation targets

for ion loading. To the right is an orthographic view down the trap axis, showing

the pair of rods with the endcaps are used for DC o↵set voltages, to change a or

shim micromotion, while the other pair of rods is driven with a RF potential.

field at the RF null. The two smooth rods are typically driven at approximately

300 kHz, via an amplified (HD Corp. HD17216 amplifier) function generator

through a RF switch (ZASW-2-50DR+) into a simple LC circuit resonance, with

the trap as the capacitor. The e↵ective capacitance of the two rods, including a

simple bias tee circuit in place for the option of DC o↵set voltages, was ⇠ 300 pF

and the inductor(s) typically used to achieve a resonance of a few hundred kHz

were ⇠1 mH. The endcaps are controlled either by an adjustable DC power

supply, or by the Quantum Composer 9518+ if precise timing control is required.
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Figure 2.14: Manufacturer’s specification for the gain of the Burle 5901 Magnum

channel electron multipler. The detector was typically biased to -2000 V.

2.3.5.3 Loading and Detecting Ions

The ions are loaded into the trap by laser ablation of pressed targets mounted

roughly an inch below the quadrupole trap. The ablation is performed by a

5� 7 ns, focused pulse of light from a Continuum Minilite II Q-switch Nd:YAG

laser at 1064 nm. The pulse power is tuned until a small plume of light is barely

visible on the target. While the trap can be loaded with all the electrodes in

operation, the trap yield improves by triggering the RF switch on with a delay

of ⇠ 15 � 50µs after the Q-switch. The ions are then detected upon shutting

o↵ the trap as the channeltron is pulsed on to negative high-voltage. A pulse

of current, typically measured on an oscilloscope, indicates the number of ions

hitting the detector’s e↵ective area. The number of ions measured in the pulse
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can be calculated as:

NCEM =

Z
dtIRGe (2.20)

where the actual signal is voltage (= IR) at a known oscilloscope termination

voltage. G is the detector’s gain, given by the manufacturer specification in

figure 2.16 and e is the elementary charge. NCEM is the number of ions which

struck the sensitive part of the detector, not the number of ions that were in

the trap immediately before removing the trapping potential. In order to deter-

mine the actual number of trapped ions, the detection e�ciency is calibrated by

laser-induced fluorescence. Similar to the temperature measurement described in

section 2.3.3.2, the laser frequency is quickly scanned over the transition in 174Yb

while a sample at natural isotopic abundance was trapped. By measuring the

fluorescence lineshape, both the ion number and temperature can be calculated

because the voltage measured is related to the number of trapped ions by

VPMT = �e⌘(�)GNionRT⌦, (2.21)

where e is the elementary charge, ⌘(�) is the wavelength dependent quantum

e�ciency of the photo-multiplier, G is the gain of the photo-multiplier, Nion is

the number of fluorescing ions, R is the terminating resistance, T = 0.43(2) is

the total optical transmission of the light collection elements, and ⌦ = 0.0012

is the solid angle of the light collection. � is the average scattering rate of

the laser, which is a function of the laser detuning, intensity, and the trapped

sample’s secular temperature, as described in section 2.3.3.2. The manufacturer

only specifies the R3896 PMT gain at one bias voltage, so the gain curve shown

in figure 2.15 is measured in the laboratory.

Based on a series of experiments with comparing the results of quick laser-

induced fluorescence scans on a trapped sample of Yb+ with the number of ions

counted after trap release, the collection e�ciency of the CEM is 2± 1%.
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Figure 2.15: Measured gain as a function of PMT bias voltage for the Hamamatsu

R3896.
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Figure 2.16: Manufacturer’s specification for the gain of the Burle 5901 Magnum

channel electron multipler. The detector was typically biased to -2000 V.
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2.4 The atomic ions - Barium and Ytterbium

2.4.1 The Ytterbium ion

The ytterbium ion is a popular ion for use in quantum computing experiments

[OYM07] and optical frequency metrology [TRG97]. Yb+ has a single valence

electron and a relatively simple electronic structure, shown in figure 2.17. Laser

cooling is possible with two lasers, one in the ultraviolet and one in the infrared.

Both laser wavelengths are generated using semiconductor diodes in ECDL sys-

tems of section 2.2.4. In contrast to those used to cool barium ions, the wave-

lengths are less convenient because they are not visible. The 369 nm UV wave-

length does not couple into fiber very e�ciently.

The strong (A = 2⇡ 19.6 MHz) cooling transition is between a 2S1/2 and a

2P1/2 electronic state. Roughly one in every twenty cycles, the 2P1/2 state spon-

taneously decays into a lower energy 3D3/2 electronic state, emitting a 2438 nm

photon [YM00]. This optical leak out of the cooling cycle can be removed by

a repump laser at 935 nm [BGK91]. In contrast the the lambda structure in

Ba+, the repump laser drives the ion back into the ground state by coupling the

meta-stable D state into a higher-energy fourth electronic state which quickly

decays back to the ground state by emission of a deeper UV photon. This dif-

ference is beneficial in several ways. First, since the two lasers are addressing

di↵erent states there are no coherent e↵ects. Thus, the laser induced fluorescence

lineshape is simply the Voigt profile and the excited state populations can be

described by a simple rate equation model. Second, the emission of a photon

at a shorter wavelength than either of the lasers lends itself nicely to very low

background measurement if needed.

During most experiments in the MOTion trap, 174Yb+ is used as a proxy ion
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Figure 2.17: Energy level diagram for 174Yb+. Solid lines show the optical tran-

sitions driven by the cooling (blue) and repumping (red) lasers. Dashed lines

indicate spontaneous dipole decay channels. The wavelengths and decay rates

are indicated with values from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database. Known

meta-stable state lifetimes and decay branching ratios are indicated.

for measuring the trap dynamics of BaCl+ because it has the highest natural

abundance, no hyperfine structure, and close to the same mass of BaCl+. To

check for isotopic variation in the charge exchange experiment, the other even

isotopes are cooled as well (section 5.5).

2.4.2 The Barium ion

The barium ion is another attractive candidate for ion-based quantum computa-

tion [Die09]. In fact, barium was the first ion to be trapped in isolation [NHT80].

The barium ion has a single valence electron with a simple enough energy level

structure, shown in figure 2.18, to allow laser cooling schemes with two visible
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wavelength lasers (493 nm and 650 nm). Visible wavelengths are convenient for

alignment and couple well into fiber optics. Both wavelengths for laser cool-

ing the Ba+ ion can be generated with semiconductor laser diode technology,

using ECDLs 2.2.4. The 493 nm laser light is also often produced using second-

harmonic generation laser systems and can be stabilized to molecular tellurium

absorption features [RBO98].

The energy level structure is a special type, known as a lambda structure.

The lambda structure, in general, consists of three energy levels |1i, |2i, 3i where

E1 < E3 < E2 and |2i is dipole coupled to the other two levels. The resulting en-

ergy level diagram is shaped like the Greek letter �. The lambda structure causes

an interesting quantum e↵ect, coherent population trapping (CPT), when ad-

dressed with two near resonance with both possible dipole transitions [GWS78].

Coherent population trapping when both lasers are detuned by the same fre-

quency from the upper transition |2i, driving the system into a superposition of

the two lower energy states that is decoupled from the laser fields. This e↵ect

is useful for some applications such as frequency metrology [Van05] and mag-

netometry [NGN98]. In the context of the MOTion trap, CPT makes the laser

induced fluorescence lineshape more complex, and the presence of the coherence

null can make laser cooling less e�cient. The coherent e↵ects make measuring

the temperature by lineshape spectroscopy di�cult because they are a source

of broadening. In contrast to Yb+, a full quantum rate equation treatment is

necessary to calculate the average excited state population.

During experiments in the MOTion trap, 138Ba+ is used as a translational

sympathetic coolant for BaCl+ because it has the highest natural abundance, no

hyperfine structure, and it can be produced by photodissociation of the BaCl+

molecular ion or by laser ablation of the BaCl2 pressed target.
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Figure 2.18: Energy level diagram for 138Ba+. Solid lines show the optical tran-

sitions driven by the cooling (blue) and repumping (red) lasers. Dashed lines

indicate spontaneous dipole decay channels. The wavelengths and decay rates

are indicated with values from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database. Known

metastable state lifetimes and decay branching ratios are indicated.
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CHAPTER 3

Calcium Magneto-Optical Trap

The development of the magneto-optical trapping technique is the subject of a

Nobel Prize in Physics [RPC87,Chu98] and the technique has become workhorse

in the field, providing a source of cold atoms as a starting point for a wide range of

experiments from matter-wave interferometry [AEK12], next-generation optical

clocks [LZC08,LNP05,LLB09]. A calcium magneto-optical trap is the center of

experiments in cold chemistry and the production of ground-state molecular ions

detailed in this dissertation.

This chapter describes the design, construction, and characterization of the

40Ca MOT. This includes a brief description of the basic physics and general

diagnostic techniques of MOTs, as well as information specific to 40Ca, and the

MOTion system in particular, such as the required laser systems and atomic

source. The description emphasizes features of the MOT relevant to operation

as part of the hybrid trap system.

3.1 MOT Basics

A MOT has four ingredients:

• Atoms with an appropriate cycling transition, section 3.2

• Laser light, red-detuned from the cycling transition, section 3.3.1
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• A magnetic field gradient 3.4

• An appropriately matched set of light polarization, section 3.3.3

When properly engineered, these ingredients form a magneto-optical trap,

schematically shown in Fig. 3.1. Three pairs of counter-propagating, red-detuned

beams generate an optical molasses via a velocity-dependent, dissipative force.

By tuning the laser frequency below the cooling resonance, the radiation force is

velocity selective because atoms moving in the direction opposite the incoming

beam are Doppler shifted towards resonance. This velocity-dependent force is

su�cient to cool the atoms, creating a so-called optical molasses as kinetic energy

escapes the system via spontaneous emission. However, without the final two

ingredients, there is no spatial restoring force. To realize the spatial trapping

force, a position-dependent force is generated by the combination of a magnetic

field gradient, see section 3.4, and the appropriate circular-polarized light chosen,

see section 3.3.3, to selectively drive, via the Zeeman shift (�E = µBgJmJB),

atoms back towards the magnetic field null. 40Ca has a Landé g-factor gJ =

3
2 +

S(S+1)�L(L+1)
2J(J+1) of 1 and the Bohr magneton is ⇠ 1.4MHz/Gauss.

With all the ingredients in place, the scattering force for one beam of intensity

I is a function of the laser’s detuning � as well as the position and velocity of the

atom is

F (�, v, z) =
�h̄k

2

I
I
0

1 + I
I
0

+

✓
2(��~k·~v�µ

B

g
J

m
J

B(z)))
�

◆2 . (3.1)

� is the decay rate of the transition, and I0 is the saturation intensity which

can be be calculated by I0 = ⇡hcA
total

3�3

, where Atotal = 1
⌧
is the total Einstein

A coe�cient for the transition. For the case of 40Ca, relevant parameters can

be found in table 3.1 of section 3.2. According to equation 3.1 a red-detuned

laser (� < 0) maximizes the force when the velocity is anti-parallel to the beam
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(~k · ~v < 0). Given the correct circular polarization of the light field (discussed in

section 3.3.3), the force also selectively drives into the high-field seeking Zeeman

sublevel (mJ < 0), pushing the atoms towards the magnetic null | ~B| = 0. Figure

3.1 demonstrates this trapping condition schematically.

3.2 Properties of 40Ca

40Ca is an alkaline-earth element, with two valence electrons. The recommended

value for the static polarizability of Ca is 4⇡✏0157a30 [PD06]. The relevant en-

ergy level structure states are depicted in figure 3.2. It has a relatively strong

(�n =2⇡ 34.2 MHz) cooling transition from its ground electronic configuration

1S0 to the excited state 1P1. The primary loss channel when cycling this transi-

tion is optical pumping into the meta-stable 1D2 level. The branching into the

meta-stable state is rare, about one in a hundred thousand cycles [BGM89], so the

MOT can be operated with a maximum lifetime of approximately 20 ms without

the use a laser to drive the atoms out of this D state. As described in section

3.3.2, this optical leak out of the cooling cycle can be patched with a 672 nm

repump laser. The repump drives the atom into a higher-lying 1P1 energy level,

which couples back into the ground state. However, optical loss still occurs, since

the meta-stable 1D2 state has a lifetime of approximate 2 ms via spontaneous

decay into two lower-lying triplet P states (3P2 and 3P1). If an atom decays into

the 3P1 level, there is a chance of recapture due to a relatively short lifetime of

⇠ 0.5 ms via decay back to the ground state [DKW93]. Decay into the J=2 level

leads to trap loss since it is dipole forbidden from decaying back into the ground

state and has a lifetime of ⇠118 minutes [KS90].
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Figure 3.1: Magneto-optical trap schematic. This diagram shows the basic phys-

ical mechanisms behind the spatial trapping in a MOT. Pairs of counter-propa-

gating, red-detuned beams generate an optical molasses via a velocity-dependent,

dissipative force. The springlike position-dependent, dissipative force is generated

by the combination of a magnetic field gradient and red-detuned, circular-polar-

ized light chosen to selectively drive atoms towards the magnetic field null. Note

that the magnetic field defines the quantization axis for the atom, thus the cor-

rect polarization for all directions is ��1 to selectively drive the high-field seeking

sublevel. The handedness of the light, however, is di↵erent for the anti-Helmholtz

axis and radial directions.
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Figure 3.2: Relevent energy levels in 40Ca. The solid lines are the transitions

driven by the cooling and repumping lasers. The dashed lines spontaneous decay

pathways. Approximate wavelengths and branching ratios are noted.

40Ca 87Rb

Natural Abundance 97% 23%

Cooling transition 41S0-41P1 52S1/2-52P3/2

A coe�cienct [s�1] 2.18⇥108 3.81⇥107

� [nm] 422.792 780.241

I0 [mW
cm2

] 61 1.67

Table 3.1: Atomic parameters for laser cooling and trapping 40Ca. The parame-

ters for 87Rb are shown for comparison.
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3.2.1 The Calcium source

For nearly the last two decades alkali metal dispensers have been used as simple

sources of alkali vapor for laser cooling and trapping experiments [WFG95]. These

sources are typically composed of an alkali chromate compound, e.g. Rb2CrO4,

and a metallic alloy (typically 84%Zr and 16%Al) used as a reducing agent. When

the dispenser is su�ciently heated, usually by running a current through a metal

wire contained inside of the dispenser, the metal alloy reduces the alkali metal

chromate producing alkali metal vapor. Since the reducing reaction usually only

takes places at elevated temperatures (800 K - 1100 K), the velocity distribution

of the alkali metal vapor emitted by the dispenser is usually not amenable to direct

capture by a magneto-optical trap (MOT). For this reason alkali metal dispensers

have only been employed for Na [MRM08], Rb [RWN01], and Cs [PCS04] where

the vapor pressure is su�cient that the alkali vapor can thermalize with the

chamber walls before capture by the MOT. (One notable exception is the work

of [MPM05] where Rb atoms were likely captured without cooling by the chamber

walls.) Likewise, because atoms with low room temperature vapor pressure, e.g.

Li, alkaline earth metals, Yb, etc., are very unlikely to survive a collision with

the vacuum chamber wall, metal dispensers have not been employed as sources

for laser cooling and trapping experiments with these atoms.

Recently chromate free metal dispensers have become commercially available.

Instead of chromate compounds, these dispensers use intermetallic compounds

with non-toxic metals, like indium, gallium, tin or bismuth and can be made us-

ing both alkali and alkaline earth metals. By resistive heating, ultra-pure alkali or

alkaline earth metal is released without the associated hydrogen, at temperatures

comparable to the chromate compound sources but without their typical hydro-

gen, water and carbon dioxide contaminants. Although the low vapor pressure
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Figure 3.3: Ca MOT density as a function of decelerator beam power at trap

beam detuning �T = -0.6 � and trap beam power PT = 24 mW.
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Figure 3.4: Ca MOT lifetime versus getter source current. The small decrease in

lifetime is likely due to increased background collision with thermal Ca from the

dispenser.
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Calcium dispenser
(behind mesh)

CEMBarium Chloride
Target

Figure 3.5: Photograph of the experiment chamber during decommission of ver-

sion 1.5. Version 1.5 is identical to the original MOTion trap, except for a seg-

mented ion trap rod. The calcium dispenser is mounted from a piece of Macor

ceramic and shielded by a piece of stainless steel mesh. The BaCl2 ablation target

and channeltron are both also visible.

of the alkaline earth metals precludes the use of wall collisions as a mechanism

of reducing the temperature of the emitted atoms, a single, red-detuned laser

beam (overlapped with the deceleration beam as indicated in figure 3.3), pro-

vides su�cient deceleration to load from such a dispenser and trapped in a MOT

with densities up to a few⇥1010cm�3. The dispenser (Alva-tec Alva-source tube

getter, type C), is mounted 1.37 inch from the trap center as shown in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.6: Capture velocity for a 1D MOT with 1 cm trapping region as a

function of trap beam detuning and saturation intensity.

3.2.1.1 Loading dynamics

Due to having a relatively low vapor pressure calcium will not survive collisions

with the vacuum chamber wall, and thus hot atoms flying out of the dispenser will

not thermalize to room temperature. According to manufacturer measurements,

the getter source temperature is roughly 600�C. To characterize the loading dy-

namics from the hot Ca source, the MOT’s capture e�ciency can be estimated

by calculating the capture velocity using equation 3.1. For this calculation, the

capture velocity is defined to be the maximum velocity that is brought to a stop

before exiting the trapping region, taken to be 1 cm long in this 1D model. The

maximum capture velocity as a function of relevant trapping parameters in the

1D model with two equally intense beams is shown in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.7: The estimated e↵ect of the slowing beam under typical operating

conditions. The calculation predicts an improvement in trap yield of over an

order of magnitude compared to the getter source with no optical slowing, or

over a factor of two better than a theoretical room temperature Ca background

source.

For typical trapping parameters in this system(� ⇡ 2
3�,

I
I
0

⇡ 0.1 and 1 cm

beams), an estimate for the capture velocity is found to be ⇡ 33m/s. An inte-

gration of equation 3.1 simulates the e↵ect of slowing hot atoms coming towards

the trap center under typical conditions (�slower ⇡ 2�, I
I
0

⇡ 0.2). The simulations

yields an estimate for the fraction of atoms reaching the trap volume traveling at

or below the capture velocity which shows an improvement over the un-slowed

distribution of more than an order of magnitude. In fact, the fraction of the

velocity distribution that can be captured via the optically slowed 900 K source

is over twice that of an un-slowed room temperature velocity distribution.
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3.3 The Ca MOT Laser System

3.3.1 423 nm 41S0-51P1 Laser

The cooling laser for the MOT in this work is a Toptica TA-SHG-110 commercial

laser system. This laser system consists of a master diode laser at 845 nm in

the DL-Pro configuration which generates about 25 mW of light, which is then

amplified in a tapered amplifier up to roughly 400 mW. The amplified light is

then coupled into a bow-tie optical cavity, with a BBO (BaB2O4) crystal at the

laser waist, for second harmonic generation of the desired 423 nm light. The

Toptica system ultimately provides about 100 mW of light near the 40Ca cooling

transition wavelength. The frequency is directly locked near the transition as

described in section 3.3.1.1.

3.3.1.1 Ca saturated absorption frequency reference

The saturated absorption Doppler free spectroscopy technique relies on the non-

linear absorption by atoms in resonance with both the intense pump beam and

the less intense probe beam. When the saturation occurs, the probe beam propa-

gates through the medium with less attenuation, leading to a peak in the photo-

diode Doppler-broadened signal. In this experiment, the pump beam is detuned

� ⇠ 180 MHz from the probe beam by two passes through an acousto-optic mod-

ulator (AOM) (Gooch and Housego R35085-3). The non-linear absorption occurs

for a particular velocity class with the Doppler shift necessary to be in resonance
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with both beams:

!0 ⌥ kv = !L = !probe

!0 ± kv = !L + � = !pump

!pump = !probe ) !L = !0 �
�

2

(3.2)

where !0 is the 40Ca 41S0-51P1 transition frequency,k is the wavenumber of the

laser, kv is the Doppler shift, � is the total frequency shift due to the double-pass

AOM, and !L is the laser’s output frequency. The solution of equation 3.2 for

!L results in the laser output frequency when the saturation condition is met.

As shown in the schematic layout of figure 3.8, the spectroscopy is performed

with a weak probe beam that passes through a vapor cell while the saturation

is produced by a pump beam that is detuned from the probe beam by a double-

passed AOM in the cat’s eye configuration. The laser power not used in the

saturation locking arm is sent to the experiment via three AOMs (two custom

modulators from Brimrose Corp. and another R35085-3) which can be switched

via RF switches (Mini Circuits ZASW-2-50DR+). The modulators are driven

by simple voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs) from Mini Circuits (POS-100+,

POS-200+) and amplifiers (ZHL-1A, ZHL-03-5WF).

3.3.1.2 The Ca vapor cell

The design of the Ca vapor cell is based on earlier designs for Yb [Lof01]. The cell

is sketched in figure 3.9. The design is a custom full nipple mini-conflat (mini-CF),

17” long, with a standard mini-CF cross at one end to allow the attachment of a

valve (Lesker SL0037MCCF) and a pressure gauge (Varian 531). On both ends

of the nipple are mini-CF quartz silica standard vacuum windows (Lesker VPZL-

133PQ). The central region is heated by clamshell ceramic heaters (Mellen Co.

11C-1303-TC) set on firebrick ring spacers. The temperature is monitored by a
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the optical system for the 423 nm laser system. A

small fraction (⇠ 10%) of the light travels through the saturation absorption

lock. After two frequency shifts via a double-passed AOM, the light saturates

the transition inside the vapor cell. The overlapped probe beam signal ultimately

servo locks the laser to the blue of the 40Ca cooling transition resonance. The

experimental arm employs three AOMs for fast switching and to shift to the

appropriate frequencies for trapping, slowing, and absorption imaging.
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type K thermocouple (Omega XC-20-K-12) a�xed by high temperature ceramic

paste (Cotronics Durabond 954) to the center of the cell directly beneath the

clamshell heater. The heater feedback current is controlled by a solid-state relay

(SVDA-3V25) controlled by an Omega temperature controller (CN9600 series).

The nipple areas near the windows are kept cold by water-cooled brass blocks

attached to to both ends of the nipple. The cold areas act as a capture region

so hot Ca vapor is less likely to condense on the windows. After evacuation, an

Argon leak sets the room temperature pressure to roughly 50 mTorr so the Ca is

stopped from ballistically reaching the windows. The cell is fixed to the optics

table by simple machined aluminum ”v-blocks” designed to hold the optical axis

5” from the table. The temperature of the heated region was held at 300�C. The

vapor pressure of Ca is modeled by

log10 P = 5 + a+
b

T
+ (c log10 T ) [mPa] (3.3)

where the temperature is measured in Kelvin and a = 10.127, b = �9517, and

c = �1.403 [Lid95].

3.3.1.3 The 423 nm laser lock error signal

The error signal to lock the laser frequency to the saturated absorption resonance

is generated by a standard modulation spectroscopy loop filter. The filter circuit

used in this work is shown in the schematic of figure 3.10. The AOM shifting

the pump beam frequency is modulated at 100 kHz, and the photodetector signal

from the probe beam is mixed with the modulation reference to ultimately pro-

duce an error signal. The output of the mixer is amplified and filtered through

a low-pass filter to extract the DC error signal component, which is fed back to

the laser via the Toptica’s proportional-integral-derivative (PID) unit.

Standard literature on tweaking of a PID servo suggests an approach to op-
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Figure 3.9: CAD drawing of the vapor cell and brass cooling blocks.
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timizing the feedback. The suggestion is to start with minimal P,I, and D then

slowly increase P until locking with oscillations are observed. Next, the sugges-

tion is to increase I to reduce the oscillations. This standard suggestion does

not work very well for the Toptica PID module, perhaps because the module is

designed primarily for feeding back to the piezo on a doubling cavity. Instead,

a protocol of first turning up the integral gain instead of the proportional gain

works best. Another explanation could be that the particular module in the

423 nm laser has mislabeled trimpots.

A typical resulting error signal is shown in panel a of figure 3.11. Figure 3.11

also shows a wavemeter measurement of the laser frequency while the feedback

is on, with a loss of the laser lock a few minutes into the trace as an example of

the relative short term stability.

The expected size and shape of the servo signal can be calculated by determin-

ing the DC component of a hypothetical mixer output voltage Vmix, whose inputs

are a reference modulation Vref and a detuning modulated Lorentzian lineshape.

The mixer output, assuming perfect e�ciency,

Vmix =
VLVref cos (⌦t+ �)

1 + 4
⇣

�+�! cos(⌦t)
�

⌘2 , (3.4)

is the product of the two input signals. ⌦ is the frequency of the detuning modula-

tion and � is the laser’s detuning the line center. �! is the frequency modulation

depth. VL and Vref are the sizes of the lineshape and modulation reference signals,

respectively. Next, the output of the mixer is filtered with a perfect low-pass fil-

ter such that only the DC portion of the signal remains. This can be seen by

assuming the deviation from the resonance and the frequency modulation depth

is small compared to the linewidth and Taylor expanding equation 3.4 for small
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Figure 3.10: Circuit diagram for the loop filter used in for the Ca laser systems

frequency lock. This servo su�ced for all the work presented in this disserta-

tion, but could be improved with a di↵erential photodetector and a high-pass (or

band-pass) before the photodetector signal goes into the mixer.
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Figure 3.11: This figure shows examples of the error signal output, as fed back into

the Toptica PZT servo. Panel (a) shows the error output as the laser frequency

is swept over the lock point. Panel (b) shows a closed loop measurement of

the error signal, with the PID parameters set to allow oscillation. Panel (c)

is a measurement of the lock stability using the wavemeter, showing both the

locked and unlocked laser stability since the laser comes unlocked roughly half

way through the measurement.
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deviations,

V (�)DC ⇡
4VLVref�!� cos (�)

�2
⇣
1 + 4

�
�
�

�2⌘2 . (3.5)

Equation 3.5 can be evaluated at its peak laser detuning value � =
p
3
6 � to find

the expected value for an error signal generated with lossless electronics. This

laser detuning value is also useful to estimate the width of the error signal feature

compared to the linewidth of the saturated absorption feature �.

3.3.2 The 672 nm repump

The 1D2 electronic state provides an additional pathway for the spontaneous

decay from the 1P1 state. The branching ratio for decay into the meta-stable

1D2 has been measured to be approximately one in 105 [BGM89]. This sets a

limit to the MOT lifetime without a repump laser of approximately 20 ms. This

optical loss from the cooling cycle can be prevented, however, because there exists

a higher excited state, the 5p1P1 that is accessible with a 672 nm ECDL. The

design of the ECDL is described in section 2.2.4. The laser is frequency stabilized

to a transition in molecular iodine that is near the desired frequency.

The particular absorption line is the R69(2-5) transition in molecular iodine.

A fraction of the beam is sent through a 10 cm iodine vapor cell (Triad Tech-

nology TT-I2-100-V-x) heated by fiber-glass resistive heating tape (Omega FGS-

051-020). The bulk of the vapor cell is held at 200�C, while the cold finger is

pressed against a water-cooled (T sim17�C) heatsink. Under these conditions,

there is su�cient population on the (v”=5, J”=69) energy level and a maximum

absorption of about 50% is observed at 14881.989 cm�1. The derivative of the

absorption signal is obtained by adding a small dither (amplitude = 50 mV, fre-

quency = 50 kHz) to the laser current and sending the photodiode signal through
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a lock-in amplifier. By adjusting the DC o↵set of the error signal servo, the servo

locks the laser near the repump transition. Similar to the results in other Ca

MOT systems [MBG04] [OBF99], the lifetime of calcium atoms is increased by a

factor of five as a result of the 672 nm laser.

The branching ratio out of the 51P1 level favors return to the 1D2 state, so

the repump cycle needs roughly 100 cycles before the spontaneous decay back

to the ground state occurs. During typical operation, shown in figure 2.1, the

repump beam passes through the front chamber window overlapped with the

deceleration beam. One might suspect there is e�ciency to be won by overlapping

the repump laser with all the trapping beams, but trying this configuration yields

no measurable improvement over the much simpler typical arrangement.

3.3.3 MOT laser polarization

To make the MOT’s position-dependent trapping force, the light polarization

must be such that the red-detuned light selectively pushes the atoms back to the

magnetic field zero. The low-field seeking Zeeman sublevel is resonant with the

appropriate trap beam as the atom travels away from the trap center. For an

atomic transition with a positive magnetic g-factor, like 40Ca, this requires the

�m= �1 polarization selection, i.e. ��. For each axis of the trap, the beam

polarization must correspond to a �� transition, e.g. the beam whose ~k k ~z must

be correctly polarized, given the direction of the magnetic field ~B(z < 0), to

selectively push atoms that have strayed towards �~z. However, in the laboratory,

there is no �+,� “switch” on the laser controller and light from external cavity

diode lasers is typically linearly polarized.

In the laboratory, the knob that controls laser polarization is the orientation of

a waveplate. The quarter waveplate allows the experimenter to choose the hand-
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edness of the light, i.e. by correctly orienting the waveplate axis with respect

to incoming linear-polarized light, one can choose either right-handed circular

(RHC) or left-handed circular (LHC) polarization. In the context of this disser-

tation, since there exist contradictory conventions, the handedness of the light is

determined with respect to the ~k-vector. More concretely, right(left)-handed cir-

cular light’s polarization is rotating in the direction of the right(left) hand’s fingers

when the thumb is pointed along ~k. Traditionally, the slow-axis of a waveplate

is marked and a convenient rule of thumb for linear-polarized light’s response

to passing through a waveplate is that the polarization will move towards the

slow-axis. For example if a quarter waveplate whose slow-axis is initially parallel

to the polarization axis of some incoming linear-polarized light is then rotated

�(+)45� with respect to the incoming light’s ~k-vector (i.e. (counter-)clockwise if

looking towards the direction of ~k), the resulting light will be RHC(LHC). The

only problem left is the translation from handedness to the �+,� basis in the lab.

For an atom with a positive magnetic g-factor, there is a simple classical pic-

ture that is useful for translating handedness into the �+,�. The classical picture

is that the rotating electric field vector induces a polarization (~p k ~E) in the

atom due to movement of the electron only (imagine the nucleus is too heavy to

respond). The translation of the light’s handedness is then found by considering

whether the magnetic moment formed by this induced classical current loop is

aligned to the relevant magnetic field. For example, LHC light with ~k k ~B

drives the �� transition. The other possible handedness-field combinations are

tabulated in table 3.3.3.
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Handedness ~k · ~B > 0 ~k · ~B < 0

Left-handed Circular (LHC) ��,�m = �1 �+,�m = +1

Right-handed Circular (RHC) �+,�m = +1 ��,�m = �1

Table 3.2: The mapping between the handedness of the circular-polarized light,

as measured via thumb along the ~k, and the �+,� selection basis for a given

relation between the magnetic field and light propagation direction.

3.4 The Magnetic Field Gradient

Since the magnetic field gradient required for e�cient trapping scales with the

natural linewidth and magnetic moment of the cooling transition [LSW92], the

design goal of the magnetic field coils was to deliver an axial field gradient of up to

about 60 G
cm . The anti-Helmholtz coils were designed by using the exact equations

for the axial and radial components of the magnetic field due to a current loop

of radius R at a distance L above the origin [BEM87],

B⇢ =
Icµ0

2⇡⇢

z � Lp
(z � L)2 + (R + ⇢)2

⇥
✓
�(z � L)2 +R2 � ⇢2

(z � L)2 + (⇢�R)2
E

✓
4R⇢

(z � L)2 + (R + ⇢)2

◆
�K

✓
4R⇢
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◆◆
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⇣
K
⇣

4R⇢
(z�L)2+(R+⇢)2

⌘
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⇣

4R⇢
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,

(3.6)

which are in cylindrical coordinates and in terms of the elliptic integrals E(m) =
R ⇡/2

0

p
1�m2 sin2 ✓d✓, and K(m) =

R ⇡/2

0
d✓p

1�m sin2 ✓
.

The experimental chamber for the 40Ca MOT is relatively large to accommo-

date the ion trap so the field coil currents required to achieve the desired gradient

are fairly high (> 100A). High current generates a significant resistive heat load.

To handle the heat generated by the magnet, the magnet coils are made from
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copper tubing that can be water cooled. The coils are wound with square cop-

per tubing from Small Tube Products, Inc. with Kapton coating performed by

S&W Wire Co. The square tubing is approximately 4.4 mm to a side, with a

circular bore of ⇠1 mm radius, and each coil is wrapped 100 (10 by 10) times

around a phenolic spool shown in drawing 3.13. The coils have an inner con-

ductor radius of 6.1 cm and are positioned in the anti-Helmholtz configuration,

with each coil (conductor) 8.6 cm from the vacuum chamber geometric center.

According to equations 3.6 the design field gradient per unit current is 0.527 G
cmA

along the anti-Helmholtz axis at the field zero, and 0.2635 G
cmA

along the radial

direction outward from the trap center. A measurement of the field directly with

a hall probe agrees within better than 1% of the theoretical prediction for the

coil geometry, shown in figure 3.14.

Chilled water (T⇠17�C) is pumped through the coils, in parallel, dropping

from about 270 PSI to the house return pressure of about 40 PSI. At typical

operation of about 12 V for 120 A through each coil, the temperature measured

via thermocouple adhered to the outer portion of the coil equilibrates to roughly

60�C. To avoid runaway heating in the event of a cooling failure, the temperature

reading on each coil is used to interlock the HP-6683A power supply via the

alarm function on an Omega CN9600 temperature controller. If a temperature

above the setpoint is detected, the alarm function shorts the interlock pins on

the HP-6683A power supply, disabling it.

The setup for the MOT coils is shown schematically in figure 3.12. The

power supply is run in constant current mode at 120 A for all the experiments

described in this dissertation. The feedback servo shown in figure 3.12 is one of

the ways to control the position of the MOT in the experimental chamber by

siphoning o↵ current from the bottom coil, thus changing slightly the position of
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Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of the MOT coils with temperature interlock

and bleeder shim circuit for axial control of the magnetic field zero.

the magnetic field zero, via an alternate path to ground using a power MOSFET

(STE180NE10). The bleeder feedback servo is a one-sided operational amplifier

(MCP601), with the the voltage reading from a hall probe (Tamura S22P series)

at the (-) terminal and a trimmed down voltage reading from a D cell battery

at the (+). The feedback occurs over a 100 k⌦ resistor in series with a 0.1 µF

capacitor, all in parallel 1 µF capacitor. The servo outputs to the gate of the

MOSFET to hold the Hall probe current reading of the siphoned current to a

chosen reference value. The power balance in the horizontal beam pairs controls

the MOT position in the o↵-axis direction, as described in section 3.5.1.
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Figure 3.14: Measurement of the magnetic field at the trap center with 25 A

running through the anti-Helmholtz coils. In red circles, the field along the

axis of the anti-Helmholtz configuration. In black squares, the field along the

radial direction. With each measurement, a dashed line shows the best fit. The

gradient along the axis is found to be 0.532(3) G
cmA

. And the gradient along the

radial direction is found to be 0.267(1) G
cmA

.
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3.5 MOT Characterization and Control Techniques

3.5.1 Controlling the position of the MOT

For use in the MOTion trap, the Ca atoms must be spatially overlapped with the

co-trapped ions. Thus, extra degrees of experimental control are implemented to

control and verify the position of the trapped cloud of atoms. By using the series

of half-waveplates and polarizing beam splitters shown in figure 3.8, the intensity

in each of the six trapping beams are independently tunable. The equilibrium

point of the trap scattering force for a given trap axis can be shifted slightly

by deliberately tuning the relative intensity of a counter-propagating beam pair.

According to equation 3.1, for typical trapping parameters in this system, a 20%

variation in relative intensity results in a shift in the equilibrium position of

approximately one e�1 cloud waist (⇡ 0.5mm) for a radial trapping beam pair.

3.5.2 Determining MOT density

The density of the MOT is most reliably measured by absorption imaging. By

measuring the fraction of light absorbed by a beam passing through the center

of the atomic cloud and the size of the cloud, the density is computed using the

Beer-Lambert law. For example, the fraction of light transmitted through the

center axis of an atomic cloud with a Gaussian density distribution ⇢0e
� z

2

w

2 is

given in equation 3.7.

T = e�⇢
0

�
p
⇡w (3.7)

For a symmetric atomic cloud, like the 40Ca cloud which is well approximated

by a spherical Gaussian, the result in equation 3.7 is accurate for measuring the
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density via a single absorption image. The only parameters in equation 3.7 not

directly measured by the absorption image are the peak density of the atomic

cloud, ⇢0, and the resonant absorption cross-section � given by

� =
2J 0 + 1

2J + 1

�2

2⇡

�n

�
(3.8)

where the transition is J 0  J , with natural linewidth �n and total linewidth �.

Thus by acquiring an absorption image and numerically fitting for or calculating

the RMS size and depth of the absorption feature, one can apply equation 3.7 to

calculate the density, using the pixel size to set the length scale.

Absorption imaging can be implemented by shining an on-resonance ‘absorp-

tion’ laser beam through the cloud onto a CCD. In the MOTion trap experiments,

an Andor Luca-R EMCCD camera, with a 75 mm lens in the 2f � 2f configu-

ration, allows for simultaneous fluorescence imaging as well as 1-to-1 absorption

imaging. A LabVIEW program controls the timing of the camera exposure and

the firing of the absorption beam in sequence with release of the MOT trapping

beams. For best results, the timing should be such that the absorption beam

passes through the cloud within a few lifetimes of the cooling transition following

the extinction of the trap beams. This timing allows the atoms time to decay into

the ground state while avoiding unwanted fluorescence and ballistic expansion,

two sources of systematic error in the density measurement. The intensity of the

absorption beam should be set to be high enough to almost saturate the pixels

of the camera in as brief a time as possible when no atoms are present. Short,

intense pulses, with correspondingly short camera exposure, maximize the ratio

of signal to noise for each shot. In addition, the shorter pulse sequence mini-

mizes systematic errors due to ballistic expansion of the atomic cloud during an

exposure.
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3.5.2.1 Model independent fluorescence imaging for density

For most experiments in the MOTion trap, the MOT needs to stay on during

the measurement. Absorption imaging requires turning the trap beams o↵, so

it is convenient to be able to relate density to fluorescence without needing to

turn o↵ the MOT at the moment of measurement. In principle, an accurate

model for the excited state fraction predicts the fluorescence to atom number or

density. However, accurately modeling the excited state fraction in a Ca MOT

is not a simple problem and it requires very good calibration of the imaging

system photon sensitivity. A simple workaround involves measuring the density-

to-fluorescence calibration before and after the measurement period, in a model

independent way. Sequential fluorescence and absorption observations yield data

to solve for the unknown constant in

⇢ = C
A

w3
, (3.9)

where A is the measured brightness amplitude on the EMCCD image, and w is

the measured geometric mean MOT waist. C is then a constant that accounts for

the camera sensitivity and the atomic ensemble average excitation fraction. The

latter quantity is a di�cult to quantify function of laser intensities, overlap, and

detuning. For a typical experiment’s 10 ms exposure, with no bandpass filter, C

is found to be roughly 1012 per digital number. Of course this number should be

measured before and after any density dependent experiment.

3.5.3 Determining atom-ion co-location in 3D

3.5.3.1 Determining relative position

The pointing of each camera in the lab frame is known. Let the vectors ẑ1, ẑ2

represent these vectors pointing from the geometric center of the vacuum chamber
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towards the face of each CCD. These vectors define the orientation of the image

plane of both cameras. Two basis vectors, per camera, are then needed to describe

the position of an image in the image plane. Let these vectors be x̂i and ŷi for

i =1,2. While the choice of basis vectors in the image plane is arbitrary, ŷi is

taken to be maximally oriented along the vertical direction as the angle of ẑi

allows. Thus, after determining ẑi and ŷi, x̂i is determined as x̂i = ŷi ⇥ ẑi.

Relative positions in the lab frame can then be determined by taking the

center of a mutually observed object (in this case the ion cloud or MOT) to be

the lab frame origin, and then taking information of the relative displacement

from both cameras as follows:

~r0 = �x1x̂1 +�y1ŷ1 + ((�x2x̂2 +�y2ŷ2) · ẑ1) ẑ1, (3.10)

where the information from the second camera (�x2,�y2) is being used to

get information missing along the first camera’s pointing axis, by taking the

projection of the displacements observed by the second camera along the ẑ1 axis.

For example, take the simple system where camera 1 points towards the lab frame

negative x-axis and camera 2 points towards the lab frame negative z-axis. If this

camera system images a pair of objects (one and two) located at lab coordinates

(0, 0, 0) and (1, 2, 3), camera 1 will see object 2 at position (�x1,�y1) = (3, 2)

in its image plane. Camera 2 images the object to (�x2,�y2) = (�1, 2). In this

simple example, ẑ1 = x̂, x̂1 = ẑ, ŷ1 = ŷ2 = ŷ, x̂2 = �x̂ and ẑ2 = ẑ so equation

3.10 yields 3ẑ + 2ŷ + ((�1(�x̂) + 2ŷ) · x̂)x̂ or ~r0 = (1, 2, 3).
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x̂ ŷ ẑ

Camera #1 {a, 0, b} {�c, d,�e} {f, g, h}

Camera #2 {�a, 0, b} {c, d, e} {f, g,�h}

Table 3.3: Unit vectors in the lab-frame for the camera system imaging planes, for

the camera configuration shown in schematic 2.1. The ion trap axis is along the

laboratory frame z-axis. The ion pump is o↵ in the negative x direction, which

leaves the direction anti-parallel to gravity as the y direction in figure 2.1. The

constants are a = 0.38256, b = �0.92393, c = 0.2547, d = 0.96125, e = 0.1055,

f = 0.888125, g = 0.27569, h = 0.36774.

3.5.3.2 Determining e↵ective overlap - the overlap factor

Experiments involving the hybrid atom-ion trap system require overlapping the

atomic cloud with the ion cloud. In all, but one, of the experiments in this work

it is important to be able to quantify the degree of interaction between the ions

and the neutral atoms. The overlap factor quantifies the e↵ective density of cold

atoms experienced by a typical ion in the trap volume. The overlap quantity

varies between zero, when the ion cloud is very far from the MOT center, and

unity, when a single ion is tightly confined to the region of highest density of

atoms. The overlap factor is calculated by a volume integral over the the product

of the ion density distribution with the MOT density distribution:

� =

Z
d3~r⇢̂Ca(~r)⇢̄I(~r), (3.11)

where ⇢̂Ca(~r) is peak normalized (i.e. ⇢̂Ca(~rMOT ) = 1) and ⇢̄I(~r) is integral nor-

malized (
R
d3~r⇢̄I(~r) = 1).

The Ca MOT has a roughly spherical gaussian density distribution, while

the ion cloud has an ellipsoidal (cigar-shaped) density distribution due to the
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anisotropic harmonic pseudo-potential. The trapping potential is anisotropic

because during typical operation the DC confinement potential along the axis is

shallower. A weaker axial trap depth minimizes micromotion by allowing ions to

live closer to the RF zero. Due to the angle of the cameras and the departure from

spherical symmetry in the case of the ion cloud spatial distribution, the apparent

width of the ion cloud in the axial direction is reduced by a factor of 1.11 and this

must be corrected for during the integration of equation 3.11. The calculation is

thus the integral of a spherical gaussian with an ellipsoidal gaussian distribution

and can be numerically evaluated by measuring the cloud widths and relative

positions via dual camera fluorescence imaging. However, due to disparate levels

of brightness, the MOT and the ions cannot be simultaneously imaged with the

existing image filtering system. Therefore, the e↵ective density is quantified from

dataset to dataset by imaging only the MOT and relate it to images taken of

ion clouds measured at the start of the data acquisition. The assumption is the

ion cloud’s center, aspect ratio (axial waist to radial waist, typically about 2.5),

density, the overlap determining parameters, are constant over the course of a few

hours. This assumption holds true according to images taken at various times

throughout a day at fixed trapping parameters.

3.5.4 Determining MOT temperature

The MOT’s temperature can be determined by measuring the cloud’s rate of

ballistic expansion upon extinction of the trapping beams. This is experimentally

realized by taking a series of absorption images, as described in section 3.5.2,

at di↵erent time delays after release of the trap. Due to the rate of ballistic

expansion, the camera cannot image fast enough and the MOT must be remade

between each shot of the time-series.
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Figure 3.15: A measurement of the temperature of the 40Ca MOT. A fit to

equation 3.12 corresponding to 2.5(1) mK is shown in dashed red. Error bars are

hidden by the plot markers.

The probability distribution P (x) of finding an atom along a given dimension

x after releasing the trap will evolve in time according to an average hP (x! x+

vt)iv over the initial ballistic velocity distribution at temperature T , i.e.
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The resulting expression for the cloud’s e�1, w, waist under free expansion can

be used to with a time-series absorption measurement, like shown in figure 3.15,

to measure the MOT temperature.
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CHAPTER 4

Trapping molecular ions formed via

photo-associative ionization of ultracold atoms

4.1 Summary

The formation of 40Ca+2 molecular ions is observed in a hybrid 40Ca magneto-

optical and ion trap system. The molecular ion formation process is determined

to be photo-associative ionization of ultracold 40Ca atoms. A lower bound for the

two-body rate constant is found to be �̄ � 2±1⇥10�15 cm3 Hz. Ab initio molec-

ular potential curves are calculated for the neutral Ca2 and ionic Ca+2 molecules

and used in a model that identifies the photo-associative ionization pathway. As

this technique does not require a separate photo-association laser, it could find

use as a simple, robust method for producing ultracold molecular ions.

4.2 Introduction and Motivation

The low-energy internal structure of a diatomic molecule, e.g. the electric dipole

moment and vibrational, rotational, and ⌦-doublet levels, presents a host of

opportunities for advances in quantum simulation, precision measurement, cold

chemistry, and quantum information [KSF09]. As such, the last decade has wit-

nessed an enormous e↵ort towards producing ultracold molecules in well-defined
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rovibrational states. It appears that this goal is in now within reach, as several

groups have reported production of ultracold molecular samples in the rovibra-

tional ground state [NOM08, SRD10,DMH10]; in the case of the KRb work the

sample is near quantum degeneracy [NOM08].

To date, most work has focused on neutral molecules, however, a sample of

ultracold molecular ions presents interesting possibilities. While the Coulomb in-

teraction overwhelms the electric dipole interaction between polar molecular ions

in most cases, many of the goals of cold molecule physics can be accomplished

with molecular ions, with the added benefit of a simple, reliable trapping. Indeed,

a cold sample of molecular ions allows the study of cold chemistry [WB08], which

not only has important implications for understanding the formation of interstel-

lar clouds [Smi92], but for investigation, and possible control, of reactive collisions

in the quantum regime [HTS06]; identification of carriers of the di↵use interstellar

bands [RGM10]; precision measurement of molecular transitions, which can be

used to sensitively measure parity violating e↵ects [GQS04], as well as to constrain

the possible variation of the fundamental constants [FK07]; and the implementa-

tion of a scalable quantum computation architecture [ADD06]. For these reasons,

several groups have recently initiated work to produce samples of ultracold molec-

ular ions [SRD10,SjS10,TWW10,Hud09]. In Refs. [SRD10,SjS10,TWW10], the

molecular ion external degrees of freedom are sympathetically cooled with laser

cooled atomic ions to ultracold temperatures. However, the long range ion-ion

interaction does not couple to the molecular ion internal degrees of freedom and

therefore the rovibrational temperature is unmodified by the sympathetic cooling

process. To overcome this limitation, optical pumping schemes [SRD10, SjS10]

and state selective photo-ionization of neutral molecules [TWW10] have been used

to produce molecular ions in the lowest few rotational states. More generally, it

should also be possible to use ultracold neutral atoms, in a magneto-optical trap
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Figure 4.1: MOTion trap: A 40Ca magneto-optical trap is constructed inside a

linear quadrupole ion trap. Below the trap are two ablation targets used to load

calibration ions. The channel electron multiplier (CEM) is mounted above the

trap.
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(MOT), to simultaneously sympathetically cool both the internal and external

degrees of freedom of molecular ions [Hud09].

In addition to these methods, it is possible to create state-selected ultracold

molecular ions directly from their atomic constituents through photo-associative

ionization (PAI), a two-body process where colliding neutral atoms are photo-

excited into either a bound molecular ion or auto-ionizing molecular potential.

This chapter reports the formation of 40Ca+2 molecular ions via PAI in a hybrid

system composed of a 40Ca MOT constructed inside of a radio-frequency linear

ion trap. The production of the dimer ion is quantified using standard ion trap

mass spectrometry techniques [Maj09,DFM05] available for use in the MOTion

trap system. The following section describes the apparatus used and present

measurements characterizing the molecular ion production rate. Section 4.4.1

presents results from ab initio calculations of the 40Ca+2 molecular ion structure

and a description of the most-likely mechanism of molecular ion production.

4.3 Experiment

The MOTion trap system used in this work is that proposed in Ref. [Hud09]

and is shown in figure 4.1. As aforementioned, it is a hybrid system with a

40Ca MOT constructed inside an linear quadrupole ion trap (LQT), designed to

explore collisions between ultracold atoms and trapped molecular ions. Briefly,

cold 40Ca atoms are collected in a MOT by decelerating a beam of atoms produced

by a Ca getter. The � = 422.6 nm laser system , used to produce the MOT

cooling and deceleration beams, is referenced to the 41P1  41S0 transition (� =

2⇡ ⇥ 34.6 MHz) using a saturated absorption signal from a Ca vapor cell. The

trapping (deceleration) laser beams typically have detuning and total intensity

of �� (�3�) and 23 (31) mW/cm2, respectively. The 671.7 nm 51P1  31D2
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Figure 4.2: Results of a excitation spectrum measurement performed at trapping

parameters where the stability parameter (q) for m = 80 amu is 0.5, thus unstable

for m = 40 amu. The observed loss near 70 kHz is within 10% of the predicted

secular frequency for m = 80 amu. The split peak feature is likely due to trap

imperfections (asymmetric endcap placement, machining, imperfect quadrupole

ratio,etc).
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Ca repump transition is driven with a laser system referenced to the R69(2-

5) molecular Iodine transition. The typical MOT atom number, density and

temperature are measured by absorption and fluorescence imaging and found to

be NCa = 1.0±0.1⇥107 atoms, ⇢Ca = 3.9±0.5⇥1010 cm�3, and TCa = 4±1 mK,

respectively. The LQT, which has a field radius of ro = 11.2 mm, is designed

with three axial trapping regions to facilitate the shuttling of ions into and out

of the center region for interaction with the MOT. The number of trapped ions

is detected by grounding the trap electrodes, allowing the ions to escape and be

detected by a channel electron multiplier (CEM) ion detector located near the

trap center. The absolute ion number measured by the CEM is calibrated by

comparing CEM detection to laser-induced fluorescence rates with 174Yb+ ions

loaded via laser ablation (see figure 4.1). Only the central trapping region is

operated in this experiment since the MOT acts as the source of all ions observed

in this work.

When the MOTion system is operated without deliberately loading ions into

the LQT, an accumulation of ions is observed due to the presence of the MOT.

Interestingly, though there exist several pathways to the formation of 40Ca+ –

e.g. photo-ionization of an atom in the 51P1 state, populated via the repumping

channel, by a 423 nm photon – an ion signal is still observed even when the LQT

is operated such that the charge-to-mass ratio of 40Ca+ is not trapped. The mass

of this anomalous ion species is measured by the LQT stability parameters, a

comparison of the relative CEM time-of-flight to that of ions with known mass

(e.g. 40Ca+) and, ultimately, by resonant excitation of the secular trap frequency

as shown in figure 4.2. The excitation measurement is performed by applying

a small (relative to the trapping potentials) oscillating voltage to one of the

trap electrodes, inducing substantial heating that results in trap loss when the

excitation is resonant with the mass-specific secular frequency of the ion motion.
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Figure 4.3: Measurement of the ion number as a function of loading time is

shown in panel (a). In panel (b), trap lifetime is measured by loading the trap to

saturation and stopping production for a fixed amount of time before detection.

Characteristic times are found by exponential fits (dashed lines).

The excitation spectrum is taken by allowing the LQT to load with ions for 1.9 s

at each excitation frequency before detection with the CEM. The ratio of detected

ion number with excitation to detected ion number without excitation is plotted

in figure 4.2. The trap loss resonance (and its second harmonic) is observed as

the reduction in ion signal near 70 ± 2 kHz (140 ± 5 kHz), in good agreement

with the predicted radial secular frequency of 76 kHz for 80 amu, confirming

the production of 40Ca+2 molecular ions. The splitting of the fundamental peak is

likely due to trap imperfections such as the asymmetric axial electrode placement,

asymmetric voltages, and imperfect machining.
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Figure 4.4: Ion number measured as a function of the MOT density determined

by absorption imaging. A quadratic trend (with a best fit shown to guide the

eye) is observed until trap saturation occurs at higher densities (shown in the

points with open circles).
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4.4 Results

The LQT loading dynamics of the dimer ion are shown in figure 4.3. For the

data in figure 4.3(a), the LQT is first loaded with dimer ions from the MOT for a

designated amount of time after which the ion number is measured by the CEM.

As seen in this panel, the characteristic loading time is found to be ⇠ 1 s and

typically leads to an equilibrium ion number of ⇠ 3000 ions. To measure the

competing e↵ects which lead to this equilibrium, a measurement of the the trap

lifetime is performed as shown in figure 4.3(b). For this measurement, the trap is

loaded to saturation and then switch o↵ the MOT at t = 0 s, stopping molecular

ion production. After a designated time, the ion number is detected via the CEM.

The molecular ion lifetime in the trap is ⇠ 90 s. Since inelastic processes between

the ions and neutral atoms 1 do not change the number of dimer ions in the trap,

the loading time is not a↵ected by the presence of the MOT. Therefore, the

large disparity between the molecular ion lifetime and its characteristic loading

time shows that the equilibrium condition is not set by competition between

the natural trap loss mechanisms and the dimer ion production rate. Instead,

equilibrium is determined by a maximum ion density that sets a trap capacity

at which the Coulomb repulsion between the ions already in the trap and the

freshly formed ions is large enough to overwhelm the trapping potential [DFM05].

Further evidence to support this conclusion comes from measurements at di↵erent

MOT parameters with di↵erent characteristic loading times which reach the same

approximate equilibrium ion number, as well as measurements counting 40Ca+

and 174Yb+ loaded by photo-ionization and laser ablation, respectively.

To confirm that the dimer ion is produced by collisions within the MOT

1An inelastic process leading to the production of heavier molecular ions, such as Ca+3 , could
lead to dimer ion loss. However, a direct search for the appearance of heavier ions found no
evidence for their production.
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and not by other means, such as collisions of MOT atoms with hot Ca from

the getter, the production of molecular ions is characterized as a function of

MOT density, as shown in figure 4.4. For the data in this figure the dimer ions

are detected number after 1.9 s of loading at various densities. The density

is varied by controlling the intensity of the 672 nm repump laser; the density

at each point is determined by absorption imaging. Quadratic dependence is

found for su�ciently small densities, but trap saturation, due to the space charge

e↵ect, leads to constant ion number at higher densities. The dependence of the

molecular ion production rate at smaller densities is indicative of a two-body

process as would be expected for PAI between MOT atoms.

To determine the number of photons required for the PAI, a similar experi-

ment as a function of overall 423 nm laser light power is performed. The results

are shown in figure 4.5. Since the position and density of the MOT are sensitive

to the exact power balance between the deceleration and trapping beams, there is

higher systematic uncertainty in this measurement. However, a quadratic trend

is observed, drawn as a dashed line to guide the eye in figure 4.5. This trend

is observable by independently attenuating either the deceleration beam or the

trapping beams, indicating that the PAI production pathway is su�ciently o↵-

resonant that the beams contribute in the equally in the ionization process. This

indicates that the 40Ca+2 molecular ions are most likely produced by a two-body,

two-photon production mechanism as detailed in the following section. Because

space charge e↵ects dominate the LQT loading dynamics, the molecular ion pro-

duction rate cannot simply be analyzed in terms of the competing rate equation

model typically employed in trap loading dynamics. Therefore, in order to esti-

mate this rate, an functional form for the number of Ca+2 molecular ions, N , in
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Figure 4.5: Normalized production rate as a function of overall 423 nm laser power

incident upon the MOT. Data is obtained both by attenuating the deceleration

beam at fixed trapping power and by attenuating the trapping beams at fixed

deceleration power. A quadratic fit is shown as the dashed line.
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the ion trap as a function of time is used as:

dN

dt
=

Z
⌘(~r)�(~r)⇢Ca(~r)

2

✓
1� N

No

◆
d3~r

= ⌘̄�̄V ⇢̄2Ca

✓
1� N

No

◆
,

where the average production rate is characterized by �̄, the two-body intensity

dependent rate coe�cient; ⌘̄ is the average of a spatially varying capture e�-

ciency which quantifies the probability of successfully trapping an ion formed

at a particular location; ⇢̄2Ca and V are the average squared MOT density and

volume, respectively. The last factor is an ad hoc model to take into account

the trap saturation at the observed maximal ion number No ⇠ 3000± 300. This

model allows us to use full loading curve measurements to set a lower bound on

the production rate in a way that is equivalent to performing a model indepen-

dent linear fit to only the very early (N ⇠ 0, t ⇠ 0) portion of the loading curve,

where space charge e↵ects should be minimal. The rate coe�cient from the fit,

assuming perfect trap capture e�ciency (⌘̄ ! 1), to the loading curve shown in

figure 4.3 is found to be �̄ = 2 ± 1 ⇥ 10�15 cm3 Hz. This rate coe�cient should

only be interpreted as a lower bound to the true rate constant since the capture

e�ciency is taken to be its maximal value. Interestingly, this rate coe�cient is

comparable to observations in alkali systems [BJ92,BMW93] when scaled to the

relatively low intensities found in this experiment. This bound is independent of

any assumptions about the specific mechanism leading to the PAI event.

4.4.1 Physical interpretation of PAI pathway

In order to determine the specific PAI pathway for molecular ion production,

molecular potential curves for the neutral 40Ca2 and ionic 40Ca+2 molecules are

presented in figure 4.6. The potentials of the X1⌃+
g and B1⌃+

u states of 40Ca2
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are constructed from spectroscopic data in [ASP03, All04]. Other potentials

are determined using non-relativistic configuration-interaction molecular-orbital

restricted-active-space (MOL-RAS-CI) calculations. From these molecular poten-

tials it is clear that there are several energetically allowed pathways for associative

ionization that must be considered:

Ca+ Ca+ ! Ca+2 + � (4.1)

Ca(P ) + Ca(S) + � ! Ca+2 + e� (4.2)

Ca(P ) + Ca(P ) ! Ca+2 + e� (4.3)

Ca(D) + Ca(S) + � ! Ca+2 + e� (4.4)

Ca(S) + Ca(S) + � ! Ca⇤2 + � ! Ca+2 + e� (4.5)

The first pathway (4.1) is the radiative association of the atomic ion with its

neutral partner. To investigate this reaction, large numbers of 40Ca+ are loaded

into the trap by photo-ionization with a 369 nm laser and then the production of

40Ca+2 is monitored in the presence of the MOT. No evidence of this production

mechanism is observed so radiative association cannot be the dominant pathway.

The next two pathways are single step processes in which one of the colli-

sion partners resides in an excited state before the collision reaches the Condon

point, where a free-to-bound transition is possible. The excited collision path-

ways (4.2,4.3) are ruled out because the duration of the cold collision is longer

than the excited 41P1 state lifetime. As discussed in [BJ92], excited atoms are

unlikely to be in close enough proximity to undergo association since the 423 nm

laser driving the transition is far detuned due to the inter-atomic interaction even

at distances large compared to the Condon length.

The other excited collision pathway (4.4) cannot be ruled out due to col-

lision duration argument [BJ92] because the 31D2 Ca state is relatively long
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lived, with a radiative lifetime ⇠ 1 ms, and could survive for the duration

of a collision event. To quantify this production mechanism, the dependence

of the dimer ion production on the partial density of 31D2 Ca in the MOT is

measured. In steady state, the density of 31D2 state Ca can be determined as

⇢D = (�PD⇢Ca⇢ee) / (�rad + �KE) where ⇢Ca⇢ee is the density of atoms in the 41P1

state, �PD is the radiative decay rate for the 41P1 ! 31D2 transition, �rad is the

total radiative loss rate from the 31D2 state, and �KE is the ballistic escape rate

from the MOT volume. The ballistic escape rate is determined to be 1.4±0.2 kHz

by fitting to the cloud volume evolution measured during free expansion of the

MOT atoms. The total radiative loss rate is determined by solving a rate equa-

tion model for the e↵ect of the repump laser on the 31D2 state population that

includes the 51P1 and 41S0 states as well as the losses into the 33P2,1 states. Using

this system of rate equations, the partial density of 31D2
40Ca is determined for

each data point in figure 4.4. The result, after dividing out the overall quadratic

density dependence, is plotted in figure 4.7. Despite the fact the density of 31D2

Ca varies by over factor of two, the rate constant is unchanged. The two points

in open circles correspond to the points in figure 4.4 where the ion number is

space charge limited, and should be ignored. Therefore it appears that the 31D2

is unimportant for the observed PAI and thus pathway (4.2) is ruled out.

4.5 Conclusion

It is concluded that the two-step, two-photon PAI process (4.5) is responsible for

the observed production of 40Ca+2 molecular ions. This formation proceeds by

the excitation scheme sketched in figure 4.6, where colliding neutral atoms are

photo-associated into an excited neutral molecule state, which is subsequently

excited to the ground molecular ion state or a further excited, auto-ionizing
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neutral molecule state. Sympathetic vibrational cooling of the excited neutral

molecules by the MOT [Hud09] would introduce a multitude of strong pathways

to molecular ion formation, however, given the short molecular excited state

lifetime, there can be no significant vibrational relaxation. Thus, the first step in

the molecular ion formation process is excitation to the last bound state, vi = 190,

of the B1⌃+
u (Ca2) state, which is detuned from the MOT laser beams by only

⇠0.2 cm�1. Molecular ion formation from this state via direct ionization on

the X2⌃+
u (Ca

+
2 ) B1⌃+

u (Ca2) pathway appears unlikely as the nearest-resonant,

excited vibrational state, vf = 80, has a Frank-Condon factor (FCF) of ⇠10�8 and

is detuned from the MOT laser beams by ⇠20 cm�1. Molecular ion formation via

an auto-ionization transition most likely occurs to the vf = 74 vibrational state

of the C1⌃+
g potential, which has a FCF of ⇠10�6 and is detuned from the MOT

laser beams by only ⇠0.4 cm�1. Thus, while both processes can contribute to the

molecular ion formation, the majority of the ions are formed via auto-ionization

of an excited neutral molecule state. This step-wise pathway mechanism agrees

well with the conclusions of Ref. [WBZ99].

In summary, this chapter details the observation of formation of 40Ca+2 molec-

ular ions and sets a lower limit of its production rate constant at �̄ � 2 ± 1 ⇥

10�15 cm3 Hz. From the dependences of the production rate on MOT parame-

ters and ab initio calculations, it is determined the production mechanism is a

two-step, two-photon photo-associative ionization out of the ground state molec-

ular potential that proceeds via an excited, auto-ionizing neutral molecule state.

Under typical operational parameters, the MOTion trap produces roughly 3000

molecular ions, limited only by the space charge capacity of the ion trap. As this

technique does not require a separate photo-association laser, it could find use

as a simple, robust method for producing ultracold molecular ions. While molec-

ular ions produced in this technique are likely found in specific highly excited
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Figure 4.7: Ion number normalized by the square of the MOT density as a func-

tion of 31D2 state density. Note the open circle points correspond to those in

figure 4.4 at which trap capacity is reached.
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ro-vibrational levels, further interaction with the MOT should lead to relaxation

to the internal ground state.
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CHAPTER 5

Measurement of a large chemical reaction rate

between ultracold closed-shell atoms and

open-shell ions held in a hybrid atom-ion trap

5.1 Summary

Ultracold 174Yb+ ions and 40Ca atoms are confined in a hybrid trap. The charge

exchange chemical reaction rate constant between these two species is measured

and found to be four orders of magnitude larger than recent measurements in

other heteronuclear systems. The structure of the CaYb+ molecule is determined

and used in a calculation that explains the fast chemical reaction as a consequence

of strong radiative charge transfer. A possible explanation is o↵ered for the

apparent contradiction between typical theoretical predictions and measurements

of the radiative association process in this and other recent experiments.

5.2 Introduction and Motivation

Interactions between cold ions and atoms have been proposed for use in im-

plementing quantum gates [ICZ07], probing quantum gases [KKG07], observ-

ing novel charge-transport dynamics [C00], and sympathetically cooling atomic

and molecular systems which cannot be laser cooled [SML05, Hud09]. Fur-
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thermore, the chemistry between cold ions and atoms is foundational to issues

in modern astrophysics, including the formation of stars, planets, and inter-

stellar clouds [Smi92], the di↵use interstellar bands [RGM10], and the post-

recombination epoch of the early universe [SZ96]. However, as pointed out in

Refs. [ICJ09] and [Woo07], both experimental data and a theoretical description

of the ion-atom interaction at low temperatures, reached in these modern atomic

physics experiments and the interstellar environment, are still largely missing.

Of particular interest in cold ion-atom physics are binary charge exchange

reactions, which limit the performance of the aforementioned proposals and are

important inputs to astrophysical models. Binary charge exchange reactions oc-

cur via three mechanisms: (i) non-radiative charge transfer (nRCT), A+ + B !

A + B+, (ii) radiative charge transfer (RCT), A+ + B ! A + B+ + �, and (iii)

radiative association (RA), A++B ! (AB)++�. Due to the scarcity of reaction

data and full quantum calculations, a number of approximation techniques for

these processes have been developed, e.g. approximating all RA rate constants

by 10�14 cm3s�1 [Kin95], Landau-Zener theory [BD80], the Demkov coupling

method [Dem64], and the semi-classical optical potential method [ZD88]. These

techniques, which have varying degrees of accuracy depending on the dominant

charge exchange pathway, must be experimentally verified as demonstrated by a

recent measurement where a factor of ⇠100 discrepancy was found with experi-

ment [Woo07,LVG02].

Total charge exchange rate constants have recently been measured for two ul-

tracold ion-atom species [GCO09b,ZPS10,ZPR10]. In the first system the charge

exchange rate constant for the resonant, homonuclear case of Yb+ + Yb was mea-

sured by Grier et al. to be ⇠6⇥10�10 cm3s�1 [GCO09b], in good agreement with a

subsequent theoretical calculation [ZDC09]. On the other hand, a measurement
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of the rate constant for the non-resonant, heteronuclear case of Yb+ + Rb by

Zipkes et al. yielded ⇠3.5⇥10�14 cm3s�1 [ZPS10]; an experiment on Ba+ + Rb

appears to have yielded similar results [SHD10]. Finally, a calculation of the het-

eronuclear case Ca+ + Na yielded 2.3⇥10�16 cm3s�1 [MCM03, SML05]. These

values agree well with conventional wisdom for resonant versus non-resonant

charge exchange. Interestingly, although the RA process is typically predicted

to be the dominant mechanism for low-temperature, non-resonant charge ex-

change [ZDK89, LQZ09, ZS04], none of the experiments observed the formation

of a molecular ion. Further, Zipkes et al. found the ratio of the rate of nRCT to

RCT to be KnRCT/KRCT ⇡ 2.3, while most calculations predict KnRCT/KRCT 

10�3 in the ultracold regime [ZDK89,LQZ09,ZS04].

This chapter reports the first measurement of the charge exchange chemical

reaction rate constant, K, for the non-resonant, heteronuclear case of a closed

shell atom, 40Ca , with an open shell ion, 174Yb+, in a hybrid trap. Interestingly,

though conventional wisdom says that closed-shell species are less reactive, a re-

action rate of K ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�10 cm3s�1 is found, four orders of magnitude larger

than measured in open-shell systems. In addition, by monitoring the production

of CaYb+ molecular ions in the hybrid trap,an apparent upper bound is set on

the branching ratio of the RA process, under the assumption that the produced

molecular ions do not experience further chemical reaction. Ab initio potential

curves for the CaYb+ molecule describe the individual pathways for the reactions

and explain this rate as a consequence of an avoided crossing and similar neu-

tral atom polarizabilities, which yield a large transition dipole moment and large

Franck-Condon factors. In the following section, the experimental setup, results,

and theoretical model are described. The conclusion o↵ers a possible explana-

tion for the apparent contradiction between typical theoretical predictions and

measurements of the RA process in this and other experiments [ZPS10].
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5.3 Experiment

Figure 5.1 shows the hybrid magneto-optical and ion trap system used in these

experiments [Hud09]. Yb+ ions, created by laser ablation of a solid Yb tar-

get, are trapped in a radio-frequency linear quadrupole trap (LQT) [DFM05]

(250 kHz  frf  400 kHz, VRF ⇡ 300 V) and laser-cooled using laser beams

(� = 369 nm, 935 nm) aligned along the trap axis. A voltage-gated channel elec-

tron multiplier (CEM) provides a species non-specific method of ion detection.

Ultracold Ca atoms are produced and held in a magneto-optical trap (MOT)

constructed with laser beams (� = 422 nm, 672 nm) that intersect at the LQT

center. Fluorescence images of both the Ca MOT and the Yb+ ion cloud from

two nearly orthogonal camera angles allow a 3D reconstruction of the ion and

atom clouds. An example of such images and the reconstruction is shown in the

inset of figure 5.1.

The typical MOT atom number, density, and temperature are measured by

absorption and fluorescence imaging and found to be NCa = 3.7±0.5⇥106 atoms,

⇢Ca = 7± 1⇥ 109 cm�3, and TCa = 4± 1 mK, respectively. Ion number and tem-

perature are determined by observing ion fluorescence while scanning the 369 nm

laser (ḟ = 500 MHz/s) and fitting the resultant truncated Voigt profile [KCC06].

When operating the LQT in a region where both Ca+ and Yb+ ions are stable, a

large heat load on the laser cooled Yb+ ions is observed due to the ionization of

Ca atoms in the 41P state by the Yb+ cooling laser. To eliminate this e↵ect, the

422 nm and 369 nm lasers are intensity chopped out of phase with one another.

Additionally, this e↵ect is eliminated if the LQT is operated where Ca+ ions are

not trapped.

In absence of the Ca MOT, the trap lifetime of the laser-cooled Yb+ ions,

measured by monitoring the ion fluorescence, is ⇠ 240 s. However, when an
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Figure 5.1: MOTion trap schematic. Yb+ ions and Ca atoms are laser cooled

and trapped in the central region. Typical images of the ultracold clouds, shown

in the upper left of the figure, are used for a 3D reconstruction that yields the

degree of overlap. Ions are also detected with a voltage-gated CEM.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Yb+ ion trap lifetime in the presence of the MOT (solid curve)

compared to the lifetime without a MOT (dashed curve). Dotted curves are

single exponential decay fits. Inset: Images of the Yb+ ion cloud in the presence

of the MOT at various times. (b) Loss rate constant as a function of the Mathieu

stability parameter q and the trap depth TD.

overlapped MOT is introduced, the ion lifetime decreases to ⇠ 10 s, as shown

in figure 5.2(a). This induced ion loss is also confirmed visually by imaging the

ion cloud during the decay, as well as observing a decreased number of detected

ions using the CEM. The inset in figure 5.2(a) suggests that the loss of ions is

not due to ion heating, as such an e↵ect would increase the ion cloud size. From

data such as these, a loss rate constant is calculated using K = h�vi = �
⇢� , where

� is the measured fluorescence decay rate, ⇢ is the peak density of the MOT,

and � a factor that quantifies the degree of overlap of the atom and ion clouds.

The degree of overlap is quantified by � =
R
⇢̂Ca(~r)⇢̄I(~r)d~r , where ⇢̂Ca is the

unit-peak normalized Ca atom density and ⇢̄I is the unit-integral normalized Yb+

density, thus 0 < � < 1.

To verify that kinematic e↵ects were not responsible for the loss of Yb+ ions
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from the trap, the loss rate constant is measured as a function of q, the Math-

ieu parameter, which determines the ions’ stability and micromotion amplitude

in the LQT [DFM05], as well as when only varying the trap depth, TD (see

figure 5.2(b)). As the rate constant appears independent of these fundamental

trapping parameters, it is unlikely that the loss is due to kinematic e↵ects in the

LQT. In addition, BaCl+ ions, produced by laser ablation of an additional target

(see figure 5.1), are sympathetically cooled by co-trapped, laser cooled Yb+ ions.

Then after 20 s of interaction with the MOT, the number of ions remaining in the

trap are compared. The Yb+ ions decay away, the BaCl+ ions remain. As BaCl+

ions are energetically forbidden to charge exchange with Ca atoms [Hud09] and

are very close in mass to Yb+, so it is concluded the loss of Yb+ ions is due to a

charge exchange reaction and not a trap kinetic e↵ect.

After the systematic checks, the loss rate constant is measured as a function

of kinetic energy, as shown in figure 5.3(a). For these measurements the MOT

temperature was held at ⇠4 mK and the ion temperature was varied by changing

the cooling laser detuning and intensity. The horizontal “error bars” of this figure

represent the contribution of the coherent radial micromotion, not measured by

the Doppler fluorescence technique, to the total ion kinetic energy [MD68]. The

micromotion amplitude grows with radial position in the ion cloud and varies from

zero on the axis of the trap to the value given by the rightmost tip of the “error

bar” at the edge of ion cloud. The observed rate constant is roughly four orders

of magnitude larger than typical non-resonant, heteronuclear charge exchange

values and is constant within experimental error over all measured temperatures.

The measured reaction rate constant is the value for ground state atoms and

ions. Reactions between excited state atoms and ions have been ruled out by

measuring the rate constant while modulating the 422 nm and 369 nm cooling
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Figure 5.3: (a)Total experimental (points) and theoretical (black line) charge

exchange rate constants as a function of ion kinetic energy. The horizontal lo-

cation of the data point is the value of the secular kinetic energy as measured

by the Doppler fluorescence technique. The horizontal “error bars” represent the

contribution of the micromotion to the overall kinetic energy. Also shown are

the calculated rate constants for the three charge exchange pathways. (b) The

X 2⌃+ and A2⌃+ potential energy curves and (c) the corresponding transition

dipole moment of the CaYb+ molecular ion as a function of the internuclear sepa-

ration R. The dotted curves are the diabatized potentials constructed from these

potentials. The dashed curve gives the coupling constant between the diabatic

potentials.
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light out of phase. Additionally, measurements of the rate constant as a function

of the excited state fraction of both the atoms and ions are measured by separately

varying the intensity of their respective cooling lasers. In these measurements the

rate constant is found to not vary within experimental error as a function of both

atom and ion excitation fraction, indicating that the reported rate is the value

for ground state reactions. It is possible that excited state atom collisions are

supressed by the long range atom-ion interaction, which shifts the cooling lasers

out of resonance before the particles are close enough to react [BJ92,GCO09b],

however, the possibly large micromotion velocity does weaken this argument.

Finally, the results of Ref. [BJ92] do not apply to the case of an excited state ion

since the ground and excited long range potentials are similar, thus the constancy

of the rate indicates that excited and ground state ions react at a similar rate,

though more investigation is needed.

The charge exchange reaction products can in principle be trapped, but due

to the large mass ratio of Ca+ (m = 40 amu) and Yb+ (m = 174 amu) ions,

Ca+ ions are heated by the cold Yb+ ions [MD68]. This e↵ect is exacerbated by

the fact that trap operation in a mutually stable region necessarily puts one or

both ion species near a boundary of their LQT stability region. As a result, at

the trap parameters used in this study, Ca+ ions have a measured trap lifetime

of only ⇠1 s. Given the comparatively low production rate from charge exchange

reactions with Yb+ ions, the equilibrium number of Ca+ ions in the trap is  2,

which is below the system’s detection sensitivity. Conversely, the mass of the

CaYb+ reaction product is much closer to that of Yb+ and does not su↵er from

these e↵ects. Therefore, neglecting further chemical reaction with the Ca MOT,

CaYb+ ions are expected to have a trap lifetime of at least that of uncooled

BaCl+ ions (m ⇠ 17 amu) which is measured to be ⇠30 s. Thus, by allowing

the Yb+ ion fluorescence to decay to background levels, measuring the number
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of ions remaining in the trap using the CEM, and accounting for systematic

e↵ects such as trap loss and mass dependence of the ion detection e�ciency, an

apparent upper limit on the branching ratio for RA is found to be 0.02, under

the assumption that all the signal ions are CaYb+.

Also shown in figure 5.3(a) are the results of the theoretical model for the

charge exchange rate constant. Since the structure of CaYb+ was previously un-

known, the electronic potential surfaces are calculated for states that dissociate to

the Ca+Yb+ and Ca++Yb limits, and their transition dipole moment [KLM03],

as shown in figure 5.3(b) and (c) (solid curves), respectively. This approach

worked well for the structure of the BaCl+ molecular ion [CSK11]. The CaYb+

X 2⌃+ and A2⌃+ states are asymptotically separated by an energy splitting of

1136 cm�1 [KRR05] with an attractive long-range �C4/R
4 behavior; C4 is 71.5

a.u for the X 2⌃+ state and 78.5 a.u. for A2⌃+ state. Their values are determined

by the static polarizability of the neutral Ca [PD06] and Yb [ZD07] atom. The

two potentials have an avoided crossing near R = 15a0 with a smallest separation

of 946 cm�1. Using these potentials, the rate constant for the charge exchange

pathways is calculated via a quantum mechanical scattering calculation that as-

sumed the particles collide on the A2⌃+ potential and charge exchange to bound

or continuum states of the X2⌃+ potential.

Since the nRCT pathway occurs via a nonadiabatic transition near the avoided

crossing, the rate constant is determined by a coupled-channels method with dia-

batized potentials – black dotted lines in figure 5.3(b). For the coupling between

these potentials, a Lorentzian is assumed in R with a maximum value equal to

half the minimum splitting of the adiabatic potentials. The width of the coupling

matrix element is chosen such that diagonalization of the 2⇥2 potential matrix

reproduces the original adiabatic potentials. Due to the strength of the atom-
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ion interaction, up to several hundred partial waves are required for numerical

convergence of the nRCT rate constants at the trap temperatures, which leads

to a large number of shape resonances in the unthermalized rate constants as

a function of collision energy. To characterize the nature of the coupling, the

strength is varied between the diabatic potentials by 20%. Although the nRCT

rate coe�cient does increase with coupling strength, it does not exceed a few

times 10�14 cm3s�1, indicating that the scattering is almost adiabatic.

For the calculation of the RCT and RA rate constants, Fermi’s golden rule

gives the rate for the spontaneous emission of a photon by the diatom. In princi-

ple, both the initial and final state wavefunctions are solutions of a two-channel

calculation as for nRCT, however, since the scattering is nearly adiabatic, it is

assumed that the initial state is a scattering solution of the A2⌃+ potential and

the final state is either a bound or scattering state of the X 2⌃+ potential. Thus,

the total radiative rate coe�cient for an initial Ca+Yb+ energy-normalized state

|A, ✏`mi with collision energy ✏, relative angular momentum quantum number `,

and projection m is

K✏`m =
2⇡2

p
2µ✏

X

f

4

3
↵3!3

f,✏`|h X, f |d| A, ✏`mi|2 (5.1)

where ↵ is the fine-structure constant, µ is the reduced mass, and all quantities

are expressed in atomic units. The sum is over final states f , which denote either

a continuum wavefunction |X, ✏0`0m0i leading to RCT or a ro-vibrational state

|X, v`0m0i of the X2⌃+ potential leading to RA. The quantity !f,✏` is the frequency

di↵erence between the initial and final states and the operator d is an abbreviation

for d(R)C1q(R̂), where d(R) is the R-dependent dipole moment between the X

and A state, C1q(R̂) is a spherical harmonic, R̂ the orientation of the molecule

in a space-fixed coordinate system, and q = m�m0 gives the polarization of the

emitted photon. The selection rules of the dipole moment ensure that |`� `0|  1
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and |m �m0|  1. Figure 5.3(a) shows the thermalized radiative rate constants

due to both RCT and RA mechanisms versus temperature.

Figure 5.3(a) also shows the total rate constant which agrees well with the

data. The calculations show that the enhanced rate constant is the result of the

avoided crossing of the molecular potentials (figure 5.3(b)), which gives rise to

a large transition dipole moment due to the mixing of the states (figure 5.3(c)).

Additionally, there is good Franck-Condon overlap due to the similarity of the

long range potentials. Similar systems with avoided crossings (e.g. Ba + Yb+,

and Sr + Yb+) might show enhanced rate constants as well.

Although there is satisfactory agreement with the total calculated and mea-

sured rate constant, the predicted RA branching ratio of ⇠ 0.5 strongly disagrees

with the measured value  0.02. These ratios could be reconciled, however, if the

CaYb+ further reacted with the Ca MOT atoms via subsequent RA reactions,

e.g. CaYb+ + Ca ! Ca2Yb+ + �, to form heavier molecular ions, which, due

to technical constraints, are unstable in the LQT. Given that RA will predomi-

nantly produce CaYb+ in high-lying vibrational states, which are typically very

reactive, this explanation seems quite plausible. The RA process is observed in

the CaRb+ system [HAB11]. Evidence for further chemical reaction of CaRb+

is observed, supporting the explanation for the apparent lack of RA products in

the open-shell CaYb+ system. Further, if the same explanation is applied to the

data of Ref. [ZPS10], the interpretation of trap loss as evidence of nRCT could

be reinterpreted as evidence of RA, yielding a RA branching ratio that agrees

well with typical theoretical predictions.
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5.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter presents an experimental and theoretical investigation

of the charge exchange reaction of the Ca + Yb+ system. The total measured

and calculated rate constants are in good agreement and are surprisingly large

for a non-resonant, heteronuclear charge exchange reaction. There is a plausible

explanation for the apparent contradiction between typical theoretical predic-

tions and measured rates of RA in this and other experiments. However, the

discrepancy between theory and experiment clearly calls for future investigations

into molecular ion formation. Given the importance of these types of reactions

for determining astrophysical processes, this work highlights the need for fully

quantum calculations on a case-by-case basis and a renewed e↵ort in laboratory

astrophysics. Finally, chemical reactions such as charge exchange could be a con-

cern for the development of many of the applications of hybrid atom-ion trap

systems, and thus, when designing future experiments, the choice of atomic and

ionic species must be carefully considered.

5.5 Appendix: reaction rates for even isotope number

Yb+

After performing the charge exchange rate constant measurement for the most

abundant isotope 174Yb+, the measurement is repeated for the other even iso-

topes. There appears to be no measurable variation in the charge exchange rate

constant as a function of isotope number. The measurements shown in figure 5.4

are taken together and analyzed separately from the main result shown for the

most abundant isotope shown in figure 5.3.
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Isotope Abundance % Cooling [cm�1] Repump [cm�1]

170 3.04 27061.86809 10692.9284

172 21.83 27061.81609 10693.0444

174 31.83 27061.77288 10693.1313

176 12.76 27061.73187 10693.2141

Table 5.1: Table of isotopic abundances for the even numbered isotops of Yb+ de-

tected via laser fluorescence in the trap system. Values for the laser wavenumbers

are from [MNS11].
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Figure 5.4: Charge exchange rate constant measurement for Yb+ ions for

170,172,174 and 176 isotopes.
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CHAPTER 6

The role of electronic excitation in ground-state

forbidden inelastic collisions between ultracold

atoms and ions

6.1 Summary

The role of electronic excitation in inelastic collisions between ultracold Ca atoms

and Ba+ ions, confined in a hybrid trap, is directly studied for the first time. Un-

like previous investigations, this system is energetically precluded from undergo-

ing inelastic collisions in its ground state, allowing a relatively simple experimen-

tal determination and interpretation of the influence of electronic excitation. It is

found that while the electronic state of the ion can critically influence the inelastic

collision rate, the polarizability mismatch of the neutral atom electronic states

suppresses short-range collisions, and thus inelastic processes, involving electron-

ically excited neutral atoms. As a result of these features, it is experimentally

demonstrated that it is possible to mitigate inelastic collision loss mechanisms

in these systems, marking an important step toward long-lived hybrid atom-ion

devices.
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6.2 Introduction and Motivation

Since the inception of laser-cooling, a chief focus of atomic physics has been

the development of techniques for the production and study of ultracold mat-

ter – an endeavor that is centered on facilitating full control over matter at the

quantum level. This work has been quite successful, enabling many long-sought-

after goals, such as quantum degenerate gases [EMW95, JD99], quantum simu-

lation [BN09], quantum information [LJL10], and precision measurement of fun-

damental physics [BW99,RHS08]. To gain this control, however, most ultracold

matter production techniques rely on the scattering of a large number of photons

from the system under study, potentially leading to a large degree of electronic

excitation. Thus, the atom or molecule being cooled can be in a peculiar state:

its external motion may be characterized by a temperature close to absolute zero,

but its internal electronic degree of freedom may be characterized by a tempera-

ture approaching infinity. While this non-thermal distribution of electronic states

has some notable important consequences for ultracold atoms [WMG89], most of

its e↵ects, such as photochemical reactions [GLJ88,RWG91,SRK11], are largely

ignored as they occur at rates that have relatively little e↵ect on the system. How-

ever, as the field now moves towards producing more complex systems at ultracold

temperatures, e.g. molecules [SBD10] and hybrid systems [ZPR10, SHD10], the

e↵ect of these light-assisted processes must be reevaluated as their rates may

be much larger due to, among other things, an increased density of accessible

product states and longer range interactions. Thus, there is presently a need to

better understand the role of electronic excitation in inelastic processes, such as

chemical reactions, at ultracold temperatures to enable the next generation of

experiments.

Interestingly, the rapidly emerging field of hybrid atom-ion systems o↵ers
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a unique opportunity to study ultracold collisions [GCO09b, ZPR10, RSK11,

HAB11]. Like in all-neutral systems of traditional atomic physics, the co-trapped

species can collide at short-enough range for reactions to proceed; but, unlike all-

neutral systems it is possible to maintain a product of the reaction in the trap,

since ion trap depths are large relative to the typical exothermic energy release.

Already, such hybrid systems have been used to measure several important ion-

neutral chemical reactions [RSK11,GCO09b,ZPR10,SHD10], culminating in the

recent observation of molecular ion reaction products [HAB11].

The hybrid atom-ion MOTion trap system [RSK11,HAB11] is used to study

chemical reactions between ultracold 40Ca atoms and 138Ba+ ions. Unlike all

previous studies, inelastic collisions between ground-state atoms and ions are en-

ergetically forbidden in the 40Ca + 138Ba+ system and can thus only occur if at

least one species is electronically excited. As a result, this system is relatively sim-

ple to interpret and allows a straightforward examination of the role of electronic

excitation. The next section discusses how optical coherence and trap dynamics

can critically a↵ect the observed atom-ion chemical reaction rate when electronic

excitation is involved, and presents experimental results detailing the observed

chemical reaction pathways and the average radiative association branching ratio

for formation of CaBa+ molecular ions. In addition relativistic ab initio molec-

ular structure calculations are calculated, which further illuminate the excited

state entrance channels, as well as provide guidance for future experiments. This

is the first detailed experimental investigation of the importance of neutral atom

excitation. The results demonstrate that it is possible, with reasonable experi-

mental parameters, to avoid the large chemical reaction rates seen in other hybrid

atom-ion systems, marking a crucial step towards the next generation of hybrid

atom-ion devices.
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Figure 6.1: a) Ba+ and Ca relevant energies levels and laser cooling schemes.

b) Fluorescence images of Ca MOT and Ba+ ion cloud. c) and d) Molecular

potentials of the ⌦=1
2 ,

3
2 excited states of the CaBa+ molecule, respectively, as

a function of interatomic separation R. The bottom panels show higher detail

for potentials near 20⇥ 103 cm�1 above the Ca+(2S)+Ba(1D) dissociation limit.

Entrance and exit channels, as defined in the text, dissociate to green and red

potentials, respectively.
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6.3 Experiment

The apparatus used in this work is similar to that described in Ref. [RSK11].

Briefly, 138Ba+ ions (Nion ⇠ 1000 ions) are loaded into a linear radio-frequency

(rf) quadrupole trap via laser ablation of a BaCl2 target [CSK11] and cooled

with colinear laser beams. In the same region, ultracold Ca atoms (NMOT ⇠ 3⇥

106 atoms, ⇢MOT ⇠ 5⇥109 cm�3) are produced and trapped in a magneto-optical

trap (MOT). (See figure 6.1(a) for the ion and atom electronic energy levels

and cooling laser scheme, denoted by arrows.) Two nearly-orthogonal cameras

allow for a 3-dimensional reconstruction of both the Ca MOT and the laser-

cooled ion cloud, and are used to quantify the degree of overlap between the

Ca atoms and 138Ba+ ions, as shown in figure 6.1(b). Using the same approach

as Ref. [RSK11], the laser-induced 493 nm fluorescence monitors the 138Ba+ ion

population, which is observed to decay in the presence of the Ca MOT due to

charge exchange chemical reactions (Ca+Ba+! Ca++Ba, CaBa++�), allowing a

direct measurement of the total inelastic collision (charge transfer) rate �. Special

care must be taken to account for the time evolution of the degree of overlap,

which requires a non-analytical numerical fitting technique to account for the

deviation from simple exponential decay.

In this experiment, the atom-ion collision energies are primarily set by the

coherent, driven motion of the ion due to the rf trapping potential (i.e. the

micromotion) since the Ca MOT temperature (T ' 4 mK) and the Doppler-

cooling temperature limit of the Ba+ ions (T ' 0.5 mK) are both lower than the

typical, position dependent, energy of micromotion in the ion cloud (Eµ

k
B

⇠10 mK-

10 K). At these low collision energies, chemical reaction dynamics are primarily

determined by the relative energies of the entrance and exit reaction channels,

shown in black and red, respectively, in figure 6.1(c,d). Because the ionization
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potential of Ca (6.1 eV) is significantly larger than that of Ba (5.2 eV), charge

exchange reactions between the Ca 41S- and Ba+ 62S- or 52D- electronic states

are energetically precluded. As a result, inelastic collision between Ba+ and Ca

can only occur if the atom, the ion, or both are electronically excited. Of the

ten energetically allowed entrance channels populated in this experiment, the six

involving the short-lived Ca P-states do not contribute to the observed reaction

rate. Because the Ca 41S-, 41P- and 51P-states have very di↵erent atomic po-

larizabilties [MTR01] (163.0 a.u., 55.3 a.u., and >1000 a.u., respectively), during

the collision the strong monopole field of the ion alters the atomic transition fre-

quency such that the Ca MOT lasers are shifted far from resonance for atom-ion

separations of many hundred Bohr radii, ao. Thus, though a collision leading to

reaction may begin with a Ca atom in a P-state, by the time the atom and ion

are close enough to react (< 10 ao), the Ca atom has radiatively decayed from

the P-state. Similar e↵ects are discussed in Ref. [BJ92,WSD95,GCO09b], were

observed in Ref. [RSK11], and are confirmed by the data presented here. This ef-

fect appears general and it is likely that short-lived excitations of ultracold atoms

can be ignored in future experiments involving reactions of ultracold atoms and

ions. (This e↵ect is particularly beneficial to techniques for sympathetic cool-

ing of molecular ions by ultracold atoms [Hud09], as it significantly relaxes the

experimental constraints.) Interestingly, a similar argument cannot be made for

short-lived, excited states of ions. Because excitation of the ion only changes the

long-range dispersion coe�cient, e.g. C6, the ion cooling lasers are not shifted

out of resonance until relatively small atom-ion separations. Thus, while these

chemical reactions are suppressed, it is nonetheless possible for them to occur

between atoms and excited state ions.

With these considerations, it is clear that the reactions proceed from the

energetically allowed entrance channels involving 41S- or 31D-state Ca atoms and
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Figure 6.2: Panel (a): experimentally determined excitation fraction in Ba+

versus theoretical predictions of the quantum Liouville (•) and rate equation

(red circles) treatment. Panel (b): experimentally determined excitation fraction

in Ca versus predictions of a 4-level rate equation model. In both panels the solid

line has a unit slope, representing ideal agreement.

62S-, 62P-, or 52D-state Ba+ ions, highlighted in green in figure 6.1(c-d). While

the charge exchange rate constant for each of the four distinct pathways depends

sensitively on the details of the CaBa+ molecular structure, they can nevertheless

be probed by varying the excited state populations of the atoms and ions while

recording the total reaction rate. Experimentally, this is accomplished by varying

the intensities of the atom and ion cooling lasers. With known experimental

parameters it is then possible to calculate the relative population of each atom

and ion electronic state (the population fraction of the specie X in the electronic

state i is denoted by the diagonal density matrix element ⇢Xii ), and extract the

contribution of each reaction channel to the total measured reaction rate given by

� = ⇢MOTh�vi = ⇢MOTkTotal = ⇢MOT

P
i,j

⇢Ba
ii ⇢

Ca
jj ki,j, where ki,j is the rate constant

for Ba+ in electronic state i immersed in a pure sample of Ca in electronic state j.

The calculation of the Ba+ electronic state populations is complicated by op-
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tical coherence e↵ects and the quadrupole magnetic field of the MOTION trap,

whose direction and strength vary in a non-trivial way. The Ba+ electronic state

populations are determined by solving the steady-state quantum Liouville equa-

tion for an eight-level optical Bloch Hamiltonian [Ste05] and spatially averaging

the result over the ion cloud. To confirm the accuracy of this calculation, a

measurement the Ba+ 62P1/2 state fraction is performed via calibrated fluores-

cence and ion detection, as shown in figure 6.2(a) along with the prediction of

a standard rate equation model for comparison. Similarly, a first principles cal-

culation of the electronic state populations of atoms in a MOT environment is a

well-known open problem and various phenomenological models have been pro-

posed [SCT07,Jav93]. The Ca 41P-state excitation fraction is directly measured

to determine the appropriate model for calculation of the Ca population fractions.

As shown in figure 6.2(b), there is good agreement with a standard four-level rate

equation model [SRK11], a likely consequence of the lack of hyperfine structure

in 40Ca.

The laser intensities are varied and the total inelastic rate constant is recorded

as a function of the resulting excitation fractions. The resulting measurements,

plotted as a function of ion and atom excitation fraction, are shown in Figs. 6.3

and 6.4, respectively.

As a function of Ba+ excitation, the most obvious feature is a linear trend of

increasing reactivity with increasing ⇢Ba
pp . In addition, the reaction rate constant

diminishes at both extremes of the Ba+ S-state, ⇢Ba
ss , and D-state, ⇢Ba

dd , population

fraction. Taken together, these features indicate that the primary reaction chan-

nel involves the Ba+ ion P-state, since a comparable S- or D-state contribution

would result in measurable rate constants in the limit of unit occupation of the S-

or D-state. Also shown in figure 6.3, as open triangles, are several measurements
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Figure 6.3: Measured rate constant as a function of Ba+ pop-

ulation fractions. Experimental result in black. Best fit

({kps, ksd, kpd, kdd}={4.2 ± 1.9, 3, 20, 7} ⇥ 10�10 cm3 s�1) to the

four entrance channel model shown as open red circles. For these measurements,

Ca population fractions were fixed at ⇢Ca
ss ⇠ 0.75, ⇢Ca

pp ⇠ 0.20, ⇢Ca
dd ⇠ 0.05.
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Figure 6.4: Measured rate constant as a function of Ca pop-

ulation fractions. Experimental result in black. Best fit

({kps, ksd, kpd, kdd}={4.2 ± 1.9, 3, 20, 7} ⇥ 10�10 cm3 s�1) to the

four entrance channel model shown as open red circles. For these measurements,

the Ba+ population fractions were fixed at ⇢Ba
ss ⇠ 0.4, ⇢Ba

pp ⇠ 0.1, ⇢Ba
dd ⇠ 0.5.
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at low excitation fractions (< 1%). While these points agree with the rest of

the data, they are not included in the final analysis to avoid possible systematic

inaccuracies due to higher secular energies.

As shown in figure 6.4, the rate constant exhibits no detectable variation

over the experimentally accessible Ca excitation range. Neither the Ca 51P-state

nor the 41P-state are expected to contribute to the rate constant shown here,

the former due to a negligible population and the latter due the aforementioned

radiative suppression e↵ect. As a result only the Ca S- and D-states contribute

to the observed reaction rate, thus it is concluded that the lack of a trend in

figure 6.4 is an indication of similar reaction rates for the atomic S- and D-states

with Ba+.

To extract channel-specific reaction rate constants from these data, the to-

tal reaction rate constant is quantified in terms of the excited state fractions of

both Ba+ and Ca as: kTotal = ⇢Ba
pp ⇢

⇤Ca
ss kps + ⇢Ba

ss ⇢
Ca
dd ksd + ⇢Ba

dd ⇢
Ca
dd kdd + ⇢Ba

pp ⇢
Ca
dd kpd.

By accounting for the conservation of probability (⇢ss = 1 � ⇢pp � ⇢dd) and

the fact that Ca atoms in the P-state radiatively decay to the S-state before

the atom and ion are close enough to react (⇢⇤Ca
ss = ⇢Ca

ss + ⇢Ca
pp ), the total-

ity of the data in figure 6.3 and figure 6.4 is subject to a multi-parameter fit

along the manifold
�
⇢Ba
pp , ⇢

Ba
dd , ⇢

Ca
dd

 
to determine the contribution of each reac-

tion pathway to the total rate constant. From this fit, the reaction rate con-

stant of the primary entrance channel, Ba+(62P1/2) + Ca(41S), is found to be

kps = 4.2(1.9)⇥ 10�10 cm3 s�1, while the best fit for the rate constant of the only

channel out of the Ba+ ground state, Ba+(62S1/2) + Ca(31D) is constrained to be

 3⇥ 10�10 cm3 s�1. Because the remaining two entrance channels, Ba+(62P1/2)

+ Ca(31D) and Ba+(52D3/2) + Ca(21D), require simultaneous excitation of the

atom and ion, the experiment is relatively insensitive to them and upper limits
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are set on them of kpd  2 ⇥ 10�9 cm3 s�1 and kdd  7 ⇥ 10�10 cm3 s�1. To

show the quality of agreement between the best fit and the results, a data point

generated from the fit is plotted corresponding to each experimental condition

(open circles) in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. In addition to this fit, using the method

described in Ref. [RSK11], the molecular ion product branching ratio is found to

be ⇠ 0.1. Future measurements, using time-of-flight detection as in Ref. [SCR12],

are planned to further constrain the branching ratio.

To illuminate the charge exchange mechanisms responsible for the individual

reaction pathways, ab initio calculations of the CaBa+ potentials are performed,

with total body-fixed angular momentum of ⌦ =(12 ,
3
2), using a relativistic multi-

reference restricted active space configuration-interaction method [KT05]. Spin-

orbit e↵ects are large in CaBa+ and a relativistic calculation is required. The

resulting Born-Oppenheimer potentials for the ground and first-excited state of

CaBa+ are shown in figure 6.1(c-d), and assigned by their atomic dissociation

limit. The bottom panels of figure 6.1(c-d) show a higher resolution view of the

closely spaced potentials above 20⇥ 103 cm�1. Both panels reveal that there are

strong interactions and avoided crossings between neighboring excited potentials.

Potentials dissociating to energies > 27⇥103 cm�1 are not shown, as the exceed-

ingly high level density makes it impossible to resolve the avoided crossings with

this calculation.

In principle, a coupled-channels calculation that includes the mixings between

these potentials due to radial non-adiabatic coupling and spontaneous emission,

like that performed in Ref. [RSK11], can be used to calculate the non-radiative,

radiative, and radiative association charge exchange reaction rate constants for

each entrance channel; however, due to the high level density in the excited

CaBa+ molecule, this calculation is extremely technically demanding and falls
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outside the scope of this work. Nonetheless, the basic mechanisms of each charge

exchange pathway can be qualitatively inferred from the calculated structure of

its entrance channel molecular potential. For example, the experimentally domi-

nant entrance channel, Ca(41S) + Ba+(62P1/2), exhibits strong interactions with

several potentials as well as a narrowly-avoided crossing with a molecular po-

tential dissociating to the Ca+(42S) + Ba(63P) exit channel. The second most

experimentally reactive entrance channel, Ca(31D) + Ba+(62S1/2), also shows sev-

eral strong avoided crossings with the Ca+(32D) + Ba(61S) exit channel. Strong,

narrowly-avoided crossings facilitate non-adiabatic, non-radiative charge transfer,

the likely mechanism for the aforementioned channels. By similar reasoning, it

is expected that the Ca(31D) + Ba+(52D) entrance channel would be relatively

ine�cient for charge exchange reactions since low energy scattering events do

not experience an avoided crossing nor do they couple well to states accessible

via spontaneous emission due to poor Franck-Condon overlap. The remaining

Ca(31D) + Ba+(62P1/2) entrance channel resides in a host of densely packed lev-

els, which prevents the ab initio calculation from providing reliable results and

suggests that non-radiative and radiative chemical reactions could proceed very

quickly from these states, a result that is consistent with the limit set for this

channel by the measurement.

Finally, despite the fact that the rate constants measured here are large by

atomic physics standards, roughly a third of the rate attained when assuming

all collisions that cross the angular momentum barrier have a unit probability of

being inelastic (i.e. the Langevin rate), with proper engineering of the atomic and

ionic excited state populations, their e↵ects can be mitigated. By using su�cient

repumping laser powers to maintain a negligible Ca D-state fraction and using the

minimum ion laser cooling power necessary to achieve Doppler-limited cooling,

Ba+ ion lifetimes in excess of several minutes are observed in the presence of the
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MOT.

6.4 Conclusion

In summary, chemical reactions in a hybrid atom-ion system are studied in a sys-

tem where only electronically excited states are energetically permitted to react.

The observed reaction dynamics are qualitatively di↵erent than what is observed

in systems where ground-state reactions are equally important [RSK11]. The

measured reaction rate constant is found to be an appreciable fraction of the

Langevin rate, similar to results found in other experiments involving excita-

tion [GCO09a, HAB11, RZS12], and is most-likely due to non-radiative charge

transfer occurring at narrowly-avoided crossings in at least two of the entrance

channels. It has been demonstrated that, with a judicious choice of atomic

species and degree of electronic excitation, it is possible to engineer experi-

ments where the cold reactive species can co-exist for several minutes. From

these results it is clear that a new generation of hybrid-atom ion devices, ca-

pable of the long coherence times needed for proposed hybrid atom-ion sys-

tems [SRD10,DFZ04, SBC11,C00, SML05,Hud09] is in reach. Subsequent work

has successfully characterized the role of the electronic excitation in the Ca+ +

Rb system [HEH13], including direct observation of the molecular ion reaction

product.

6.5 Appendix A: Time-variation of the atom-ion overlap

factor

As the Ca MOT exhibits non-uniform particle densities on length scales compa-

rable to the size of laser-cooled ion cloud, it is necessary to carefully consider the
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e↵ective density of reactants when evaluating the reaction rate constant. Fur-

ther, because the chemical reaction leads to loss of ions, the ion cloud size shrinks

during the reaction process, resulting in a time-variation of this e↵ective density.

This e↵ect can cause various systematic shifts in the measurement of the rate

constant if not taken into account. For example, if the ion and atom clouds

are nonconcentric, as the ion cloud shrinks the observed reaction rate slows as a

result of the reduced reactant density. Thus, to properly measure the reaction

rate constant, the time evolution of the e↵ective reactant density is explicitly

included via a term that quantifies the spatial overlap of the reactants, defined as

�(t) =
R
⇢̂Ca(~r)⇢̄I(~r)d~r, where ⇢̂ denotes a peak normalized density and ⇢̄ denotes

an integral normalized density. With this definition, the evolution of the number

of Ba+, N , ions is given as:

dN

dt
= �k⇢�(t)N (6.1)

where the product of the reaction rate constant, k, to the peak neutral density,

⇢, is taken to be the unbiased reaction rate constant �CEX.

In principle, �(t) can be found numerically from measurements of the cloud

widths and relative positions via dual camera fluorescence imaging at various

times. However, due to disparate levels of brightness, the MOT and the ions can-

not be simultaneously imaged with the current image filtering systems. There-

fore, in practice, the relative position of the two clouds and their initial density

profiles are measured separately.. With the assumption that the Ca MOT has

a roughly spherical gaussian density distribution, while the ion cloud has an el-

lipsoidal (cigar-shaped) gaussian density distribution, the time evolution of the

overlap factor is numerically calculated (in units of ��1
CEX), as in figure 6.5. Thus,

for the determination of �CEX for each decay measurement, a numerical function

describing the overlap factor is uniquely determined from the images so that the
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only physical fitting parameter is �CEX. That is, each experimental decay curve

is e↵ectively fit to dN
dt

= ��CEX�(�CEXt)N with an uniquely determined �. In

order to use numerical fitting algorithms, the solution of the di↵erential equation

is taken to be N(t) ⇠ exp(��CEX�(�CEXt)). This amounts to an assumption

that the overlap factor is slowly varying on the timescale of the reaction and for

the data reported here leads to systematic error  30%, which is well within the

reported experimental error.

6.6 Appendix B: Calculation of Ba+ fractional electronic

state populations

Because the trapped Ba+ ions are laser cooled via a closed three-level electronic

system, see figure 6.1(a), it is necessary to account for optical coherence e↵ects

to accurately calculate the excited state population fractions realized in the ex-

periment. This is accomplished by solving for the steady-state solution to the

quantum Liouville equation for an eight-level optical Bloch Hamiltonian. This

calculation is significantly complicated for the MOTION trap due to the presence

of a large quadrupole magnetic field necessary for the operation of the Ca MOT

as its direction and strength vary in a non-trivial way. This calculation is briefly

outlined in this appendix.

Working under the electric dipole approximation in the interaction picture,

the eight bare |{LS}, J,MJi states have one of three energies, ES = 0, EP =

�, ED = �, where � and � are the one- and two-photon detunings, respectively.

To simplify the geometry of the problem, the quantization axis is defined to be

parallel to the direction of the linearly polarized laser used to drive the Ba+

52P1/2  52S cooling transition, which is approximately vertical in the labora-
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Figure 6.5: The dashed line shows the numerical calculation of the overlap factor

as a function of charge exchange lifetimes expired in the case of perfect alignment

of relative MOT to ion cloud position, with typical experimental waists and aspect

ratio. The other three lines are randomly selected numerical calculations from

actual experimental data to show how imperfect alignment changes the curve.
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tory frame. The laser used for population repumping on the 52P1/2  52D3/2

transition is collinear with this cooling laser and is linearly polarized at an angle

✓ with respect to the z-axis. As a result, the Rabi frequencies for transitions

between the di↵erent |{LS}J,MJi states of the Ba+ ion are given as:

⌦L0,L(J
0,M 0

J , J,MJ , E1,q) = (6.2)

(�1)J 0�M 0
J

0

@ J 0 1 J

M 0
J q MJ

1

A hL0, J 0||~d||L, JiE1,q/h̄

where the index L = 2S, 2P1/2, 2D3/2 and E1,0 = Ez and E1,±1 = ± 1p
2
(Ex ⌥ ıEy)

are the spherical irreducible tensor representation of the electric fields of the

laser resonant with the L0
J 0  LJ transition – with the defined geometry, Ex =

Ey = 0, Ez =
q

2I
PS

✏
o

c
for the cooling laser and is Ex =

q
2I

PD

✏
o

c
sin ✓, Ey = 0, Ez =

q
2I

PD

✏
o

c
cos ✓ for the repumping laser, where IPL is the intensity of the laser driving

the transition. The angle ✓ is experimentally chosen to mitigate the e↵ects of

coherent population trapping and, in this experiment, is typically ✓ ⇡ ⇡/3.

Likewise, the e↵ect of the spatially varying magnetic field is calculated by

including in the Hamiltonian the diagonal and o↵-diagonal Zeeman matrix ele-

ments:

hJ 0,M 0
J |� ~µ · ~B |J,MJi = (6.3)

� eh̄

2me

g(J)

✓
J+B1,�1p

2
� J�B1,1p

2
+ JoB1,0

◆

where B1,0 = Bz, B1,±1 = ⌥ 1p
2
(Bx ± ıBy), and g(J) = (3J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)�

L(L+1))/(2J(J+1)). Over the spatial extent of the Ba+ ion cloud the magnetic

field is well approximated as ~B = �B
�z
(x2 x̂ + y

2 ŷ + zẑ), with �B
�z

= 0.7 T/m for the

experimental parameters. O↵-diagonal Zeeman couplings are ignored between

di↵erent electronic states, e.g. matrix elements between P3/2 and P1/2 states.
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Finally, the e↵ects of spontaneous emission and the resulting decoherence are

included via the Lindblad super-operator and result in a relaxation matrix, �r,

whose diagonal elements account for the decay and growth of electronic state

populations at the respective spontaneous emission rate and whose o↵-diagonal

elements account for the concomitant decay in coherence at half of the sponta-

neous emission rate.

With all of these terms taken together, the optical Bloch Hamiltonian,

ıh̄
d⇢

dt
= [H(~x, IPS, IPD, ✓, �,�), ⇢] + ıh̄�r, (6.4)

is then solved numerically for given experimental conditions, i.e. a given set of

{IPS, IPD, ✓, �,�}, to find the steady state Ba+ populations at each location in

the ion cloud. A spatial average is then performed over these values to give

the average electronic state populations of the Ba+ ions for the experimental

conditions. For the conditions studied in this work, this technique gives excellent

agreement with measured values of Ba+ electronic populations, as evidence in

figure 6.2(a).

6.7 Appendix C: ab initio calculation

The RMR-RAS-CI method is based on partitioning the occupied and unoccupied

molecular orbitals into subsets, which define the construction of the molecular

wave function. These symmetry subsets are: core orbitals, which do not par-

ticipate in the CI procedure; valence orbitals, which are occupied and can have

single, double, and triple excitations; and virtual or unoccupied orbitals, which

have double excitations. Though the inactive core orbitals do not contribute to

correlation e↵ects, they create, a so-called, “self-consistent-field sea” in which

the other electrons move. The valence and virtual orbitals are correlated in the
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CI expansion. Since the dimension of the CI molecular wave function increases

dramatically with the size of the active orbital space, it is necessary to apply

restrictive measures.

A non-orthogonal basis set is constructed from numerical Dirac-Fock atomic

orbitals as well as relativistic Sturmian functions. A symmetric re-expansion

of atomic orbitals from one atomic center to another simplifies the calculation

of many-center integrals. At large interatomic separations the molecular wave

function has a pure atomic form that appropriately describes the molecular dis-

sociation limit. The 1s22s22p6...4d10 closed shells of barium and 1s22s22p6 closed

shells of calcium atom are included in the core. An R-dependent all-electron core

potential is calculated exactly and included in the Hamiltonian. The core-valence

basis set is constructed from Dirac-Fock core 5s and 5p orbitals for Ba and 3s

and 3p orbitals for Ca. Valence Dirac-Fock orbitals are 6s, 5d, and 6p for Ba and

4s, 3d, and 4p for Ca, while Sturm virtual 7s, 7p, 6d, 8s 8p and 7d orbitals for

Ba and 5s, 5p, 4d, 6s, 6p, and 5d orbitals for Ca are also included.
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CHAPTER 7

Sympathetic vibrational cooling of

translationally cold molecules

7.1 Introduction and Motivation

Compared to atoms, molecules have a rich internal structure that o↵ers a host

of opportunities for technological and scientific advancement. These include

critical insight into quantum chemistry [Smi92, BD01,Kre08], new methods for

the manipulation of quantum information [ADD06, SBC11], and improved tests

of discrete symmetry violation [KL95, VCG10] and fundamental constant vari-

ation [DSS08, CFK09, HLS06] . Harnessing this potential, however, typically

requires the preparation of cold samples of molecules in their quantum rovibra-

tional ground state. Unfortunately, the same intricate structure which gives rise

to the aforementioned applications severely complicates e↵orts to produce such

samples. Of these complications, energy stored in long-lived vibrational levels is

particularly problematic. This is because optical transitions between vibrational

levels are not governed by strict selection rules, making laser cooling di�cult, and

because traditional collisional, or sympathetic, cooling methods are ine�cient at

quenching molecular vibrational motion [KSF09]. The results detailed in this

chapter experimentally demonstrate that collisions with ultracold Ca atoms e�-

ciently quench the vibrational motion of trapped BaCl+ molecules at a rate com-
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parable to the classical scattering rate. This is over 4 orders of magnitude more

e�cient than demonstrated in traditional sympathetic cooling schemes [KSF09].

The large cooling rate, a consequence of a strong -C4/R4 interaction potential

due to the high polarizability of Ca, along with the low collision energies in-

volved [Fer86], leads to molecular samples with �90% vibrational ground state

occupancy. This demonstration is allowed by the development a novel thermom-

etry technique that relies on relative photodissociation yields. While a modest

decrease in vibrational temperature is observed in these experiments, the large

rate allows, with straightforward improvements, the production of molecular sam-

ples in the ground vibrational state in less than 100 ms. As sympathetic cooling of

molecular rotational motion is far more e�cient than vibrational cooling in tradi-

tional systems, it is also expected that this method e�ciently cools the rotational

motion of the molecules. This result should hold for many di↵erent combinations

of ultracold atoms and molecules, yielding a general technique for cooling a vari-

ety of molecules to their absolute quantum ground state and ultimately realizing

the long-sought opportunities o↵ered by the internal structure of molecules.

Precision control over the quantum states of atoms has allowed tremendous

advancement in both applied and fundamental physics, ranging from ultra-precise

clocks [CHK10] and gravity gradiometers [MFF02], to stringent tests on discrete

symmetry violations [GSL09] and the production of exotic phases of matter like

degenerate Bose and Fermi gases [Lev12]. Extension of these studies to the next

simplest such physical system, i.e. a diatomic molecule, promises even further

advancements. Typically, the starting point for these studies is the production

of an ultracold sample, which in the case of atoms, is usually attained via the

technique of laser cooling. Applying this technique to molecules, however, is

technically challenging, due mainly to the molecular vibrational degree of freedom

which has no associated angular momentum. Thus, unlike transitions between
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di↵erent rotational and electronic levels, transitions between vibrational levels

of a molecule are not governed by strict selection rules. As a result, in general,

a molecule simply cannot scatter the necessary number of photons needed to

enter the ultracold regime before spontaneously decaying to long-lived vibrational

levels which are out of resonance with the cooling lasers. While it does appear a

subset of molecules are potentially amenable to laser cooling, as has been recently

demonstrated for SrF [SBD10] and YO [HYS13], a more general cooling technique

is highly desirable. One promising, general method is to use a sample of laser-

cooled ultracold atoms to collisionally, i.e. sympathetically, cool a co-trapped

sample of molecules to ultracold temperatures. Particularly attractive for this

technique are charged molecules which, in contrast to neutral molecules, can be

trapped over a broad temperature range for extended periods of time in radio-

frequency ion traps, allowing ample time for sympathetic cooling to occur.

Sympathetic cooling of charged molecules has been demonstrated with both

laser-cooled atomic ions and cryogenic bu↵er gases [KSF09]. Unfortunately, nei-

ther of these methods can produce molecules which are simultaneously ultracold

in both their internal and external degrees of freedom. On the one hand, sympa-

thetic cooling with co-trapped, laser-cooled atomic ions quickly cools molecular

ions to very low translational temperatures, but due to the long range nature of

the Coulomb interaction, the method yields little internal state relaxation of the

molecules at low collision energies [OZW06]. To overcome this limitation, tech-

niques of optical pumping [SjS10,SRD10], and state selective photoionization of

neutral molecules [TWW10] have been employed in tandem with atomic ion sym-

pathetic cooling to produce translationally cold molecular ions in the lowest few

rotational states. Despite their impressive results, these techniques lack gener-

ality as they are restricted to certain classes of molecules and require molecule

specific lasers. On the other hand, sympathetic cooling with helium bu↵er gas has
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been demonstrated to yield cooling of both the translational and internal states of

molecules due to the short-range nature of the ion-neutral collision; however, the

method can only be used at temperatures above ⇠ 300 mK, the point at which

the vapor pressure of 3He becomes negligibly small. Additionally, it is relatively

ine�cient due to the low polarizability of the helium atoms.

An alternative to these methods is sympathetic cooling with ultracold, laser-

cooled atoms which both allows access to sub-mK translational temperatures

and is predicted to be very e�cient at cooling the internal degrees of freedom

as their polarizabilities are over 100 times that of helium atoms. While this

scheme uses proven technologies that have existed for decades, it has not previ-

ously been implemented, possibly due to the misconception that molecular ions

cannot undergo primarily elastic collisions with neutral atoms that are amenable

to laser cooling but instead undergo charge exchange chemical reactions leading

to energetic neutralized molecules. Previously, it has been shown [Hud09] that,

on the contrary, many combinations of molecular ions and neutral laser-cooled

atoms (including the particular combination of species used here) can co-exist

without undergoing a chemical reaction when colliding. This chapter details the

first evidence of internal state cooling of trapped molecular ions due to sym-

pathetic cooling collisions with ultracold atoms co-located in a magneto-optical

trap (MOT). While the internal temperatures produced are modest, the method

is found to be extremely e�cient, with a vibrational quenching rate constant on

the order of the classical, or Langevin, atom-ion scattering rate constant. Thus,

straightforward improvements (see 8.6) in the apparatus should allow production

of molecular samples in the ground vibrational state in less than 100 ms. The fol-

lowing sections detail a novel technique developed to measure relative populations

of molecular vibrational levels, briefly describe the apparatus and experimental

approach used to implement the sympathetic cooling of BaCl+ molecules, and
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Figure 7.1: Photodissociation Thermometry of BaCl+. a Potential energy curves

for the X 1⌃+ and A 1⇧ electronic states and a schematic indicating the pho-

todissociation thermometry method described in the text. The di↵erent shapes

of the v = 0 and v = 1 wavefunctions give rise to the di↵erent frequency re-

sponses of the two levels to the photodissociation laser. b The permanent dipole

moment (PDM) of BaCl+ calculated as described in Methods. c Improved data

(with standard error) obtained for the cross-section of the A 1⇧  X 1⌃+ of the

photodissociation transition in BaCl+ using a separate ion trap and time-of-flight

system. The dashed line is the thermally averaged cross-section at 300 K. Also

shown are the improved calculations of the individual vibrational level contribu-

tions of the v = 0 and v = 1 levels. Although the model described in the methods

section incorporates the lowest 4 vibrational levels, here only the v = 0 and v = 1

levels are shown for clarity.
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present data detailing the measured vibrational sympathetic cooling rate.

7.2 Method of Vibrational Level Thermometry

In order to quantify the degree of sympathetic cooling of the molecular internal

levels it is necessary to measure the population distribution of rotational and vi-

brational levels. Typically, this measurement is accomplished with spectroscopic

techniques, such as predissociation or multiphoton ionization/dissociation spec-

troscopy; however, like most molecular ions, the detailed spectroscopic informa-

tion necessary for these techniques does not yet exist for BaCl+. To overcome this

challenge, vibrational spectroscopic thermometry is demonstrated utilizing broad-

band molecular photodissociation without requiring detailed molecular structure

data. This novel and general method is applicable to any molecule that can be

directly photodissociated and allows an accurate measurement of the molecular

vibrational temperature, as long as the internal state population can be probed

on a timescale shorter than or comparable to the vibrational relaxation time.

The method exploits the fact that, although the photodissociation cross section

is broad, the individual vibrational levels have unique frequency responses for

photodissociation, which are given from [CSK11]:

�vJ(⌫) = 4⇡2↵a20
h⌫

Eh

1

2J + 1

X

J 0MM 0

|hA,EJ 0M 0|dz|X, vJMi|2

(ea0/
p
Eh)2

(7.1)

where Eh is the Hartree, a0 is the Bohr radius, and ↵ is the fine-structure con-

stant. The quantity hA|dz|Xi/(ea0/
p
Eh) is dimensionless and contains both the

radial and angular parts of the dipole moment, d. Here, |Xi and |Ai label the

rovibrational wavefunction of the ground 1⌃+ and first electronic excited 1⇧ state,

respectively, as shown in figure7.1a. Because the continuum wavefunctions asso-

ciated with solutions of the A 1⇧ molecular potential are highly oscillatory, the
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expectation value of the dipole moment operator can be accurately approximated

by considering only the nature of |Ai near the classical turning point, RC . Thus,

if the repulsive potential is approximated as linearly dependent on R, with slope

dV
A

dR
, near R = RC , these wavefunctions are well-described by Airy functions and

the vibrational photodissociation cross-section is given as:

�vJ(⌫) =
4⇡2↵

e2
h⌫

2J + 1

0

B@d(RC)
�v(RC)

p
dVA/dR

���
R=R

C

1

CA

2

(7.2)

where �v are the real-valued vibrational wavefunctions. As RC is linearly related

to the photon energy, the shape of the photodissociation cross-section directly

reflects the squared probability amplitude of the molecular vibrational wavefunc-

tion.

Implementing the photodissociation thermometry technique to be discussed

requires knowledge of a photodissociation transition from which an accurate de-

termination of the �v can be obtained. A BaCl+ photodissociation transition

is characterized in [CSK11]. However, to implement the thermometry technique

it was necessary to better measure the shape of the photodissociation cross-

section. To this end, a compact time-of-flight apparatus is developed, described

in [SCR12], which has allowed the photodissociation spectrum of BaCl+ to be

measured with ⇠ 103 times improvement in precision over that of ref. CSK11.

From this data, shown in figure 7.1(c), slight adjustments to the molecular po-

tentials determined in the earlier measurements have been made, and the contri-

butions of the individual vibrational states to the total photodissociation cross-

section can be identified, the lowest two of which (i.e. v = 0 and v = 1) are

shown as solid lines in figure 7.1(c)

With the individual vibrational level cross sections in hand, the basic idea of

the thermometry technique can be understood as follows. Once equilibration has
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Figure 7.2: Measurement of MOT-induced vibrational quenching of BaCl+ ions.

a Example traces of the Ba+ ion fluorescence measured during the experimental

sequence. Initially the trap is loaded with a pure BaCl+ sample (i). The pho-

todissocation laser (PDL) is then turned on to create a mixed sample of BaCl+

and Ba+ ions (ii). Once the Ba+ ions have been laser cooled, the MOT is op-

tionally turned on and the BaCl+ ions are collisionally cooled by the ultracold

Ca atoms (iii). Following that, the BaCl+ ions are interrogated with the PDL to

determine the amount of vibrational relaxation due to the MOT (iv). The ratio

of Ba+ ion number created in each instance of photodissocation is then compared

for the two cases when the MOT was on and o↵. The top and bottom panels

are data for a PDL wavenumber of 41,500 cm�1 and 44,675 cm�1, respectively.

b The average of all data points (with standard error) obtained, as described

in the Methods, is plotted for various photodissociation wavenumbers. The blue

points are cooling data and the grey points are a control analysis which should be

consistent with unity (see Methods). The curves are the expected result from a

rate equation model of the experimental sequence described in Methods and the

agreement with the data shows the BaCl+ sample has been cooled to a ground

state vibrational population of ⇠ 90% in the average case.
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been established with the 300 K vacuum apparatus, ⇡ 79% of the molecules are

in the v = 0 level, ⇡ 15% are in the v = 1 level, and the remaining population

is essentially all in the v = 2 and v =3 levels. While the model introduced later

incorporates all of these levels, for illustration purposes it is su�cient to consider

only the v = 0 and v = 1 levels. Because the wavefunction of the v = 1 level has

a zero crossing (see figure 7.1(b)), the photodissociation cross section contains

a node which occurs at � = 225 nm (⌫/c = 44,400 cm�1). A laser tuned to

this wavelength will photodissociate molecules in the v = 0 level, but will not

a↵ect molecules in the v = 1 level. Furthermore, as can be inferred by thermally

averaging equation 7.2, at the temperatures relevant to this work the rotational

distribution does not change the resulting cross sections. As a result, if collisions

with the cold Ca atoms quench the vibrational motion of the molecules, it will be

signaled by an enhanced photodissociation rate at this wavelength. Conversely,

by tuning the photodissociation laser (PDL) closer to one of the maxima of

the v = 1 level cross section, MOT induced quenching will instead be signaled

by suppression of the observed photodissociation rate as molecules are being

cooled to the v = 0 level, lowering the total cross-section. From the change in

photodissociation rate at di↵erent photodissociation wavelengths, the change in

vibrational temperature can be inferred.

7.3 Experiment

The apparatus used to measure these e↵ects is shown in figure 7.3, and typical

data obtained to demonstrate vibrational cooling is plotted in figure 7.2. To be-

gin, BaCl+ molecules created by laser ablation are trapped in a linear quadrupole

ion trap (i), which is co-located with a MOT that can be loaded with ultracold

Ca atoms. Interestingly, without any cooling, the starting point of the BaCl+
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molecules internal and translational temperatures are determined by di↵erent

mechanisms and are established in the first few seconds after loading the trap.

Internally, the BaCl+ molecules thermalize to 300 K due to blackbody radiation

emitted by the room temperature vacuum apparatus, while translationally the

temperature is set by the ion dynamics in the trap. To attain the high signal-

to-noise ratio measurements necessary to demonstrate vibrational cooling, the

system requires the use of an ion cloud composed of approximately ⇠103 BaCl+

molecules. At these numbers, the initial translational temperature of the BaCl+

molecules is primarily set by collisional heating through self-induced micromo-

tion interruption [DeV09] to ⇠ 1000 K. Therefore, for this experiment, additional

translational cooling of the BaCl+ molecules is implemented by sympathetic cool-

ing with co-trapped laser-cooled Ba+ ions. These Ba+ ions are loaded into the

trap with unit e�ciency by photodissociating a fraction of the BaCl+ molecules

using a pulsed dye laser as discussed in [CSK11] (ii), and once laser-cooled,

sympathetically cool the BaCl+ molecules to millikelvin translational temper-

atures [OZW06]. These atomic ions also provide an important diagnostic as their

fluorescence is used both as a means of determining overlap of the MOTion trap

as well as the initial, proportional number of BaCl+ molecules. Once the BaCl+

molecules are translationally cold, as indicated by the steady-state value of the

Ba+ ion fluorescence and camera images of the ion cloud, the MOT is turned

on (iii) and short range collisions with the highly polarizable, neutral Ca atoms

result in internal state cooling. To measure the e↵ect of the cooling, the PDL is

then turned on once again (iv), and the increase in fluorescence yields the number

of Ba+ ions produced, thus allowing an inference of the ground state vibrational

population of the BaCl+ molecules. Several systematics can be eliminated (e.g.

the variable number of BaCl+ molecules produced in the loading process, possi-

ble inaccuracies in the absolute cross section value, and/or the PDL intensity) by
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taking the ratio of the final amount of Ba+ ions produced to the initial amount,

Ron = N2/N1 (see Methods and figure 7.2(a)). This measurement sequence is re-

peated without turning on the Ca MOT and the same ratio is recorded (denoted

Ro↵). It is straightforward to show that in the linear regime the ratio Ron/ Ro↵ is

equivalent to the ratio of the total cross sections in each case, i.e. �on/�on. This

sequence is repeated several times at several PDL wavenumbers and the analyzed

data are plotted in figure 7.2(b). These data are compared to a control analysis

at each wavelength, which compares measurements where the MOT remained

ON or stayed OFF for both points and thus should be consistent with unity (see

Methods). From this comparison, it is clear that the deviation of the actual data

is the result of MOT-induced vibrational relaxation.

7.4 Results and Conclusion

A simple rate equation model quantifies the cooling e�ciency. The model incor-

porates the continual redistribution of the molecules internal states due to black-

body radiation throughout the experiment, as well as MOT-induced vibrational

relaxation when the MOT is present (see Methods and Supplementary Informa-

tion). Because the MOT density and overlap with the ions vary for each of the

data points in figure 7.2(b), a best fit line using the rate equation is unsuitable.

Rather, using the calculated e↵ective MOT density for each data point, along

with the rate equation model, an average vibrational quenching rate constant of

k ⇡ 1⇥10�9 cm3/s is determined. Using this rate constant with the typical peak

MOT density of ⇡ 1 ⇥ 109 atoms/cm3 and a typical overlap factor of 0.2, the

average expected values of Ron/Ro↵ as predicted from the rate equation model

are calculated and shown in figure 7.2(b) as the solid blue curve. From the good

agreement of the data with this curve, the rate equations are used to extract the
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Figure 7.3: Panel (a) shows the hybrid magneto-optical and ion trap (MOTion

trap) system used in these experiments.The secular frequencies for the BaCl+

and Ba+ ions are 33 and 43 kHz, respectively. BaCl+ ions are loaded by laser

ablation of a solid BaCl2 target and are then photodissociated into Ba+ by a

pulsed laser beam (⇠1 mJ at a 10 Hz repetition rate) directed down the center

axis of the ion trap. The Ba+ ions are laser cooled, and thus translationally cool

the remaining BaCl+ molecules, by a pair of axial cooling lasers. The intensities

of the 493 nm and 650 nm lasers at the ion cloud are ⇠500 mW/cm2 and ⇠100

mW/cm2, respectively. Spatial overlap between the trapped Ca and the ions is

verified by two nearly-orthogonal EMCCD imaging systems. Panel (b) shows an

overlaid set of experimentally obtained images of the Ca MOT and laser-cooled

Ba+ cloud. These images have been colorized (the Ca in purple, Ba+ in green)

for clarity. Also included, is a reconstruction of the expected position, taking into

account the diminished trap depth due to higher mass, of the BaCl+ molecular

cloud (in red).
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vibrational ground state population, which in the case of sympathetic cooling by

the Ca MOT is found to be No �90% and set by the competition of sympathetic

cooling and blackbody radiation heating from the chamber walls. In contrast,

if the MOT had provided no cooling, the data would have been consistent with

the solid black line which corresponds to a vibrational ground state population

of ⇠79%.

Rigorous quantum scattering calculations of the vibrational quenching rate

have never been performed in any similar system. However, the large value of

the rate constant, over 104 times that observed in traditional sympathetic cool-

ing schemes, is likely due to the strong, long-range �C4/R
4 interaction potential,

which occurs between Ca and BaCl+. Classically, particles colliding on this po-

tential with energy E and an impact parameter less than the Langevin length,

bL =
p

C4/E, undergo violent collision trajectories that rapidly spiral inward

towards R = 0. Quantum mechanically speaking, the system forms a three-body

collision complex with reduced mass µ at the Langevin rate, kL = ⇡
p

2C4/µ,

which facilitates redistribution of the original molecule’s vibrational energy be-

tween all three particles. Thus, when the collision complex predissociates back

into its parent constituents, this energy is carried away by the sympathetic cool-

ing partner, leaving the molecule in a lower vibrational state. The fact that the

observed rate constant is nearly the Langevin rate (k ⇡ kL/5) supports this in-

terpretation [Fer86] and suggests that sympathetic cooling of molecular internal

degrees of freedom will be possible with any collision partner that gives rise to

long-range interactions conducive to collision complex formation – e.g. dipole-

dipole and monopole-dipole collisions.

Additionally, no evidence has been observed of any chemical reactions be-

tween BaCl+ and electronically excited Ca atoms in the MOT, even though they
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are energetically allowed. This supports the arguments of [SRK12] and [BJ92],

which state that these collisions are suppressed because the long-range atom-

ion interaction shifts the atom out of resonance with the atomic cooling laser at

large atom-ion separations and thus prevents atoms in their electronically excited

state from colliding with the molecular ions. This also provides an important sim-

plification to the originally proposed method [Hud09] as it eliminates the need

for an optical dipole trap for the ultracold atoms. Furthermore, it implies that

the rate of sympathetic cooling collisions can be safely increased without loss of

molecules. Several straightforward experimental modifications, such as modify-

ing the ion trap geometry so that ion cloud is fully contained inside the Ca MOT

and replenishing the Ca atom source, are expected to increase the e↵ective Ca

MOT density and, as a result the sympathetic cooling collision rate, by ⇠ 250

times its current value. Such improvements would produce a ground vibrational

state population � 99% in less than 100 ms, as well as potentially render the

currently employed Ba+ translational sympathetic cooling unnecessary.

Finally, due to incomplete spectroscopic information for the BaCl+ molecule,

direct measurement of rotational energy quenching is currently not possible. How-

ever, as all evidence from sympathetic cooling systems employed to date shows

that collisional quenching of the rotational energy proceeds at a much higher rate

than vibrational quenching, it is likely that molecules have been cooled rotation-

ally as well; experiments are currently underway to prove this. Ultimately, the

minimum attainable rovibrational temperature with this method will be set by

the ion radial micromotion, which determines the lowest collision energy with

the Ca atoms. This collision energy can be estimated from the amplitude of the

micromotion, which is given as a function of electric field as amm =
p
2 eE(~r)

m!⌦ ,

where ! (⌦) are the secular (drive) frequencies [MD68]. The average micromo-
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tion kinetic energy (12mv2mm = 1
2m(amm⌦)2) over a typical cloud profile in the

MOTion apparatus for typical trap parameters (i.e. a radial pseudo-potential of

depth ⇠ 10 eV), is ⇠1 K, while the maximum possible micromotion contribu-

tion to a collision (for ions residing at the edge of the cloud) is ⇠10 K. As the

BaCl+ vibrational splitting corresponds to ⇠ 500 K, this energy is inconsequen-

tial for vibrational cooling. However, the BaCl+ rotational splitting is ⇠ 0.5 K

meaning that in the present experiment the lowest few rotational levels could

still be populated. Therefore, future experiments aiming to produce samples of

pure rovibrational ground state molecules should use smaller samples of molec-

ular ions, so that the cloud size and thus the micromotion are reduced to the

point where collision energies are below the molecular rotational splitting. In the

present experiment, this regime can likely be reached by working with a sample

of order one-tenth the size of the current cloud.

In conclusion, a broadly applicable, general technique has been demonstrated

to cool the vibrational motion of polar molecules. A general technique, pho-

todissociation thermometry, has been developed for probing molecular vibra-

tional states, which can be used to determine the vibrational quenching rate

constant and ground vibrational state population. This result opens the door

for a new route to ultracold molecules and is expected to enable myriad experi-

ments in quantum chemistry [Smi92,BD01,Kre08], precision tests of fundamental

physics [LBL11], and quantum information/simulation [ADD06,SBC11].

7.5 Methods

The data acquisition system takes an alternating sequence of data points where

the MOT is either on or o↵ during the measurement, and acquires over 100 data

points at each PDL wavelength. For each wavelength, the ratio of successive
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points (Ron/ Ro↵) is computed so as to eliminate unidentified time varying sys-

tematics and the results are averaged. For the control analysis, the ratios between

successsive data points of the same type (e.g. Ron,1/ Ron,2, or Ro↵,1/ Ro↵,2, etc.)

are instead computed and the results are averaged. See full methods section for

details.

The Ba+ ion production in the experiment is modelled with a simple rate equa-

tion model which includes the lowest 4 vibrational levels of the BaCl+ molecules,

and accounts for population redistribution among the levels throughout the ex-

perimental sequence. This redistribution of the levels is due to collisions with

the ultracold Ca atoms as well as spontaneous and stimulated emission and ab-

sorption of photons by the molecules due to the blackbody radiation field. As

knowledge of the spontaneous and stimulated emission and absorption rates re-

quires the dipole moment of the electronic ground state of BaCl+, it is calculated

directly using a nonrelativistic multiconfigurational second-order perturbation

theory (CASPT2) implemented in the MOLCAS software suite [KLM03]. The

result is shown in figure 7.1(b).

To eliminate several systematics when comparing the data to this model, e.g.

the variable number of BaCl+ ions produced in the loading process, possible

inaccuracies in the absolute cross section value and/or the PDL intensity, the

fluorescence is used as a measurement of Ba+ ions created in each instance of

photodissociation, and take the ratio of the final amount to the initial amount,

Ron = N2/N1 (see figure 7.2(a)). Next, this measurement sequence is repeated

without turning on the Ca MOT and record the same ratio, denoted Ro↵. It is

straightforward to show that in the linear regime the ratio Ron/ Ro↵ is equivalent

to the ratio of the total cross sections in each case, i.e. �on/�o↵. The entire

sequence is repeated over 50 times producing a series of data points Ron,1, Ro↵,1,
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Ron,2, Ro↵,2, . . . . To eliminate monotonic, time varying systematics, the ratios

Ron,1/Ro↵,1, Ron,2/Ro↵,2, . . . as well as the ratios Ron,2/Ro↵,1, Ron,3/Ro↵,2, . . . are

computed and averaged. The average of these two results is recorded, and the

experiment is repeated at various dissociation wavelengths. These data are plot-

ted as blue circles in figure 7.2b. Also plotted are the black circles, which are

the results of a control analysis where the calculation is performed for the ratios

Ron,1/Ron,2, Ron,3/Ron,4, . . . as well as Ro↵,1/Ro↵,2, Ro↵,3/Ro↵,4, . . . , etc. and aver-

aged. As these controls are comparisons of the same data type, they should yield

results consistent unity and their variability about it can be used as an indication

of the variability in the actual data. Their close agreement with unity shows that

the deviation of the true data is due to MOT-induced vibrational relaxation and

not a statistical coincidence.

The number of Ba+ ions created in each instance of photodissociation can be

obtained using the following rate equations

dNi

dt
=⇢�(ki+1,iNi+1 � ki,i�1Ni)�

�i(�)I

h⌫
Ni

+
X

j>i

AjiNj �
X

j<i

AijNi +
X

j 6=i

Bij⇢(!)(Nj �Ni)

dNBa

dt
=
X

i

�i(�)I

h⌫
Ni

where Ni denotes the number of BaCl+ molecules in the ith vibrational level (the

rotational states have been averaged over) and NBa is the number of Ba+ ions.

The first term in Eqns. (3) is due to the MOT induced quenching. ki+1,i is the

vibrational quenching rate constant for the i + 1th level to the ith level, ⇢ is the

peak density of the MOT, and � a factor that quantifies the degree of overlap of

the atom and ion clouds. The overlap quantityi s defined � =
R
⇢̂Ca(~r)⇢̄I(~r)d~r ,

where ⇢̂Ca is the unit-peak normalized Ca atom density and ⇢̄I is the unit-integral

normalized BaCl+ density, thus 0 < � < 1. In the liquid phase in which the trap
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is operated, it quantifies the e↵ective MOT density experienced by each ion as

they move in the trap. The second term results from the photodissociation (�i is

the wavelength dependent cross section for the ith level, I is the PDL intensity,

and ⌫ is the laser frequency). Finally, the last three terms are due to spontaneous

emission and BBR induced stimulated emission and absorption written in terms of

the spectral energy density, ⇢(!), and the Einstein A and B coe�cients [LF04].

Calculating these coe�cients requires knowledge of the dipole moment of the

electronic ground state of BaCl+, Aij = 2
3

!3

ij

µ2

ij

✏
0

hc3
, where µij = hj|d(R)|ii and |ni

represents the ro-vibrational wavefunction of the nth ro-vibrational level of the

ground electronic state. As this dipole moment function was previously unknown,

it is calculated using a nonrelativistic multiconfigurational second-order pertur-

bation theory (CASPT2) implemented in the MOLCAS software suite [KLM03].

The result is shown in figure 7.1(b). With this in hand, the necessary rates are

calculated according to ref. LF04, and are ⇠1 Hz. The model incorporates the

lowest 4 vibrational levels in the model and ignores terms where |i� j| > 1. This

model, along with the calculated e↵ective density of the MOT [RSK11] for each

data point, allows a determination of the vibrational quenching rate constant, k,

as well as the ground state vibrational population, N0.

7.5.1 Photodissociative vibrational thermometry: caveats

Central to the technique of photodissociative thermometry is the model used to

extract the molecular vibrational temperature. As can be seen in equation 7.3,

the model only includes collisions that change the vibrational quantum number

by one vibrational quantum. This result, which is predicted by standard Landau-

Teller vibrational relaxation theory [Chi74], has been shown to be valid for low

vibrational excitation in experiments with supersonic molecular beams, see for
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example [BS85]. However, as there is yet no theory for vibrational relaxation

of BaCl+ by Ca, this point merits further investigation. Nonetheless, even if

|�v| = 2 collisions did occur at an appreciable rate, the measured relaxation rate

can still be interpreted as the realized cooling rate and the central result of this

work does not change.

Also neglected in the model of photodissociative thermometry are any e↵ects

of collisions involving electronically excited Ca atoms, which could occur because

the sympathetic cooling takes place in presence of the laser light used to cool the

Ca atoms. Because electronic excitation of the atom represents a large amount

of internal energy, there are several processes that are possible if this energy

was deposited in the CaBaCl+ collision complex, including vibration excitation

and/or chemical reaction. However, because the excited Ca 41P state has a

very di↵erent polarizability than the Ca 41S state, ⇠157.0 a.u. and ⇠55 a.u.,

respectively, during the collision the strong monopole field of the ion alters the

atomic transition frequency such that the Ca MOT lasers are shifted far from

resonance for atom-ion separations of many hundred Bohr radii, a0. Thus, though

a collision leading to reaction may begin with a Ca atom in an electronically

excited state, the short radiative lifetime of the Ca atom (4.5 ns) means that the

atom will spontaneously decay back into the ground state before the atom and

ion are close enough to react (<10a0) for the low collision energies encountered

in this experiment. Similar e↵ects are observed in 6, where the chemical reaction

rate between Ca and Ba+ did not measurably vary as a function of Ca excited

state fraction. This result is most simply explained by the aforementioned Stark

detuning e↵ect, as also discussed by [BJ92],

For example, in the magneto-optical trap used in this work the fraction of the

atoms in the excited state has a maximum of ⇠0.2 at large atom-ion separation.
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For distances less than 500 a0 the cooling lasers are shifted out of resonance, thus

the atomic excitation must survive for the time it takes to traverse this distance

if an excited state collision is to occur. For ions with collisions energies of 10

K (the highest collision energy likely in this experiment from micromotion far

o↵ the RF null) this e↵ect leads to a suppression of excited state collisions by

a factor ⇠10 relative to ground state collisions, rendering them unobservable in

the current experiment even if they occurred at the Langevin rate. Given that

only a small fraction of the ions at the edge of the crystal have 10 K micromotion

energy and that this suppression factor grows rapidly, e.g. at 10 mK excited

state collisions are suppressed by ⇠ 106, excited state collisions should have an

undetectable e↵ect. Furthermore, collisions involving electronic excitation of the

Ca atom would most likely lead to some chemical reaction, however, no evidence

for any chemical reactions between Ca and BaCl+ in the MOTion trap have been

observed. Therefore, the photodissocition thermometry model does not include

any e↵ects of electronic excitation.
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CHAPTER 8

Outlook and loose-ends: progress of a direct

search for the low-energy 229Th nuclear isomeric

transition in a thorium-doped solid with

synchrotron radiation

This chapter is for covering the loose-ends and outlook for the work performed

for this dissertation over the years. The main project covered in this chapter,

a direct search for the thorium-229 (Ip = 5/2+ ! 3/2+) nuclear transition, is

disjoint from the main subject of this thesis, but there has nonetheless been

important work worthy of being written down.

By exposing thorium-doped LiSrAlF6 crystals to tunable vacuum ultraviolet

synchrotron radiation and recording any long-lived fluorescence, a direct search

for the nuclear transition is performed.

8.1 Introduction

Since the work of Kroger and Reich almost four decades ago [KW76], it has been

thought that the A = 229 isotope of thorium possesses the lowest energy nuclear

excited state in nature. If true, the electromagnetic transition between the ground

nuclear state and this excited nuclear state could enable a host of new technologies
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and fundamental physics, including solid-state optical frequency references, next

generation optical clocks, robust quantum memories, and sensitive probes of the

fundamental constants of nature. The existence of a low-lying state in 229Th,

with an estimated natural linewidth, �n in the range 0.1 -10 mHz [TZZ00,RP06],

was indirectly established through measurements of �-ray energies resulting from

↵-decay of 233U [9]. Subsequent indirect measurements determined the isomeric

state (Ip = 3/2+) to be 3.5 eV above the ground state (Ip = 5/2+) [HR94];

however, direct searches for UV emission from this magnetic dipole transition

were unsuccessful [TZZ00]. Recently, a new indirect measurement has established

that the transition energy is instead 7.6 ± 0.5 eV [BBB07], while another indirect

technique suggests that the transition energy is  7.75 eV and �n = 0.006-

0.009 mHz [ZEN12]. As indirect measurements cannot control or modulate the

measured signal, they are unable to confirm whether or not the observed signal

originates from the thorium-229 transition or unknown systematic e↵ects. It is

therefore necessary to preform a direct measurement to conclusively measure the

energy of the nuclear transition. This chapter details the results of a direct search

for the thorium-229 nuclear isomeric transition, where a thorium doped LiSrAlF6

crystal is illuminated with vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) synchrotron radiation and

any resulting long-lived fluorescence is recorded. The preliminary search yields

no evidence for the thorium nuclear transition, but due to several unfortunate

systematic shortcomings, no new exclusions can yet be made for the transition

properties. With planned straightforward improvements, a future experimental

run is projected to be capable of ruling out nearly the entire search region of

interest.

This chapter explains the experimental design and apparatus, discusses the

first search results and analysis. The conclusion of this discussion is a projection

for the future sensitivity of the experiment after improvements.
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8.2 Experimental Design

The search for evidence of the nuclear transition is by directly observing fluo-

rescence from the thorium-229 doped sample after exposure to a beam of VUV

photons. Due to the expected narrow natural linewidth, pneumatic shutters are

su�cient to control the timing of the experiment. First, the synchrotron light

shutter is opened to directly expose the sample to a flux of VUV photons at a

controlled energy. The sample is exposed to the beam for as long as reasonably

possible, to allow for more stimulation into the long-lived excited nuclear state.

Next, the beam shutter is closed and the shutter in front of the in-vacuum pho-

tomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R7639 PMT) is opened so resulting fluorescence

is captured by an in-vacuum imaging system, described in detail later. The re-

sulting photon counting rate are then compared to a model whose inputs are the

experimental systematics (light collection e�ciencies, beam flux, beam exposure

time, and thorium density) and the transition properties (energy and natural

linewidth). The number of nucleii in the excited state after being exposed to the

synchrotron beam for te seconds can be calculated as

Ne =
BNTh

�+ 2B
(1� Exp(�(2B + �)te)). (8.1)

Where B is the Einstein stimulation coe�cient given by

B =
4

6

�2

2⇡
�

�

�b +�
, (8.2)

where Nt is the total number of thorium nucleii addressed by the beam, � is the

photon count per unit area of the synchrotron beam, � is the wavelnegth of the

transition, �(�b) is the natural (broadened) linewidth, and � is the bandwidth

of the beam. Thus, after measuring and accounting for the dopant density of

the thorium-229 and the light collection e�ciencies, the photon counting rates
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measured directly after shuttering the synchrotron beam set constraints on the

natural linewidth and energy of the transition.

8.3 Experimental Apparats

8.3.1 229Th:LiSrAlF6 crystal

The 229Th:LiSrAlF6 crystal was grown by AC Materials, using 229Th provided by

Oak Ridge National Laboratory. LiSrAlF crystals were found to be VUV trans-

parent with no long-lived background excitation in earlier trips to the ALS with

undoped and 232Th doped samples. To measure the density of dopant 229Th, the

activity of the sample is measured using a GaAs gamma ray detector. The radi-

ation is measured at three known activity peaks near 85, 193, and 210 keV, and

find them to have count rates of 1750, 170, and 141 Hz respectively. Accounting

for the known branching ratios in the gamma decay chain, 0.4265, 0.0441, and

0.0297 respectively, the resulting activity is about 114 nCi, or about 52 ng of

229Th. The density in the sample is ⇠ 1022 m�3, two orders of magnitude lower

than expected. This lack of dopant density is the one of the main limitations on

the sensitivity of the work so far.

In addition to the gamma ray spectrum, there is a UV radiation background

from the radioactivity in the crystal. Shown in figure 8.1 is a spectrum of light

coming from the crystal centered at approximately 295 nm with a best fit Gaus-

sian full-width at half-maximum of 75 nm. This spectrum was measured using a

visible light photon counting Hamamatsu R1527P PMT, directly mounting the

crystal to one of the arms of a McPherson 302 monochromator. This UV light

constitutes the primary contribution to the constant background of the measure-

ment.
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Figure 8.1: Results characterizing the UV radiation background in the thori-

um-229 doped sample. An emission peak is observed, in solid black, at 295 nm

with best-fit, in dashed red, FWHM of 75 nm. In future measurements, VUV

bandpass filters will be used to eliminate this background.
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8.3.2 Advanced Light Source

The direct search for the thorium-229 (Ip = 5/2+ ! 3/2+) nuclear transition

uses direct fluorescence excitation via the tunable synchrotron light source at

the Advanced Light Source (ALS) beamline 9.0.2 terminal 1 (T1). The photon

flux of the beam is characterized with a Opto Diode Corporation (ODC) ODD-

SXU-001 VUV damage resistant photodiode, calibrated against a NIST-certified

ODC AXUV-100G photodiode. The photon flux is nominally at specification

when the synchrotron ring energy is at the typical operational value of 1.9 GeV.

However, as shown in Fig 8.2, the flux is low nearly an order of magnitude when

the synchrotron is run in the lower energy configuration, 1.5 GeV, which allows

for use of photons with energies below 7.5 eV. The lack of flux at the lower

photon energies is another of the primary limiting factors for the constraints on

the transition at � > 165 nm.

8.3.3 Fluorescence detection apparatus

The fluorescence is measured by direct photon counting using a Hamamatsu

R7639 PMT and a SRS430 Multi-channel scaler. The thorium doped LiSrAlF6

crystal is mounted at the end of a lens cage system, with optical axis length of

approximately 430 mm from the sample to the PMT. Two lithium fluoride (LiF)

lenses, with nominal focal lengths of 75 mm and 250 mm, are used to to image

the light onto the photocathode. A schematic diagram of the optics mounting

flange is shown in figure 8.4. Lithium fluoride lenses are chosen because they have

the best available transmission in the VUV. However, since the energy range of

interest is near the edge of the LiF transmission band, the index of refraction and

transmission varies significantly over the search range of the experiment causing

a large chromatic variation in collection e�ciency. The measured transmission
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Figure 8.2: Results for the photon flux measurement at beamline 9.0.2 T1 at the

Advanced Light Source using a NIST traceable photodiode. In dashed red, the

measurement for the 1.5 GeV operation. In solid black, the result for normal

operation at 1.9 GeV ring energy. The rate is normalized to the ring current.

The drop o↵ at higher energies seen in the black trace is due to the MgF window

and Argon gas filter in the beamline. The apparent increase in flux near 14 eV

during low energy operation is likely a harmonic leak through.
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Figure 8.3: Transmission curves measured for the f = 250mm LiF lens (blue,

dashed), the f = 75mm (red, solid), and the LiSAF crystal itself (black, dotted).

The transmission is measured using the McPherson 302 monochromator.

curves for both lenses, and the crystal itself are shown in figure 8.3. The arrange-

ment of the lenses within the imaging system is carefully chosen to optimize the

collection e�ciency for a particular range of wavelengths.

The apparatus is constructed with two lens configurations, one for 1.9 GeV

operation for searching the high energy search region and another for 1.5 GeV

operation for the low energy search region. These configurations were chosen by

using ZEMAX, a commercial imaging software suite, to optimize the collection

e�ciency for 159 nm and 190 nm, respectively. For each configuration, the calcu-

lation of the e↵ective solid angle as a function of wavelength using both ZEMAX

and a simple ray tracing program are in agreement.

To verify the accuracy of the simulation results, a series of calibration measure-
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Figure 8.4: A schematic diagram of the optical mounting flange for the thorium

experiment. Four 1/8” rods hold adjustable aluminum mounting rings that hold

the LiF lenses in place. The 159 nm (190 nm) optimized configuration has A=

59.05 (64.44) mm and B = 225.65 (222.44) mm. Also shown in a drawing of the

integration sphere used to measure the collection e�ciency.
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Figure 8.5: Overall light collection e�ciency for the LiF lens collection system.

The solid black line is a measurement of the collection e�ciency performed by

shining light from the deuterium lamp source, through the monochromator onto

an integration sphere placed at the position the crystal occupies during the actual

experiment. The dashed line is the result of a ray tracing model for a one-di-

mensional source of light at the crystal position. The red line is the result of a

ray tracing model for a two-dimensional source of light at the crystal position, to

better approximate behavior of the integration sphere.
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ments are performed, using a McPherson in-vacuum spectrometer and deuterium

lamp as a source of VUV light. The overall light collection e�ciency is shown

in figure 8.5. The solid black line is a measurement of the collection e�ciency

performed by shining light from the deuterium lamp source, through a McPher-

son 302 monochromator with a focusing elbow onto an integration sphere placed

at the position the crystal occupies during the actual experiment. The absolute

scale of the collection calibration experiment is set by comparing the signal with

and without the imaging optics in place. With no optics in place, the solid angle

fraction is simply calculated by geometric ray tracing. The dashed line is the

result of a ray tracing model for a one-dimensional source of light at the crystal

position. The red line is the result of a ray tracing model for a two-dimensional

source of light at the crystal position, to better approximate behavior of the

integration sphere.

To set an absolute scale for the count rate, one must take the product of the

measured/simulated collection e�ciency and the quantum e�ciency of the R7639

PMT. The PMT is calibrated using the deuterium lamp with the NIST-traced

photodiode (figure 8.6)

8.4 Initial Experimental Results

Most of the search data is acquired over the course of several normal 1.9 GeV

operation shifts, which allow for longer beam exposure and fluorescence collec-

tion times(3000 s and 1500 s, respectively). For the search region to the red of

⇠ 7.5 eV, there is only data from one special beamtime shift at 1.5 GeV oper-

ation, allowing only for much shorter exposure and collection times (840 s and

420 s, respectively). The typical result is shown in figure 8.7. Regardless of the

photon energy the crystal is exposed to, there is some short-lived fluorescence at
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Figure 8.6: Results for the R7639 PMT calibration measurement using the NIST–

traceable photodiode. Plotted in dashed green is the manufacturer’s specified

typical quantum e�ciency. In solid orange, the measured e�ciency.
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Figure 8.7: Typical measurement result from the first ALS run with the

229Th-doped crystal. All the measurements had some short-lived fluorescence

on a characteristic timescale of about 5 seconds. A portion of the measurement

time is taken with the PMT shutter closed for a dark count rate.

the early time scale, followed by a roughly 30 Hz overall background, thought to

be due to Cherenkov radiation from the crystal’s radioactivity. To try to set a

limit on longer timescale excitation, the data is statistically analyzed after cut-

ting out the early time (tcut = 50s marked in figure8.7). Unfortunately, due to

a combination of the background noise and the low overall collection e�ciency,

no statistically significant limits can be claimed. For example, in a best case

scenario of a transition near 160 nm with a natural linewidth of �
2⇡ = 1mHz,

the expected initial counting amplitude, by equation 8.1 taking into account the

results of e↵ects shown in figures 8.6, 8.5 and 8.3 , is only a few Hz (at t= 0s).
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8.5 Conclusion and Outlook

The limiting factors in the exclusion regions are limited measurement time, the

light collection e�ciency, limited flux during 1.5 GeV operations and the UV

radiation background. Limited measurement time can be improved by additional

time at the light source. The lack of light during 1.5 GeV operation might be

improved via changes to mirror positions in beamline 9.0.2. The UV radiation

background, which for the current systematic e�ciency has a count rate compa-

rable to the current expectation for the signal size, can be eliminated by added

VUV bandpass filters to the optical system. To improve the light collection,

a head-on, Hamamatsu R6836 PMT with larger e↵ective collection area will be

placed in vacuum roughly ⇠ 1cm from the crystal, behind only the bandpass filter

(E-Source Optics 130-FBB), and a Uniblitz lightproof in-vacuum shutter. With

this PMT arrangement the light collection average will be roughly 6%, not in-

cluding the transmission loss on the crystal face. There will also be no chromatic

e↵ects due to not using refractive collection elements. The sum of these improve-

ments should easily lead to more than two orders of magnitude improvement in

the sensitivity region.

8.5.1 Monte Carlo exclusion region estimation

To determine overall sensitivity of the improved light collection scheme, a model

is used for the expected count rate �signal = a0e��t, where

a0(�,�) = �Ne(�,�)⌦⌘PMT(�)TFBB(�)Txtal(�). (8.3)

Ne is calculated by equation 8.1. ⌦ is the light collection fraction taken to be least

6% for a 1D line source average. ⌘PMT(�) is the quantum e�ciency of the PMT.

TFBB(�) is the transmission of the VUV bandpass filter, shown as measured in
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Figure 8.8: Transmission of the Esource Optics broadband VUV bandpass filter is

shown as measured with the deuterium lamp source and McPherson spectrometer.

figure 8.5.1. Txtal(�) is the transmission for passing through a single face of the

crystal, taken to be the square root of the transmission measurement, for two

faces, shown in figure 8.3.

For each point along the dashed exclusion line in figure 8.5.1, a fake data set

produced by generating random integers from a Poisson distribution with mean

µ = 40Hz⇥1.667s. 1.667s is the counting bin size on the SR430 Multi-Channel

Scaler when the experiment is performed at the 3000 s:1500 s duty cycle, so

this mean simulates dark noise at a mean rate of 40 Hz. Each Monte Carlo

set is then analyzed by first subtracting the mean of the last 5% of the data

from the first 95% of the data set. This ”zeroed” data set is then fit to a single

decaying exponential a⌧e�t/⌧ for an array of lifetimes ⌧ = (2⇡6(1.2)jµHz)
�1

for

j = 0...40. For each lifetime, the fitting algorithm reports a best fit and standard

error (ā(⌧), �a(⌧)) for the only free parameter a⌧ . For each fit, a t-statistic is
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Figure 8.9: Monte Carlo calculation of 95%-confidence exclusion region, in grey,

for the 229Th transition properties after planned detection improvements are

made. The green region is where the transition is expected to be by indirect

measurement in [BBB07]. The orange region is the region where the transition

is expected to be after a recent indirect de-excitation measurement [ZEN12]

calculated against the model calculation of equation 8.3 by

t =
a0(�, ⌧�1)� ā(⌧)p

�a(⌧)2 +�a20
, (8.4)

where �a0 ⇠ 0.5a0 is the total estimated uncertainty in the fluorescence col-

lection model in equation 8.3. The exclusion boundary is then defined by the

largest ⌧ such that t� 1.65. In other words, the mean amplitude of the expected

fluorescence must be larger than the fitted amplitude to the Poissonian noise by

the 95% confidence quadrature sum error bar. The results of this computation

are shown in figure 8.5.1, along with search regions-of-interest from other indirect

e↵orts [BBB07], [ZEN12].
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8.6 The future of the MOTion trap - version 2.0

As of Spring 2013, a renovation of the hybrid trap system is underway. Three

major improvements are being made to the system. The first improvement is

making the ion trap field radius smaller. A smaller field radius facilitates the

trapping of smaller ion numbers at higher trap depths, all other parameters held

equal. With the smaller field radius, the trap parameters theoretically allow the

formation of ion crystals. The second improvement is a higher magnification

(M=8) imaging system capable of resolving single ions. The enhanced imaging

is made possible by a re-entrant flange on the vacuum chamber and a custom

objective lens system from Sill Optics. The third addition is a radial ejection time-

of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometer for detection of trapped ion chemical reaction

products. A schematic of the new vacuum chamber configuration, as well as a

picture of the time-of-flight device, is shown in figure 8.10.

8.6.1 Ion trap version 2.0

The new version of the ion trap has a field radius of 6.85 mm, with the same

rod diameter as the original trap. The field radius is chosen to meet three goals.

First, the trap rods need to allow su�cient optical access to make a dense MOT.

Using a variable beam expander (Thorlabs BE02-05-A) to shrink the trap beam

waist, it is verified that the smaller beam waist required to not scatter o↵ the ion

trap rods does not significantly lower the MOT density. Second, the field radius

is chosen such that, at typical trapping voltages, the thermal ion cloud radius,

rthermal '
q

qeV
RF

80!2

s

, is roughly the same as the MOT radius, to maximize overlap.

Finally, the field radius must leave enough space for an angled absorption imaging

beam clearance. At r0 = 6.85 mm, there is approximately 2 mm of clearance at

the required absorption beam angle.
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Figure 8.10: Schematic of MOTion trap v2.0. The time-of-flight ion optics are

mounted in the former position of the Ca dispensers. New dispenser holders are

mounted directly to the ion trap rod holders.
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Figure 8.11: Picture of the second iteration ion trap and rendering of the seg-

mented rod design.

The second iteration of the ion trap is a segmented rod model, with twelve

total electrodes. The trap is shown fully constructed in figure 8.11, along with

a rendering of the segmented rod design. A single piece of stainless steel forms

the center electrode, upon which the outer electrodes slide on. Isolation between

the di↵erent electrodes is provided by Vespel rings. The length of the center trap

electrode (0.8 inch) is chosen, by SIMION simulation, such that the ion cloud

aspect ratio can be tuned through 1:1 using a simple low voltage power supply

(Vec < 30 V). The segmented design is chosen to improve overall symmetry and

has been found, in the simulations of [TRL12], to minimize axial micromotion in

large ion clouds.
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8.6.2 The radial ejection time-of-flight mass spectrometer

The radial ejection time-of-flight mass spectrometer design is essentially a du-

plicate of the one built for the BaCl+ spectroscopy experiment [SCR12], with

only minor changes for simplicity of assembly. The dimensions of the ion optics

relevant to the performance of the ToF are identical to those in the spectroscopy

apparatus, so it is expected that a similar level of resolution will be achieved

(�m
m
⇠ 50). This mass resolution is good enough to identify potential molecular

ion charge exchange products when revisiting the experiments of chapters 5 and

6.

The time-of-flight distinguishes the ions based on their mass by pushing the

ions towards the detector, imparting a roughly fixed amount of kinetic energy.

For fixed kinetic energy, lighter ions will arrive at the detector. Detailed in the

work of [WMD55] and shown in figure 8.12, a two stage acceleration scheme

improves the mass resolution. The first stage consists of a smaller potential drop

(�V ⇠ 200 V), by application of a voltage di↵erence between the pairs of rods

as shown in figure 8.12. The first stage removes the ions from the trap region

while minimizing variation in kinetic energy due to the initial spatial distribution

of the ion cloud. The second stage uses a larger potential drop (�V ⇠ 1500 V)

over a short distance to accelerate the ejected ions to their final field free flight

tube energy.

The ejected ions have an ensemble of velocity components orthogonal to the

flight direction. The first Einzel lens, an ion optic that doesn’t change the en-

ergy of the beam, is three ring electrodes. The outer two ring electrodes are

grounded, and the center electrode is held at high voltage. This arrangement of

potentials leads to a lensing e↵ect on the o↵ flight-axis velocity components. The

spacing and voltage are chosen by simulation in SIMION. Some simulated flight
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Figure 8.12: Schematic of the time-of-flight device operation. Panel (a) shows

the configuration of the high voltage pulsing circuit for the trap rods for two

stage acceleration into the flight tube. Panel (b) shows some results of SIMION

trajectory simulations used to optimizing the collimation and collection of ejected

ions.

trajectories are shown in part (b) of figure 8.12.

8.6.3 Outlook

The sum of the improvements to the MOTion trap unlocks the door to colder

molecular ions and more precise atom-ion chemistry. The smaller, more symmet-

ric ion trap design (section 8.6.1) will trap smaller ion clouds capable of being

imaged with single ion resolution. The smaller, colder ion clouds will allow for

even more e�cient internal state relaxation. The integrated time-of-flight (section
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8.6.2 allows unambiguous identification of atom-ion chemical reaction products

and will facilitate accurate photodissociation spectroscopy experiments, such as

those using predissociation or multiple photon ionization, for rovibrational state

read-out.
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